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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explores how a nation’s identity becomes inscribed in memorial spaces and how 

these spaces are experienced by citizens. I argue that understanding the composition of memorial 

spaces and how individuals experience these spaces is as important as debates that concern a 

memorial’s symbolism. Here, memorial space is conceived of as a medium that aids in the 

production of national identity through the experiences that it engenders. Ottawa’s Memorial to 

the Victims of Communism—Canada, a Land of Refuge serves as a focal point for exploring 

how space is constructed and then how it comes to be experienced by Canadian citizens. This 

project views memorials and memorial spaces as a set of mnemonic technologies that enable 

civic education. Furthermore, I view embodiment as an important area of investigation for 

rhetorical studies. I am particularly concerned with how national values are transmitted through 

the built environment and eventually incorporated by citizens who experience these memorial 

spaces. In part one of this project, I provide an analysis of archival materials to demonstrate how 

memorial space is inscribed with meaning. Here, I present Ottawa’s urban planning documents 

as evidence of the role that politics plays in shaping memorial space. These documents reveal the 

role that ambient characteristics of the built environment serve in shaping meaning of memorial 

space. Additionally, I present the controversy surrounding the Memorial to the Victims of 

Communism as evidence of the public’s role in shaping the physical character of memorial 

space. Specifically, the controversy surrounding the siting of the memorial demonstrates how 

public opposition to placing the memorial in front of Canada’s Supreme Court resulted in the 

eventual re-siting of the memorial at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. I argue that this 

controversy demonstrates the influence of the public on the character of the built environment. 
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Ultimately, this analysis revealed the value that Canadians place on public consultation. In part 

two, I offer some theoretical considerations that detail the role of sensory enculturation in aiding 

our perception. Here, I highlight Bergson’s metaphor of constructed memory to illustrate the role 

of memories of past experiences in shaping immediate perceptions. I argue that through an 

intellectual conception of space we are able to explore how experiences shape our imaginations 

and experiences of actual space. I believe that a scholarly focus on sensation enables this type of 

inquiry. From here, I detail the methods that I employed to apprehend the lived experiences of 

my research participants. Through sensory ethnography that included participant observation and 

ethnographic interviews, I was able to collect a rich set of data for an analysis of memorial space 

at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. My analysis of field recordings revealed an 

emphasis on the “overwhelming nature” found in Canada’s wilderness that happens to but up 

against Ottawa and the capital region. Attunement to this constructive tension between Canadian 

wilderness and urban environments helped to shaped perceptions of the memorial space. 

Participants characterized their experiences of the memorial pace as “boring,” “peaceful,” and 

“solitary.” I conclude that these experiences enabled Canadians to develop abstract notions of 

inhabitation. These notions serve as an experiential foundation for more complex expressions of 

bodily autonomy and inclusivity. From these observations, I argue that Canadian notions of 

multiculturalism are built on the aforementioned characterizations of memorial space. An 

enculturation of the senses through such experiences enables ever more complex abstractions 

about inhabitation (e.g., “a Land of Refuge”). 
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INTRODUCTION  

 I turn off Sparks Street, as government buildings and houses of worship loom overhead, 

and angle myself slightly to pass through waist-level iron posts at the top of the steps to descend 

into the shadowy park below. I walk out across the exposed aggregate of the concrete that covers 

the built portion of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. The sap beneath my feet grabs 

the sole of my shoes as I attempt to put one foot in front of the other. Wind rustles the leaves and 

rips across the fabric of the fourteen flags on poles that peek out above the mature trees growing 

out of raised garden beds. In the late August evening, I feel the chill from the northwesterly 

winds. A man sitting on the park bench to my left tucks his can of Molson beer at his side as I 

walk by. I see a dog’s head pop up from the steps ahead of me. He is followed by a young 

woman who is fully immersed in her phone conversation. Although I have visited Canada on 

many occasions to visit my French Canadian family, I have never experienced Canada quite like 

this. There is a sensation of freedom when you have no family obligations in a country that has 

always seemed so familiar, yet foreign at the same time. One by one, lights flicker on in the high-

rise apartments that sit atop of Cathedral Hill. As I descend another flight of stairs, the sound of 

the fountains and traffic noises along Confederation Boulevard fade. I slip into a brand new park. 

Here, a feeling of peacefulness supersedes the distractions teeming the built portion of the park. 

This park is covered with bushy grass and dotted with pine trees. To my right, the exposed rock 

of the escarpment rises. The rock face displays its layers of millions of years of sedimentation. In 

the distance, I can see the silent headlights of automobiles and STO (Société de transport de 

l’Outaouais) buses turning onto Wellington Street from Pont du Portage Bridge. A sense of calm 

sweeps over the entire space as I walk towards the modernist sculpture known as Twelve Points 
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in Classical Balance. Although I was swept up in the excitement of my fieldwork, it is easy to see 

how such a space might be regarded as boring; offering little by way of entertainment to those 

who pass through. I stop in the center of the sculpture surrounded by weathered wood and listen 

to the muffled sounds of Canada’s capital. I have arrived at the future home of the Memorial to 

the Victims of Communism—Canada, a Land of Refuge (MVC).  

 As the future home of the MVC, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is rife with 

potential. The garden, already containing its own significance, presents itself as an ideal location 

for abstract commemorations. Unburdened by the symbolism of iconic Canadian architecture 

like the Peace Tower on Parliament Hill or the War Memorial, the garden nevertheless presents a 

unique opportunity to explore the concept of prominence. Additionally, as the future home of the 

MVC, it allows to investigate memorial space in advance of the monument’s dedication. 

However, before closely exploring the Garden of the Provinces and Territories, this study takes 

the reader on a tour of some other important mental and physical spaces within Canada’s 

National Capital Region that help contextualize this space. 

 In 2008, Canada set out to commemorate its citizens who had fled totalitarian communist 

countries. Approximately eight million Canadians—roughly a quarter of all Canadians—can 

trace their roots to totalitarian communist countries (Blumer 2015). Tribute to Liberty, the 

organization that spearheaded the campaign for the commemoration, proposed the Memorial to 

the Victims of Communism: Canada, a Land of Refuge in the center of Ottawa as a symbol of the 

refugees’ place at the heart of Canada’s identity. This project soon became controversial because 

of the central location it sought to occupy against the wishes of the National Capital Commission 

(NCC) (Bozikovic 2015). The NCC serves as the authority on the design of the physical capital 
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and has always been deferred to for its judgement on matters of urban planning until the recent 

conservative government ignored its recommendations (Butler & Chianello 2015). Opponents of 

the memorial accused the conservative government of pandering to special interests of 

communities that trace their roots to totalitarian communist countries while supporters argued for 

proper recognition and prominent placement of a memorial to the plight of victims of 

communism (Lamont 2015). During Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s tenure (2006-2015), the 

proposed memorial was sited in front of Canada’s Supreme Court. The selection of this site 

caused a great deal of controversy, even among the supporters of the memorial, because the site 

was originally intended to be used for completion of the judicial triad. Under Prime Minister 

Justin Trudeau’s leadership, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories was chosen as a new 

location of the memorial. At the time I conducted my fieldwork, the design competition was 

nearing completion, and Canadian citizens would soon be choosing a winner. The early 

memorial planners’ disregard of the NCC’s authority, initial appropriation of valuable space 

within the heart of the capital, and the eventual relocation of the memorial space to a less central 

location is evidence of the clear political dimensions of space. This controversy highlights the 

fact that spaces—especially memorial spaces—matter.  

 This dissertation explores how a nation’s identity becomes inscribed in memorial spaces 

and how these spaces are experienced by citizens. The controversy surrounding the proposed 

Memorial to the Victims of Communism serves as a case study to understand official efforts to 

brand Canada as a land of refuge through commemoration. Exploring how individuals 

experience the space at the heart of the contention, on the other hand, shed light on how 

memorialization is grounded in the physical and cultural topography. The ongoing debates over 
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the placement of the memorial in a prominent public space in Ottawa offered insights into how 

Canadians experience the memorial space and internalize, or not, the values of “a Land of 

Refuge.” 

 I argue that understanding the composition of memorial spaces and how individuals 

experience these spaces is as important as debates that concern a memorial’s symbolism. 

Experience is used here to refer to a visitor’s physical and psychic experience of a memorial 

space. I am concerned with what Connerton (2009) refers to as the locus. Locus is experienced 

“inattentively, in a state of distraction” (Connerton 2009, p. 34). He believes these spaces differ 

from memorials that demand our attention. This project is an attempt to draw the research 

participant’s attention to the locus and ask him or her what they are experiencing. Young (1993) 

believes that memorials are “inert and amnesiac” if they are not experienced by their visitors. 

Typically, scholarly literature is devoted to contestations over the symbolism of memorials and 

whether the memorial is sufficiently honoring the memories at the heart of the commemoration 

(Doss 2010). In this project, I am concerned with the proposed sites of the memorial rather than 

the symbolic and formal aspects of the memorial itself. Memorial spaces inscribe to, and draw 

meaning from, memorials. In other words, these spaces are transformed by commemoration; in 

turn, they influence interpretations of memorial structures. I am primarily concerned with the 

rhetorical affordances of memorial space and how these affordances facilitate meaning. 

Memorial spaces provide context for the memorial itself as they are both experienced by visitors, 

and these spaces have been a central point of contention in the debates surrounding Ottawa’s 

memorial. 
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 I provide an introduction to literature that has shaped my methodological approach to 

memorial spaces while offering a brief overview of the theoretical concepts that will inform my 

arguments. Scholarship on memorials, national identity, and embodiment inform my general 

thoughts throughout this project. First, I present the research questions that guide my archival 

and field research methods. Second, I present a literature review that addresses the major topics 

in this project. Third, the research design will lay out the method I have proposed to complete the 

project. Fourth, the significance of the study is presented. Finally, I outline the major chapters of 

the dissertation.   

 Research Questions 

 This study explores how the built environment’s meaning is inscribed and subsequently 

experienced. In part one, I begin by asking how contestations over commemoration, especially 

debates over the usage of public space, shape the built environment. Because debates over 

national identity parallel those over the usage of public space, this is also an opportunity to 

inquire how national values become codified and spatialized within the built environment and 

memorial spaces. I rely on Low’s (2017) definition of spatialization: “By ‘spatialize’ I mean to 

produce and locate—physically, historically, affectively and discursively—social relations, 

institutions, representations and practices in space.” (p. 7) Following this definition, we can 

understand spatialization as a process that is not only material but also cultural and ideological. 

In other words, the practices surrounding the construction of memorials are informed not only by 

the cultural practices of communities during commemoration but also the political tensions that 

characterize those communities. The spatialization of the controversy surrounding the placement 
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of the Memorial to the Victims of Communism will be addressed through an analysis of 

historical documents from the NCC and news coverage of the controversy. I believe that the 

correspondence between citizens and their government officials and public documentation of this 

contestation provides a rich data source for understanding how the proposed guidelines for the 

memorial and memorial space was shaped. A historical analysis of NCC documents that details 

the logic of Ottawa’s urban planning will reveal how commemorative projects have been mapped 

over one another throughout the decades. Furthermore, a rhetorical analysis of how beliefs and 

values of competing parties constrain and mold the guidelines illustrate how meaning is 

inscribed in the built environment.  

 In part two, I explore how audiences experience this memorial space. Specifically, I am 

interested in how research participants articulate their experiences of the locus. Furthermore, I 

am concerned not merely with how citizens come to imagine themselves as part of a nation but 

how their inhabitation of Canadian space contributes to articulations of national identity. 

Ethnographic interviews will enable me to gain a deeper insight into the lived experiences of 

Canadian citizens. These interviews will interrogate the perceptions of research participants and 

seek a deeper understanding of the difficult to articulate lived experiences of individuals. 

 Literature Review 

National Identity and Memory  

 In this project, I focus on memorial space and what that space can tell us about the nature 

of national identity in Canada. Space, especially space within a nation’s capital, is shaped by 

slightly different forces than those involved in memorials alone. For example, space prior to 
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being allocated for a contentious memorial is already hotly contested because it is a scarce 

resource, especially in urban centers. Contestations surrounding the Memorial to the Victims of 

Communism were largely about memorial space and the prominence that this space affords 

commemorative subjects. Beyond the symbolism of memorial space, an emphasis on the site of 

the memorial enables us to explore inhabitation within the locus. This project is greatly 

influenced by Nora’s (1989) assertion that, “Modern memory is, above all, archival. It relies 

entirely on the materiality of the trace, the immediacy of the recording, the visibility of the 

image.” (p. 13) Furthermore, I borrow from Bergson (1991) who believes that perception is made 

possible through an education of the senses. Sensory education facilitates perception through the 

aid of memories that become foundational to the scaffolding of lived experience. My approach to 

the materiality of the trace focuses on the role of memory in the education of the senses. 

Specifically, I am interested in how space becomes a mnemonic technology for the inscription 

and incorporation of national values. Mnemonic technology refers to the devices used by 

individuals or societies that enable recollection. For example, children’s alphabet books that 

encourage associations between letters and pictures that represent words that begin with those 

letters (e.g., A is for apple, B is for ball, etc.) are mnemonic technologies like national 

monuments that represent ever more abstract notions like citizenship. These mnemonic 

technologies are thought to be inscriptional in nature. Connerton (1989) uses inscription to refer 

to memories that are transmitted through archival means and incorporation to refer to memories 

that are transmitted through bodily practice. Using the metaphor of a constructed memory, I 

explored how past experiences, especially the most mundane experiences, contribute to the 

education of our senses and the production of collective memory. In this sense, the ability for 
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collective memories to emerge is the result of the exercise of memory at the most mundane 

levels. Here, we can begin to see how national identity is not just imagined but how it is 

embodied.  

 There are as many approaches to studying national identity as there are characteristics of 

this phenomenon. It is not difficult to grasp the importance of national commemorations as 

central to the narratives that nations tell themselves. Understandably, the concepts that structure 

our national imaginations are granted prominence through the act of commemoration. Anderson 

(2016) defines nation as “an imagined political community—and imagined as both inherently 

limited and sovereign.” (p. 6) According to Anderson (2016), nationalism cannot be understood 

merely through an ideological lens but through an understanding of “the large cultural systems 

that preceded it, out of which—as well as against which —it came into being.” (p. 12) He 

believes that imagined communities are fostered through the proliferation of print capitalism and 

the shared language that these texts enable.  Although Anderson is careful not to offer a picture 

of a monolithic national identity for all, Prasenjit Duara (1995) reminds us that identity, even at 

the national level, is the product of contestations between competing group identities. Regardless 

of their nuances, both Anderson and Duara treat nationalism as a cultural artifact that is 

manifested in various expressive mediums (e.g., print, broadcast media, memorials). 

 I believe the role that memorials and commemorative spaces play in advancing national 

identity is distinct from other mediums because our interaction with the built environment is, in 

most instances, entirely involuntary. Most scholars understandably lump memorials and the built 

environment with other textual mediums like political discourse and mass media. Memorials and 

the built environment are typically treated like Anderson (2016) treats print capitalism. Blair, 
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Dickinson, and Ott (2010) acknowledge that public memory relies on material supports such as 

“language, ritual performances, communication technologies, objects, and places.” (p. 10) 

However, the potential of memorial space and other built environments to become ambient while 

doing symbolic work makes them unique in respect to other archival mediums that advance 

collective memory. Blair, Dickinson, and Ott (2010) believe that place—which they use 

interchangeably with space—and memory are rhetorical because they, “assume an identity 

precisely in being recognizable—as named, bordered, and invented in particular ways. They are 

rendered recognizable by symbolic, and often material, intervention. They become publicly 

legible only by means of such interventions.” (p. 24) Just as space becomes rhetorical through its 

definition; like other forms of rhetoric, it has the tendency to become ignored amidst various 

messages that compete for our attention. Because the built environment is immersive, we do not 

have to actively engage with these texts. Unlike Billig’s (1995) banal nationalism, which makes 

use of the theory of everyday life originally advanced by de Certeau (1984), the built 

environment is not just mundane symbolism, it is the medium of life. Below, I will address the 

implications of the built environment’s ambience.  

 It is because memorials and the built environment are “invested with national soul and 

memory” that they have become the subject of so much scholarship in recent history (Young 

1993, p. 2). However, Evans and York (2013) acknowledge a lack of scholarship devoted to the 

built environment’s role in mediating national identity. This is quite understandable considering 

that national identity depends not solely on one medium for reinforcing the national imaginary, 

but on an array of various media. However, because the built environment “contributes to 

transforming and reproducing major ideological and structural conditions that, quite literally, 
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mediate the everyday lives of individuals and communities,” it should rightfully receive more 

attention (Dickinson and Aiello 2016, p. 1295). Therefore, I will direct my focus to the nuanced 

role that the built environment plays in creating and reinforcing our collective memories.  

 Scholarship on national identity has illustrated the varied expressions and motivations of 

nationalism across the globe. Nations have developed nationalisms that seek to honor the 

memories of those lost in the Holocaust while repairing tarnished reputations, other nations have 

aimed to highlight cultural practices like dance, and even abstract ideas like environmentalism 

have become themes expressed through national identity (Blutinger 2010; Franco 2015; Cupples 

et al. 2007). These scholars have demonstrated that national identity can be explored through 

cultural activity that is not confined to our traditional conceptions of media. 

 The contestation over memorials serves as a readily observable example of the oftentimes 

not so visible struggle over national identity and collective memory. Dickinson, Blair, and Ott 

(2010) note, “Because public memory is definitively partial, it is subject to challenge on the 

grounds of its nature as such. That is why public memories may be challenged by different 

versions of the past, by introduction of different information or valuations.” (p. 9) Mercieca 

(2010) points out that political fictions, a type of political mythology similar to national identity, 

are unlike ideology in that they are open to debate. If our political mythologies are up for debate, 

then it is crucial that rhetoricians attend to these debates for what they might reveal about the 

formation of our national identity. Furthermore, these sites of contestation are also considered 

one of the most effective locations for exploring the social construction of space; one of the main 

objectives of this project (Low & Lawrence-Zuñiga 2003). These debates construct not only our 

imagined communities but also our physical environments.  
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 Because debates have the power to shape thoughts, they also serve to shape our cities. I 

do not want to mislead the reader by inferring that all contestations over the built environment 

are evidence of a larger societal posturing among different identities. Some contestations over 

memorials and the built environment are merely concerned with how space is to be lived and 

experienced (Dickinson & Aiello 2016). However, because built environments, especially 

memorial spaces, have the potential to serve the interests of some individuals and not others, 

their form, placement, and existence have the potential to become sites of heated debate. Doss 

(2010) believes that memorials are ultimately “shaped by individual impulses and factional 

grievances, by special interest claims for esteem and recognition, and by efforts to symbolize and 

enshrine the particular issues and aspirations of diverse and often stratified publics.” (p. 37) 

Some scholars believe that these contestations are indicators of current and future political 

concerns (Blair et al. 1991). If we want to gain a sense of what parts of a public’s identity are 

important to them and why, we might begin by paying attention to debates surrounding 

commemoration. 

 Because of the contentious nature of national identity, especially in 21st-century 

cosmopolitan societies, the study of rhetoric offers tools and vocabulary uniquely suited for 

enriching our understanding of these struggles. Dickinson, Blair, and Ott (2010) define rhetoric 

as “a set of theoretical stances and critical tactics that offer ways of understanding, evaluating, 

and intervening in a broad range of human activities.” (p. 3) French Canadian scholar and 

rhetorical critic, Maurice Charland (1987) has remarked, “If it is easier to praise Athens before 

Athenians than before Lacedaemonians, we should ask how those in Athens come to experience 

themselves as Athenians.” (p. 134) Here, Charland emphasizes experience instead of Anderson’s 
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term, imagination, which I believe is a crucial phenomenon for understanding the role of space in 

creating a sense of national belonging. Anderson’s (2016) explanation of the rise of nationalism 

does well to detail how media, specifically print media, enabled us to imagine ourselves as a 

nation but fails to acknowledge the efficacy required of the apparatuses he identifies. Both 

McGee (1975) and Charland (1986) offer articulations for identifying the rhetorical force of 

political myths that constitute “The People” within an imagined community. In fact, although 

most discussions of national identity begin with Anderson’s (2016) conception of imagined 

communities, Haskins (2015) observes that McGee’s (1975) conceptualization of “The People” 

as a rhetorical process predates Anderson’s Imagined Communities. Furthermore, Kenneth Burke 

also suggests that identification, the process whereby individuals join a collective, is inherently a 

rhetorical configuration (Dickinson et al. 2010). Nevertheless, the popularity of Anderson’s ideas 

and the importance of his scholarship begs us to put Anderson’s historical analysis in 

conversation with rhetorical theory. 

 If a nation is held together by political myths, then it is the memory of these myths where 

we might best observe the force of rhetoric. Halbwachs (1992), the pioneer of the study of 

collective memory, provides a framework for understanding how memories are stored and 

recalled within a collective. He argues that “collective frameworks are…precisely the 

instruments used by the collective memory to reconstruct an image of the past which is in 

accord, in each epoch, with the predominant thoughts of the society” (Halbwachs 1992, p. 40). 

Moreover, according to Halbwachs, the mind reconstructs its memories “under the pressure of 

society” which would account for the emergence of so many similar recollections of events 

within an imagined community (Halbwachs 1992, p. 51). We might infer that this pressure of 
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society is exemplified by the repetition and reinforcement of print capitalism that Anderson 

(2016) attributes to the rise of national identity. It is through our collective memories of events 

where we begin to see the emergence of collective identity.  

 The place of memory in identity formation has a long history in the Western world. 

Dickinson (1997) observes that this tradition dates back to Cicero through the art of memory that 

was used by orators to remember their speeches. However, if we as individuals are the sum of 

our memories, then as members of a collective these memories become crucial for establishing a 

national character. Memory’s role in creating national identity is not dependent on remembering 

per se but on selective remembering or forgetting events that challenge a nation’s preferred 

image of itself. Billig (1995) argues that a nation depends on “collective amnesia” and only 

remembers histories that serve the image it wishes to project (p. 38). Nora (1989) observes of 

nations, that “national definition of the present imperiously demanded justification through the 

illumination of the past” (p. 10). The means through which the past is illuminated becomes 

central to an understanding of how these collective identities are forged with the aid of the 

archive. 

 Understanding how some memories are privileged over others requires an attention to the 

material support that is afforded these memories. State sponsorship of the material supports can 

be seen at Washington’s National Mall where the National World War II memorial is centrally 

located on the mall. Prominence will be one of the crucial concepts explored when I detail the 

controversy over the Memorial to the Victims of Communism. Mediums that disseminate a 

preferred collective memory naturally receive sponsorship from the state. Young (1993) states, 

“the state-sponsored memory of a national past aims to affirm the righteousness of a nation’s 
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birth, even its divine election” (p. 2). Historically, national anthems, holidays, festivals, and fairs 

have been preferred mediums for “championing collective national ideals.” (Doss 2010, p. 25) 

Through their ability to foster collective memory, Haskins (2015) views these mediums as 

“cultural technologies of citizenship” (p. 9). The metaphor of “technologies of citizenship” 

denotes the processual nature of collective memory as an ongoing phenomenon with working 

parts. As mentioned earlier, national identity is often contested by various groups vying for 

recognition of their identity on a national level. Because they require political backing and 

financial investment which often requires the allocation of federal dollars, memorials are rich 

sites for studying debates over national identity.  

From Memorials to Memorial Space  

 Memorials can be broadly thought of as sites of memory even though the word 

“memorial” evokes images of public commemorative art. Young (1993) clarifies a distinction 

between monuments and memorials. Monuments are the “plastic objects” that we typically think 

of when we think of memorials (Young 1993, p. 4). Monuments in the Western tradition can be 

categorized as “funerary monuments, the monument to historical events of ideas (for example, 

‘Liberty’), and the monument to great men” (Doss 2010, p. 37). For Young (1993), memorials 

are inclusive of even ephemeral technologies of memory such as festivals and days on the 

calendar. Although I agree with Young’s inclusion of ephemeral phenomenon, for the sake of 

clarity, I will only refer to memorials as tangible sites of memory. Dickinson (1997) offers a 

distinction between cultural structures and aesthetic form when discussing memory. This 

distinction becomes useful when dealing with formal elements of memory such as the mnemonic 

function of memorials. 
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  Memorials serve an important role in civic life because of their pedagogical role. Nora 

(1989) views memorials and other sites of memory in our current epoch as “boundary stones of 

another age” that “mark the rituals of a society without ritual” (p. 12). These sites of memory are 

as close to our history as we are likely to get in an age characterized by an irreverence for 

institutions like the church. Nora (1989) refers to the secularization of society in modernity as a 

force that has eroded the environments of memory that we used to occupy. This has driven us to 

materialize our memories. As we seek to anchor memories in physical environments, they 

become common place. Young (1993) says of memorials, “They suggest themselves as 

indigenous, even geological outcroppings in a national landscape; in time, such idealized 

memory grows as natural to the eye as the landscape in which it stands” (p. 2). Our memorials’ 

ability to become a natural feature of the state’s landscape speaks to their ability to blend in with 

mundane sites like a city park or a laundromat. In other words, memorials become ambient as 

they blend with the surrounding memorial space and larger community. Connerton (2009) 

acknowledges that these spaces can become largely invisible. If memorials have become 

mundane, then it would serve us well to try to understand what has become of the spaces they 

occupy and their continued efficacy as technologies of citizenship.  

 As with memorials, memorial spaces possess unique affordances and can become 

powerful mnemonic technologies. Not only does Nora (1989) offer us a productive way for 

understanding the materialization of memory through the trace, he also believes that “memory 

takes root in the concrete” (p. 9). Furthermore, as monuments offer themselves up as mnemonic 

devices for civic remembering, Haskins reminds us that physical space might also be considered 

a “mnemonic technology” (p. 20). There is certainly support for this based on recommendations 
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offered by teachers of the ancient art of memory. In fact, Dickinson (1997) acknowledges the 

long history within rhetoric that links space to memory and states, “places evoke a whole range 

of emotion-laden memories while providing the possibility for bodily participation in the 

evocation of the memory.” (p. 4) Through spatialized mnemonics, a path is forged between the 

ancient art of memory, which encourages walking architectural space in your mind as a means of 

storing and retrieving memory, and the current academic interest in embodiment. Despite a 

recent interest in space and embodiment, Evans and York (2013) have observed that “scholarship 

largely ignores open-air public spaces and their relevance to civic life and social identity.” (p. 

117) Through an exploration of open-space, specifically memorial spaces, we can begin to speak 

to the importance of space within the collective imagination.  

 An inquiry into memorial spaces provides scholars an avenue for understanding how 

space accrues meaning and in turn how this space is interpreted by its users. Along with their 

symbolic content, it has been noted that memorial spaces act directly on the body (Dickinson et 

al. 2010). Like Dickinson (1997), Young (1993) also acknowledges the function of place in 

commemorative endeavors and believes that “the reciprocal exchange between the monument 

and its space is still too little studied” (p. 7). He continues, “For a monument necessarily 

transforms an otherwise benign site into part of its content, even as it is absorbed into the site and 

made part of a larger locale” (Young 1993, p. 7). If the space where the memorial is sited 

becomes part of the memorial’s content, then our criticism requires a renewed focus on how 

these sites come to be experienced. Recognizing that our experience of memorial spaces is in 

itself meaningful is an important step forward for understanding the role of memorials in 

contemporary efforts to forge political myths and national identity.  
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 This project’s single-minded focus on memorial space serves as a demonstration of the 

value of exploring the particular meanings enabled within experiences of space. I argue that 

memorial space becomes a valuable site of inquiry because it encourages rich phenomenological 

articulations of experiences within space. Additionally, an exploration of space facilitates an 

investigation into the characteristics of unique spaces (e.g., “a Land of Refuge”). It is my hope 

that this project will not only expand our understanding of how space is conceptualized in a 

memorial context but also extend the scholarship on memorials by foregrounding memorial 

environments.  

Embodiment  

 In an effort to understand how we experience memorial spaces, I look towards the 

emergence of scholarship on embodiment and its critical insights. It is a curious phenomenon 

that so many fields have taken to the concept of embodiment to help illuminate their discipline-

specific questions. As Ingold (2015) puts it, “It could be because of our addiction to the keyboard 

that we academics are so taken with the idea of tacit, embodied knowledge.” (p. viii). 

Embodiment might be a trendy term; however, it is not a new concept. In fact, habitus, a concept 

that is almost identical to embodiment, is a mode of learning dating back to ancient Greece 

(Hawhee 2004). It would seem that embodiment has long been with us albeit under other names 

and is now being dusted off to make sense of contemporary concerns. Hahn (2007) offers, “I 

believe the path to comprehending cultural aesthetics, social structures, and interactions lies in 

the process of embodiment, or the methods of transmission.” (p. 59) I believe rhetorical criticism 

requires a renewed focus on embodied knowledge, especially for understanding memorial 

spaces.  
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 Interest in embodiment among rhetoricians is not new and it is worth noting its 

emergence. Blair (1999, 2001) is one of the first rhetoricians to explicitly call for attention to the 

body and rhetoric. Here, she challenges rhetoricians to move beyond a restricted understanding 

of rhetoric as merely symbolic and their focus on rhetoric’s “capacity for consequence, and its 

partisanship” (Blair 1999, p. 20). Although we might attribute recent interest in the body in part 

to Blair, Hawhee’s (2009) meticulous reading of Kenneth Burke reveals the theorist’s overlooked 

emphasis on the body and rhetoric within even his earliest work from the first half of the 20th 

century. Finally, although Dickinson and Aiello (2016) articulate their call for an emphasis on 

bodies as an imperative for urban communication scholars, we might infer that this also includes 

rhetoricians studying urban space. From here, we can begin mapping out the potential 

significance of embodiment for understanding memory, memorials, and national identity.  

 As a way of knowing, embodiment requires an attention to the internalization of the 

external world through the senses. Dickinson and Aiello (2016) propose using “all of the 

researcher’s senses in a scholarly endeavor” (p. 1301). However, our field sites need not be 

blatantly multi-sensory for us to fully consider their multi-sensory character. For this study in 

particular, I am interested in walking as a multi-sensory way of knowing. Similar to de Certeau 

(1984) and Auyogard (2007) who observe walking as a physical analogue to figures of speech, I 

view walking as a mode of reading. Below, I will elaborate on movement as a mode of reading.  

 It is through sensation that we are able to most readily access and speak to experience. 

Here, we return to address atmospheres or ambience. Sumartojo (2016) believes that memorials 

and built environments combine to co-constitute atmospheres of commemoration. She believes 

that such atmospheres can help explain the impact of memorials on collective and national 
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identities (Sumartojo 2016). This project makes a similar argument regarding the ambient 

characteristics of memorial space. Noise, light, moving air, and temperature are all ambient 

features of space that contribute to its meaning. Hahn (2007) argues that transmission, and 

subsequently embodiment, places a great “value on the experiential and the heightening of 

awareness.” (p. 44) Here, memorial space becomes the locus of an inquiry into the transmission 

of meaning. Haskins (2015) believes that experience is prompted and framed by technologies of 

memory (e.g., mnemonic devices like monuments and images). In other words, memorial spaces 

with their formal technologies of memory (e.g., statuary and other interpretive elements), guide 

visitors through the experience towards what Panagia (2009) has dubbed “regimes of 

perception”. Panagia (2009) believes that perceptions are preordered and reorganized based on 

what is made available to be sensed. This would certainly be a case in built environments such as 

museums and memorials. He points out that spaces that we recognize as properly political, like 

city squares, are subject to such regimes of perception. We might consider most of our memorials 

and museums as properly political spaces making them important places to begin exploring 

regimes of perception. Others have also acknowledged the impact of experiential spaces to “hail 

bodies, interpellating them as concrete subjects” (Dickinson et al. 2006, p. 30). By turning an eye 

towards corporeal experiences within space, we should be able to speak more authoritatively to 

these regimes of perception and how they have come to shape the national imagination.  

 Research Design 

 As I have already alluded to, the nature of this research is highly transdisciplinary. This 

spirit is not new for rhetoric as it is a field that is already considered interdisciplinary and often 
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draws on scholarship from other fields. Adding memory studies, ethnography, and literature on 

embodiment only makes the character of this project much more mixed. According to Hahwee 

(2009), “What distinguishes transdisciplinarity from interdisciplinary is its effort to suspend—

however temporarily—one’s own disciplinary terms and values in favor of a broad, open, 

multilevel inquiry.” (p. 3) Although this project is academically situated in rhetorical studies, I do 

not believe that the spirit of this project would benefit from disciplinary insularity. Hawhee 

(2009) believes that transdisciplinary perspectives are an obvious approach for dealing with 

issues of the body. She says, “Contemporary theory…has a tendency to freeze bodies, to analyze 

them for their symbolic properties, thereby evacuating and ignoring their capacity to sense and to 

move through time” (Hawhee 2009, p. 7). By drawing on a constellation of materials from across 

many fields, I am better able to conduct research that gets at the heart of experience while also 

disseminating that experience to the readers.  

Data 

 Archival research is crucial for gaining a greater understanding of the controversy 

surrounding the memorial. Because the memorial has been in the planning stages for almost a 

decade, a plethora of documents were sorted through to paint an accurate picture of the debates 

over the memorial space. As mentioned earlier, Low and Lawrence-Zuñiga (2003) believe that 

contested spaces reveal a great deal about the social construction of space. Furthermore, “these 

conflicts frequently center on control of the construction of local meanings, but they also reveal 

broader social struggles over deeply held beliefs and practices as well as political and economic 

realities that shape everyday life” (Low 2017, p. 75). The controversy in question can not only 
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lay bare social conflicts but also illuminate the importance of space as well as memories and 

values that Canadian citizens cherish.  

 Another source of archival research involved documents from the National Capital 

Commission (NCC). The NCC serves as a steward for most of the urban planning in and around 

Ottawa. Minutes from heated debates over the memorial, master planning reports, and other 

relevant documents contain information that reveal how public debates have shaped the many 

iterations of the memorial project. Ben-Joseph (2005) believes that urban planning and its 

accompanying codes and regulations are a type of discourse that shapes space. A comparison of 

the guidelines for the proposed memorial and the finalists of the memorial competition support 

Ben-Joseph’s claims.  

 Because of the transdsciplinary nature of this research, it would be helpful to offer some 

information on how my thoughts have been shaped regarding what is possible to know about 

how meaning is produced within a built environments. I use a wider array of documents 

regarding Ottawa’s urban planning than just the guidelines that are offered for the memorial 

design competition. I believe that these documents serve to set generic expectations about the 

built environment. Whereas guidelines for the memorial design define the specific project, 

Ottawa’s urban planning essentially becomes a style guide which steers the entire city’s built 

environment. Oldenburg believes that to propose a monument or memorial is analogous to 

composing with a city—an idea that I have already presented elsewhere (as cited in Doss 2010). 

In other words, every additional structure becomes a revision on the existing text of the city. 

Similarly, Andreas Huyssen (2003) recognizes these urban spaces as palimpsests. As mentioned 

by others writing on the subject, the United States passed the National Commemorative Works 
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Act in 1986 to mitigate any problems of overcrowding that might occur on the national mall 

(Blair 1999; Evans & York 2013; Doss 2010). However, this idea is not new and dates back to 

1910 when the United States Commission of Fine Arts was established to advise on placement of 

memorials and other public art (Evans & York 2013). In Canada, the NCC serves a similar 

purpose and regularly releases reports that offer guidance on the importance of design for the 

Capital’s physical space. The deliberation that goes into the creation of these guidelines for 

builders grants each voice a sort of authorship over the built environment. An acknowledgement 

of urban planning’s role in shaping the built environment highlights how debates, a phenomenon 

that is often considered ephemeral and fleeting, can become cemented and solidified. In essence, 

the built environment becomes an artifact of deliberative rhetoric. 

 Because this research seeks to articulate the embodiment of our experiences and the 

experience of embodiment, it was crucial to physically situate myself in the memorial space. 

Participant observation served to generate inspiration for interview questions and aid with 

difficult to articulate phenomenological experiences as I wrote up the research. Coffey (1999) 

believes that the researcher’s body is central to research efforts “as we negotiate the spatial 

context of the field” (p. 59). Although he is speaking from a practical position within traditional 

ethnography, Coffey makes the observation that we perform our embodied self during participant 

observation. It is in this phenomenological spirit that I carry out my field research. Interviewing 

participants allowed me to understand their experiences as they relayed their interactions with 

the site and the greater urban space. Pink (2015) believes that “focusing on the sensory 

experiencing body and exploring its interdependency with landscape” yields insights into self-
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constitution (p. 15). Attention to this interdependency within the landscape helped me explore 

memorial spaces and how they are experienced.  

 Interviewing enabled me to gauge the public’s reception and experience of the memorial 

space and proposed monument. As mentioned earlier, these interviews were conducted with 

Canadian citizens. Workers, casual pedestrians, tourists, government officials, and proponents/

opponents of the memorial painted a representative picture of the contestation and public’s 

perception surrounding this memorial space. Pink (2015) acknowledges that interviews in and of 

themselves are an act of embodiment in relation to the total environment. Through interviews, 

we are able to understand an individual’s relationship with memorial spaces (Low 2017). Below, 

I address my interview process in greater detail.  

Procedures  

 In this section, I present my methods for collecting and analyzing data as well as the 

procedure for writing up my findings. Haliliuc (2016) believes that rhetorical fieldwork needs to 

be more invested in the “intertwined practices of observation, creative nonfiction writing, and 

self-reflection.” (p. 137) Some of the challenges confronting the researcher looking at experience 

lie in the preservation of the experience through data collection, analysis, and dissemination 

(Senda-Cook et al. 2016). Field methods of ethnography, phenomenology, and rhetoric have 

helped shape and guide my thoughts as I have assembled a method suitable for my object of 

inquiry.  

Data Collection 

 Archival research was the primary mode of data collection in part one of this project. 

Here, I have sought out historical planning documents from the NCC (e.g., “An Urban Design 
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Study for Memorials in the Core of the National Capital”). Access to Information (ATI) 

documents from the Canadian government were also utilized. The ATI documents detail some of 

the non-publicized aspects of the debate surrounding the memorial including, but not limited to, 

emails, budget meeting minutes, and exchanges between the government and the NCC.  

 I engaged in participant observation thanks to my ability to visit the site many times over 

the course of seven months at various intervals, and participant observation emphasized 

movement through the space. As Ingold (2004) observes, “we do not perceive things from a 

single vantage point, but rather by walking around them.” (p. 331) Moreover, according to 

Chevrette (2016), “Participant observation and immersion enables further attention to rhetoric’s 

material dimensions as well as to emergent meanings unfolding in the field. Conducting visitor 

interviews and utilizing grounded-theory coding to identify themes further attends to public 

memory as a participatory act” (p. 157). My ability to interact with the space and experience 

what my research participants were experiencing enriched my interviews and enabled me to 

better write up my research. Gaining an intimate knowledge of the memorial space through 

movement and walking allowed me to speak knowledgeably to a citizen’s experiences despite 

being an outsider to Ottawa. Ingold (2004) believes “cognition should not be set off from 

locomotion, along the lines of a division between head and heels, since walking is itself a form 

of circumambulatory knowing.” (p. 331) For my purposes, knowing refers to knowing, or 

making an effort to know, the experiences of my research participants. 

 Interviewing research participants was integral to this research: research that seeks to 

understand audience reception and also research that aims to gain a deeper understanding of the 

contestation over the memorial space. My research participants included both individuals at the 
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heart of the debates (e.g., activists) and ordinary citizens who pass through and around the 

memorial space. As mentioned earlier, participant observation afforded me some level of access 

to the experiences of my research participants. Through these reflections, I was able to refine my 

interview questions as well as identify and revisit important themes. This ability to reflect and 

refine my questions was especially important for conducting follow up interviews with the 

participants. In the spirit of experimentation, a spirit that Ingold (2015) believes is at the core of 

this type of inquiry, I employed a method of interviewing that relied on layers of inquiry. The 

interviewing strategy I proposed was inspired by van Manen (1990) who proposes what he calls 

the hermeneutic interview that employs the interviewee as collaborator in the research. Here, he 

encourages interviewing participants on multiple occasions. Re-interviewing several of the 

participants allowed for elaboration and meditation on some of the questions. I believe it will 

require creativity on the part of the interviewer to elicit the types of responses that get at 

experience. Accessing experiences was accomplished by situating the research participants, when 

possible, in the memorial space during the interview 

Data Analysis  

 For this project, data analysis began with a historical analysis attuned to both the 

development of Ottawa and its public spaces and Canada’s national identity. Mercieca (2010) 

believes that historical analysis paired with rhetorical criticism offers a valuable approach for 

understanding the emergence of political myths. I would add that it is only through historical 

analysis of political myths that we are able to understand the how and why of Canada’s current 

efforts at branding a nation. Dickinson and Aiello (2016) caution scholars of urban 

communication to avoid “flattening the importance of history” (p. 1302). This caution is offered 
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in relation to those who wish to understand how individuals experience the urban built 

environment. Ultimately, this temptation to barely scratch the surface of decades and centuries of 

layers deposited on top of our urban spaces threatens to undermine an understanding of these 

spaces that is as complex as their histories.  

 A rhetorical analysis of memorial spaces that is attuned to the constitution of national 

identity could go in many directions. One direction we might follow Fisher’s (1984) narrative 

paradigm and would analyze the narratives that are advanced through the debates to determine 

the persuasiveness of the narrative. This might be beneficial if our sole aim was to determine 

how narratives work to advance political myths. 

 We might begin by looking at the constraints that have been established by the debates 

surrounding the memorial for understanding how the memorial space has been shaped. Bitzer 

(1968) understands constraints as persons, events, objects, and relations that impose beliefs, 

attitudes, facts, and traditions on the rhetorical situation. I believe that the rhetorical situation 

would serve as an appropriate theory to build upon for understanding how debates are 

concretized in the built environment. The beliefs that are central to the actors in these debates 

have already shaped the guidelines presented to contestants in the memorial design competition. 

Bruner (2005) argues, “In relation to national identities, discursive limits (constraints) are 

hegemonic narratives maintained by codes of the unspeakable that seek to maintain fictional, 

although politically consequential, identities, while transgressions are narrative acts that violate 

those strategies/codes.” (p. 314) By analyzing constraints on the memorial design, we can 

discern the ideological character of the memorial. Haskins (2015) argues that “mnemonic 

practices serve not only as tools of ideological domination or political self-assertion, but also as 
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rhetorical invocations of identity that can expand or limit our civic horizon as well as induce or 

discourage identifications with various others.” (p. 4) Based on this assumption, our analysis will 

be able to articulate how memorial spaces enable identification with the branding of Canada as 

“a Land of Refuge.”  

Writing  

 Writing is regarded as an area of special concern for those attempting to articulate their 

own and their subjects’ experience. Following Merleau-Ponty, van Manen (1990) refers to the 

type of writing required of those who research lived experience as “poetizing”. He defines 

poetizing as “thinking on original experience and is thus speaking in a more primal sense.” (p. 

13) Because the writing I engage in requires an attention to the nature of experience, it might be 

considered a form of rhetorical phenomenology. Speaking on how to adequately convey the 

experience of teaching, van Manen (1990) remarks, “phenomenological research consists of 

reflectively bringing into nearness that which tends to be obscure, that which tends to evade the 

intelligibility of our natural attitude of everyday life” (p. 32). Meditation on crafting articulations 

of experience is a part of this project that requires blending the observational skill of the poet 

with the ingenuity of a lyricist. Dickinson and Aiello (2016) and Pink (2015) also believe that 

capturing the insights of multi-sensory research requires a special attention to writing. Our 

research would be in vain if we relegated our insights on experience to a medium that limited our 

expression in the ways that academic writing does.  
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 Significance of Study 

 This study intervenes in scholarly and public discussions of memorial spaces and 

contributes to a broader public understanding of how lived experience of public spaces shapes 

national identity. First, this project offers a systematized approach towards doing rhetorical 

fieldwork that focuses on capturing experiences. McKinnon and others (2016) observe, “As a 

subjective method, rhetorical criticism resisted systematizing, which meant, as a consequence 

that the critic resisted giving an account of his or her procedures.” (pp. 1-2) Here, I have centered 

my method in an effort to demystify what I have always believed was a confounding process. My 

particular approach to rhetorical fieldwork is experimental, and I hope that in this spirit of 

experimentation others might be inspired to adopt some more creative approaches.  

 Second, this project tackles the underrepresented area of audience reception. Here, 

reception is not merely the acknowledgment of experiences but also the process through which 

individuals embody these experiences. Confino (1997) notes that scholars of memory studies 

“are content to describe the representation of the past without bothering to explore the 

transmission, diffusion, and ultimately, the meaning of this representation.” (p. 1395) Instead, I 

propose looking at how individuals enculturate their senses and how these sensations work to 

influence their perceived meaning within space. The ethnographic interviews for this project 

included the voices of the audience in an effort to demonstrate the scope of the contestation and 

experience of the memorial space, a space that is read as a rhetorical text.  

 Third, this project briefly explored Canada’s efforts to reinforce its brand as “a Land of 

Refuge” at a time when there is a refugee crisis stemming from the Syrian civil war. Gaining a 

greater understanding of Canada’s efforts in the moment will illuminate the contestation.  
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 Outline of the Study 

 In chapter one, I provide a historical analysis of Ottawa and the capital region’s urban 

planning document in an effort to advance the themes that will be central to our understanding of 

space within Canada’s Nation Capital Region. Specifically, I examine The Todd Plan, The Holt 

Report, and The Gréber Plan because they were foundational in shaping the built environment 

within the Ottawa Valley. This chapter provides a background on urban planning literature and a 

foundational understanding of how such activities shape the built environment.  

 In chapter two, I offer an analysis of the contestation through the analysis of internal 

documents produced by the NCC and media coverage that details the public’s reception of the 

proposed memorial. This analysis demonstrates how the guidelines for the proposed memorial 

have been molded by public deliberation. Additionally, this chapter provides a detailed 

description of the controversy which enables us to identify the terms of the debate and their 

significance for understanding Canadian space.  

 In chapter three, a more detailed explanation of space and the role it plays in experience 

is offered to complicate the literature that was presented above. I am primarily concerned with 

how we enculturate our senses and how, through that enculturation, we are able to form images 

and concepts that comprise our collective memories. 

 In chapter four, I shift gears from a standard textual analysis and propose a rhetorical 

field method that attempts to make sense of lived experience within space. Here, I detail 

methodological considerations for researching experience and illustrate the theory that guides my 

analysis in chapter five. 
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 In chapter five, I provide a thick description of my fieldwork along with firsthand 

accounts that detail my conversations with Canadians about the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories, the capital region, Canada, and “a Land of Refuge, ” Here, I report my participants’ 

accounts of boredom, solitude, and peacefulness that they experience within the Garden of the 

Provinces and Territories. I argue that these experiences enable them to inhabit more nuanced 

concepts like freedom and inclusivity.  

 I conclude with an account of my fieldwork and my definition of Canadian space and 

what that means for the nation’s efforts to brand itself “a Land of Refuge.” My reflection on 

fieldwork led me to conclude that experimental spirit found in what has been dubbed “sensory 

ethnography” is necessary when setting out to use qualitative methods in rhetorically charged 

environments. Most importantly, I believe that rhetorical field methods are highly efficacious for 

studying collective memory, especially when those memories are the direct result of political 

action (e.g., official commemorative events). Although “a Land of Refuge” was not as major of 

an element in this project as I had originally thought it would be, an exploration of sensation 

demonstrates the possibility that experience serves to animate an individual’s perception of space 

so that they are inhabiting “a Land of Refuge” (embodying) rather than just merely holding an 

image of that “land” in their mind.  
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Part I 
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CHAPTER ONE: MEMORIAL SPACE AND ITS MNEMONIC FUNCTION  

 When we recall the memory of any particular space, it is unlikely that we attend only to 

its visual aspects. We also remember its ambient qualities. We remember its temperature. Even 

during the dog days of summer, I grab a sweater when heading to the cinema because of 

memories of theaters that were ice cold and unpleasant. We remember the quality of lighting in 

space. The sun’s rays bursting through the stained glass in a cathedral imbue these spaces with an 

ethereal character fitting for a place of worship. The ambient characteristics of space were not 

lost on ancient teachers of rhetoric. Here, ambient refers to “what is lying around, surrounding, 

encircling, encompassing, or environing” (Rickert 2013, p. 5). Rickert (2013) believes 

“ambience is inseparable from the person in the environment that gives rise to ambience” (p. 8). 

Indeed, our ability to perceive ambient characteristics is the result of the education of our senses 

that is as much the product of our imagination as it is sensation. This leads us to attunement 

which can be thought of as an “entanglement” between the audience and the environment 

(Rickert 2013, p. 8). For the time being, I will use attunement to refer to the apprehension of 

these ambient and atmospheric traits within the built environment. 

 Ambience relates to memory because of our environment’s ability to aid in the storage 

and recollection of memory images. In Ancient Rome, rhetoric teachers prescribed the ideal 

locations for students to practice and memorize their speeches. Spaces of solitude, dim and well-

lit locations, and architecture within the scale of the student— all of these spatial features were 

meant to aid recollection (Yates 1966). In this chapter, I will explore the ambient quality of space 

and its role in shaping the public’s interpretation of the built environment by examining urban 

planning in Ottawa. Specifically, I am concerned with how Ottawa’s urban planners have 
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prioritized the ambient characteristics of designed space when advancing a plan for Canada’s 

Capital. Lighting, noise, and climate are characteristics unique to this Canadian space that are 

considered here. An attunement to these characteristics of space enables us to better understand 

how space impinges upon the form of monuments and, in turn, how those same characteristics 

help us to derive meaning from that space.  

 A distinction between ambience and symbolism is required for appreciating the 

materiality of memorial space versus the monument and its referent. I use materiality to refer to 

the physicality of an object or text. Blair (1999) has long argued for a material criticism of 

rhetoric that deals explicitly with the materiality of the text instead of the context, physical 

setting, or sociocultural environment of the text. Although this chapter focuses on the physical 

environment of memorial space, it is not because of the context it provides for understanding the 

symbolism. Rather, I am primarily interested in how the ambience of memorial space is in itself 

rhetorical.  

 Additionally, this chapter illustrates how the material features that are present in the built 

environment provide form for memorial space as they enclose and define the space. I believe that 

through a more thoughtful consideration of memorial spaces and how urban planning shapes 

those spaces, we are provided a deeper understanding of how these environments influence 

cultural practices that are as dynamic as commemoration.   

 In this chapter and chapters to follow, I bring together many disciplinary threads that shed 

light on the built environment’s capacity to influence human experience. The 

compartmentalization of knowledge within the academy along with the societal drive for 

specialization has produced many islands of brilliant scholarship with few ferries between them. 
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This disciplinary fragmentation has resulted in a narrow focus in architecture and design 

literature (King 1979). Similarly, Ben-Joseph (2005) takes issue with urban planners who 

become so preoccupied with standards and codes they fail to address the importance of the 

physical designs that emerge from these prescriptions. In what follows, I put in conversation 

scholars of history, architecture, urban planning, urban studies, rhetoric, and environment-

behavior studies in order to capitalize on their often fragmented insights. In turn, it is my hope 

that viewing politically inspired architecture and design through a rhetorical lens will offer 

insights into the rhetorical force of the built environment that conjures the public into existence 

(see McGee 1975). Below, these various threads of scholarship inform a richer understanding of 

how Ottawa’s urban planning serves to define the character of memorial space in Canada’s 

National Capital Region.  

 Delving into the built environment’s capacity for influence requires us to first look at the 

importance that architects granted specific features within the capital’s plan. This requires more 

than just a textual analysis of planning documents. Rather, attending to the historical forces that 

gave rise to these documents will help shed light on factors influencing design that go 

unmentioned within the documents themselves. Goodsell (1988) argues that understanding the 

symbolic meaning of architecture requires such a focus. This does not differ greatly from Bitzer 

(1968) who urges rhetorical critics to consider the historical circumstances that generate the 

rhetorical work. Bitzer states, “Rhetorical works belong to the class of things which obtain their 

character from the circumstances of the historic context in which they occur” (p. 3). If we view 

the built environment as not only the product of rhetoric but also as rhetoric in and of itself, as I 
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certainly do, then Goodsell and Bitzer echo one another when urging that any analysis of 

meaning also consider the historic context that gives rise to such expression.  

 This chapter will focus primarily on three specific plans: The Todd Plan, The Holt 

Report, and The Gréber Plan. These three plans are the most influential and storied of all the 

plans that have been proposed for Ottawa. In essence, although these documents are seldom 

referred to within the day-to-day operations of urban planning, they serve as guiding texts that 

are almost always consulted when preparing their contemporary counterparts. Because of this, 

other planning documents have been brought into the analysis to help understand how their ideas 

have influenced future generations of urban planners. These documents will offer insight into the 

development and preservation of memorial space that has been a central focus of the Canadian 

Government for over a century.  

 In what follows, I will first offer a background on urban planning to help contextualize its 

role and purpose in this study. Second, I provide a framework that informs my interpretation of 

meaning that has been inscribed in the built environment and advance my view of the mnemonic 

function of memorial space. Third, an exploration of Ottawa’s development and its urban plans 

provide necessary historical context for understanding the cultural values and themes that emerge 

within my analysis. Finally, I offer a description of the ambient characteristics of memorial space 

that make Ottawa spaces uniquely Canadian. Establishing and defining this uniquely Canadian 

space will become crucial for understanding how Canadians come to experience and ultimately 

articulate space.  
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 Planning 

 Cities, especially capital cities, illustrate how the built environment becomes imbued with 

meaning, especially meaning of political consequence. The painstaking deliberation that goes 

into the planning and development of a democratic city means that every decision and execution 

is the result of the selection of one among many alternatives. Lewis Mumford (1966) believed 

cities are “where human experience is transformed into viable signs, symbols, patterns of 

conduct, systems of order.” (p. 3) Mumford (1966) views the city the way we might view an 

archive. He states, “They are the molds in which men’s lifetimes have cooled and congealed, 

giving lasting shape, by way of art, to moments that would otherwise vanish with the living and 

leave no means of renewal or wider participation behind them.” (Mumford 1966, p. 4) Most 

importantly, he acknowledges the ability of the city to “leave an imprint upon the minds even of 

the ignorant or the indifferent.” (p. 4) On Mumford’s view, the city is one of the most durable 

means of communication between generations available to our civilization. Buildings, streets, 

memorials, and spaces are conceptualized and offered up as a utilitarian infrastructure to future 

generations. However, they also serve as a reminder to future generations of the values of their 

builders. If the built environment can become meaningful through the accretion of human 

activity and sedimentation over time, then cities that seek to impart values to future generations 

provide a rich site for exploring the ways that these messages are transmitted. Capital cities, by 

the very nature of their function, present themselves up as the bearers of a nation’s values.  

 Through urban planning, societies have sought to exert authority over the collective voice 

of the city. This top down approach to a well ordered city has been well documented by many 

scholars across disciplines. Vale (2008) believes that the designed city in the West likely has its 
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roots in the colonial outposts of ancient Greece and Rome. These cities were designed to speak to 

the superiority of the civilizations that built them. Kathleen Lamp (2013) illustrates how 

Augustan cultural campaigns, specifically the building program, functioned rhetorically to help 

administer the Roman Empire. She contends that rhetorical media were expanded from oratory 

and the written word to include physical artifacts such as coins, city planning, and the built 

environment. As time progressed, there were examples of more direct guidance pertaining to 

urban form. For instance, Peter the Great included guidelines for designing streets and homes in 

his directives (Ben-Joseph 2005). Ben-Joseph (2005) offers that these guidelines can be viewed 

as legal instruments guaranteeing the good of the public. Furthermore, he uses the metaphor of 

genetic code for emphasizing the ability of these building codes to carry important information 

about the built environment across generations. This can be seen when you look at the urban 

planning documents for Ottawa in the way that they reference and elaborate upon one another.  

 The politics of urban planning offers a window into the values of the people and 

oftentimes highlights the chasm between the public and professional urban planners. 

Understandably, urban planning is a topic of heated debate as anyone who has been to a city 

council meeting could attest to. Lerup (1977) notes, “Design on the scale of the city and the 

neighborhood is a highly political activity.” (p. 28) The struggle between social and personal 

space drives many conversations within urban planning. It is helpful to conceptualize personal 

space as not merely residencies and private property but also a bubble of space that each 

individual carries around them wherever they happen to go. Because of this, urban space is not 

only a political issue, but also an incredibly sensitive topic for many who get involved in debates 

over urban planning. Jane Jacobs (1961), one of the most passionate voices on the subject and a 
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highly celebrated immigrant to Canada via the United States, provides a sense of the frustration 

that urban planning advocates feel when dealing with municipalities and their plans. She writes, 

“So many of the conflicts would never occur if planners and other supposed experts understood 

in the least how cities work and respected those workings.” (Jacobs 1961, p. 406) Jacobs believe 

that the people who inhabit the communities are far more knowledgeable about infrastructural 

needs than bureaucrats ever will be. I believe it is inhabitants who reveal the cultural beliefs 

inscribed in these built environments. It is this gap between the experts and the public whom 

they serve that fuels some of the most heated debates at the local level. However, as a city 

becomes more symbolically significant, these debates can spill from the local to the national 

level, as we will see in the next chapter.  

 Memorial space is a particular type of public space and the focus of this excursion into 

the mnemonic characteristics of Canada’s commemorative landscape. Indeed, Ottawa’s Sector 

Plan states:  

The nature and quality of urban public life is profoundly affected by a city’s places—the 

spaces between buildings. These can be thought of as the public rooms and corridors of a 

city and they are given shape and character by the walls and buildings which enclose and 

define them (p. 73). 

Understanding public space as similar to rooms in a home is useful if only to differentiate 

between spaces such as the boundless space of the Canadian Arctic and the bounded space of 

Canada’s urban environments. Similarly, Ottawa’s urban plans differentiate between nature 

(boundless space) and open space (bounded space). The space that I am primarily concerned with 

is given form because of building facades and other built features surrounding even the 
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seemingly undisturbed spaces of the city (e.g., vacant lots). Jane Jacobs (1961) says of buildings 

that define open space, “They enclose it. They make a definite shape out of the space, so that it 

appears as an important event in the city scene, a positive feature, rather than a no-account left 

over.” (p. 106) This might be considered an often neglected feature of space as experienced by 

daily inhabitants. The plaza outside of a complex of federal office buildings and the courtyard of 

a church embody drastically different meanings because of this peripheral feature. Ottawa’s 

Sector Plan accounts for this saying, “they also provide much of the immediate and tactile 

environment which confronts the pedestrian at the ground level” (p. 77). As a public space, 

memorial space is bound to be shaped by the buildings that enclose it. Because visitors of 

memorial spaces are acutely aware of the symbolism evoked by memorial structures and their 

gestures, the structures that define these spaces deserve extra scrutiny.  

 As with most parts of public life, public space, and memorial space by extension, are 

subject to intense debates regarding their use that also make them political spaces. Lerup (1977) 

delves into the topic of political space and suggests “politics have a material dimension, 

anchored in actual physical places…Tampering with the limits of space is, therefore, basic to 

most political struggles.” (p. 115) For example, during my fieldwork in Ottawa, I witnessed a 

group of protestors, both women and men, participating in an event called Hollaback Chalk Walk 

that occupied the sidewalk to interrupt pedestrians in what Ottawa’s urban plans refer to as the 

downtown core. At the same time, they inscribed messages with sidewalk chalk using the 

sidewalk as a canvas to demand women’s right to equal access to space free of catcalls and 

unwanted sexual advances. Space is inherently political because it is a scarce resource. 

Commemorative space is no exception. I would argue that because commemorative space 
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requires a built environment worthy of its subject, debates surrounding these spaces become 

more contentious than usual. 

 Architectural Mnemonics of Memorial Space  

 Considering the human tendency to impose order on the world, we might also view the 

built environment as a physical expression of cognitive activity (Rapoport 1979). King (1979) 

argues that the built environment’s “size, appearance, location and form are governed not simply 

by physical factors (climate, materials or topography) but by a society’s ideas, its forms of 

economic and social organization, its distribution of resources and authority, its activities, and 

the beliefs and values” (p. 1). Most contemporary conflicts surrounding the built environment 

would seem to support this assertion. The promotion of codes and standards have long been 

considered tools for dealing with issues of health, safety, and morality that arise from interaction 

between the built environment and its inhabitants (Ben-Joseph 2005). If the shaping of the built 

form can physically keep drinking water lead free, fire contained, and designate separate 

entrances for men and women, surely it should be able to do symbolic work. Architecture’s 

ability to convey meaning is not exactly a novel idea. However, it is its ability to instruct and 

educate the public on specific values that concerns me here. Architecture reveals a great deal 

about the most mundane aspects of our everyday lives (e.g., hygiene, commerce, diet, etc.). I 

believe that the sociocultural forces that shape the built environment must also be legible after 

they are encoded, regardless of our awareness of their presence. Rapoport (1979) believes, “we 

can obtain insights into the functioning of the built environment as a system of non-verbal 

communication, with cues which need to be noticed, and understood (and which one then needs 
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to be prepared to obey) by analyzing primitive and vernacular environments” (p. 289). Although 

Rapoport is primarily concerned with vernacular environments in this excerpt (e.g., homes and 

folk architecture), he extends a similar treatment to the built environment in the context of capital 

design (Rapoport 1993). A deeper understanding of the built environment’s ability to transmit 

values requires us to not only recognize the intentional ways that it communicates but also how 

our experiences bear upon various interpretations of architectural form.  

 Just as rhetorical performances are situational and arise from particular historical 

contexts, meaning is also the product of an audience’s past experiences and milieu. Meaning 

within the physical environment is influenced by self-reflection and individual interpretations 

(Lerup 1977). This point is important because even Rapoport (1982) who advances a useful 

understanding of architecture as a mnemonic device is clear that this function of architecture is 

only a part of the picture. Unlike a true mnemonic device that is offered with a clear referent 

(e.g., Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally; or Parenthesis, Exponents, Multiplication, Division, 

Addition, and Subtraction), architecture is significantly more abstract and requires that an 

audience educate themselves to utilize mnemonics devices found in architectural characteristics. 

This is where Lerup’s ideas become important for our understanding. Lerup (1977) views an 

audience’s interpretation of architecture not as a reaction but, rather, an interaction. This 

interaction is certainly observable in the aforementioned debates surrounding urban planning. 

Following these arguments, we can infer that the meaning found in the built environment 

remains largely a product of an audience’s enculturation. Sonne (2003) believes, “The unique 

ability of buildings and cities to communicate a message gives them a special role: owing to their 

potential longevity and their vague formal distinction, they are unsuited for making current or 
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precise statements.” (p. 39) The values inscribed on the built environment are typically evident in 

monuments and memorials; however, as representational form becomes less and less common, 

we require new tools for ascertaining the multivalent meaning of form. As we explore experience 

in the second half of this dissertation, these interactions between audiences and the built 

environment will become more important.  

 At this point, there should be no question that society’s leaders believe in the power of 

the built environment for conveying political ideas and encouraging civic engagement. In fact, 

Vale (2008) observes that the built environment is influenced by politics through challenges from 

outside groups during the planning process and by the encoding of political values in design, 

whether tacit or explicit. He states, “Architecture helps to reveal who matters in a complex and 

plural society.” (Vale 2008, p. viii) “Who matters” is present in every spatial decision made in 

Canada’s Capital Region, and this is a central feature of the debate presented in chapter two. 

French Canadians are keenly aware of the effect of an over emphasis of physical government 

construction on the Ontario side of the Ottawa River. Following The Holt Report 

recommendations at the turn of the 20th century, this issue was of central importance to 

Francophones who were concerned with preserving their culture (Gordon 2001). Quebecers 

believed that a proposed federal district outlined in the report would marginalize Quebec 

language and culture. Although “who matters?” in the design of the built environment is an 

important question to ask, it is not the only political issue that emerges.  

 It would be incredibly laborious and counter-productive, based on what we know about 

architecture’s imprecise meaning, to offer a dictionary of sorts for deciphering the built 

environment. Many of the scholars whom I have already cited have avoided such an approach 
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likely because of its futility. Instead, most have opted to view the built environment as a 

mnemonic device. Rapoport (1982), who has been influential in popularizing this approach in the 

architectural field, states, “In its most general terms the environment can then be seen as a 

teaching medium. Once learned, it becomes a mnemonic device reminding one of appropriate 

behavior.” (p. 68) Just like the stained glass of churches works in conjunction with the sermon to 

help reinforce the memories that congregants have of stories within the Bible, the built 

environment reinforces the values associated with civic space. The built environment’s 

mnemonic function is well attested to in ancient cultures. Lamp (2013) suggests that Roman 

audiences were likely familiar with mnemonic practices used to aid memory and would apply 

those to their interpretation of the built form in Augustan Rome. Architecture students might be 

more familiar with the influence of mnemonic practices on the construction of Renaissance 

churches. These churches were said to serve a double function that reminded church goers of 

Neoplatonic philosophy through the built form (Wittkower 1962). Although this might sound like 

an impressive feat in an age when memories are excessively augmented, Mary Carruthers (1990) 

and Frances Yates (1966) offer two outstanding treatments of the subject that paint a picture of a 

world prior to the printing press that necessitated the cultivation of memory through mnemonic 

techniques. These techniques will serve as the basis for this current attempt to understand how 

the built environment means.  

 Since at least Ancient Rome, the art of memory has long used space to help facilitate the 

memorization of material; however, the ambient quality of space was also a central 

consideration. Yates (1966) provides a valuable summary of much of this advice from the 
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Antiquity through the Renaissance. As cited by Quintilian in his own treatment of memory, 

Cicero recommends:  

One must employ a large number of places which must be well-lighted, clearly set out in 

order, at moderate intervals apart, and images which are active, which are sharply 

defined, unusual, and which have the power of speedily encountering and penetrating the 

mind (Yates 1966, p. 23). 

In this excerpt, the ambient quality of space is highlighted for its ability to “penetrate the mind”. 

As the ancient texts on memory circulated more widely in the Middle Ages and their influence 

grew, some teachers expanded upon the ambient character of memory advice. In these texts, 

solitude and privacy became important factors for aiding memorization. Matthias Martinius 

advises, “And it is obviously better to exercise the memory by night, rather than by day, when 

silence spreading far and wide aids us, so that the attention is not drawn outward by the senses.” 

Similarly, Albertus Magnus distinguished between kinds of memory and believed that retreating 

to “obscurity” facilitated the memorization of spiritual and intellectual material. Beyond lighting 

and sound, Peter Ramus takes presence into consideration and recommends, “A memory locus 

which is to contain a memory image must not be larger than a man can reach.” The multi-sensory 

considerations made for the art of memory are similar to those advanced in Ottawa’s guidelines 

on commemoration, even though the former is concerned with the reading of the commemorative 

landscape instead of the memorization of material.  

 Reversing the function of the mnemonic device from its role as a memory aid for learners 

to an instructional tool for readers is not a novel idea. Lamp (2013) refers to systems of memory 

as being “turned outward.” Audiences in the Augustan era “possessed the knowledge to construct 
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narratives from their environment.” (Lamp 2013, p. 34) I argue that the ambient characteristics of 

the built environment spotlighted in ancient and medieval rhetoric textbooks (e.g., lighting and 

noise) have also been turned outward to assist in the creation of meaning. Along with the 

symbolic aspects of the built environment that Lamp (2013) covers, the ambient material 

characteristics of the built environment must also be attended to if we are to understand the built 

environment’s full capacity for generating meaning. 

 The ability for the built environment to impress itself upon the imagination depends on 

the audience’s previous exposure to the representations employed by the mnemonic device. It is 

impossible to recollect what has never been stored in memory in the first place. On this subject, 

Lamp (2013) observes, “the technique of associating symbols with objects has potential 

implications for building campaigns and turning the process of memory outward, thereby 

creating a public memory” (p. 31). This aligns with Lerup’s (1977) understanding of architecture 

as an interaction between the audience and the built environment. The ambient characteristics of 

space must be familiar to the audiences that will experience them. The public memory Lamp 

refers to differs from Halbwachs’s (1992) collective memory in that it operates more like a 

working memory rather than a shared image of a past. Additionally, Connerton (1989) believes 

that habit memory is important for making sense of how societies collectively remember. 

Handshakes and other bodily gestures are what he calls incorporating practices that transmit 

information across generations through embodied memory. I believe these incorporating 

practices are crucial for understanding how the ambient characteristics of the built environment 

are experienced. Repeated interaction with the spatial characteristics of the built environment, or 

an education of the senses, prepare the audience to interpret the meaning within the mnemonic 
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landscape. It is through this enculturation of the senses where meaning is derived and mnemonic 

technologies gain their power.  

 Advancing an architectural mnemonics of memorial space requires an attention not only 

to the space’s formal features but also an attunement to the ambient characteristics of the built 

environment. Ancient teachers of rhetoric advised students to take light and sound into 

consideration for their studies: contemporary architects and urban planners also consider these 

ambient characteristics as important to aiding memory and preserving the meaning of a city’s 

landscapes. Turning these ancient memory systems outward enables us to take advantage of a 

rich tradition of the art of memory and offers insight into how the built environment transmits 

cultural values. In the next section, I will offer a history of the development of Ottawa’s urban 

plan so that we may gain a sociocultural and historical vantage point for understanding the 

ambient characteristics of memorial space that are unique to the city.    

 Ottawa’s Urban Plan 

 Ottawa has gained prominence as a symbol of Canada in large part due to its geographic 

location and the way it takes advantage of its natural surroundings. The location in and of itself is 

a compromise over debates between Montreal, Toronto, and Kingston, Ontario as potential sites 

for the nation’s capital (Vale 2008). Siting Ottawa on the banks of the Ottawa river gestures 

towards the city’s history as a lumber town. Placing the Parliament building atop of the 

escarpment overlooking the Ottawa Valley symbolically speaks to the young nation’s ambitions 

on the international stage. In the Plan for the National Capital, Jacques Gréber (1950) says of 

Parliament: 
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Parliament Buildings and the Hill are, in the public mind, the symbol of the Capital. The 

Peace Tower, which crowns the whole composition, has the same meaning to Canadians 

that the dome of the Capitol in Washington has to Americans, or Big Ben to English 

people (p. 249). 

Indeed, as a symbol of a nation, the Parliament Building denotes its place within the British 

Empire’s crown and its role in colonial administration. Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier was 

known to have desired Ottawa to become “the Washington of the North” (Gréber 1950, p. 43). To 

accomplish this, an effort was untaken to set forth a formal plan for the nation’s capital that 

would rival other great cities.  

 Ottawa’s efforts to establish a master plan began in 1893. At the time, Laurier promised 

“to make the city of Ottawa as attractive as possibly could be; to make it the centre of the 

intellectual development of this country and above all the Washington of the north” (Gordon 

2002, p. 30). Over a 50 year period between Frederick G. Todd’s 1903 plan and Gréber’s 1950 

plan, four plans were proposed that were only partially implemented (Gordon 2001). Prime 

Ministers Wilfrid Laurier, Robert Borden, and William Lyon Mackenzie King are all credited for 

their best efforts to enact a plan suitable to represent Canada’s Capital. As pointed out in the 

NCC’s Capital Core Area Sector Plan (hereafter referred to as “Sector Plan”), all of these plans 

included some attempt to capitalize on Ottawa’s natural beauty along with developing the urban 

landscape (National Capital Commission 2005). Because of their influence, I will offer some 

historical background for the Todd Plan and The Herbert S. Holt Report before providing further 

background on the Gréber Plan.  
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 Although less influential on Ottawa’s building program than the Gréber Plan, the Todd 

Plan has left a profound mark on the green space set aside for future generations. Todd’s vision 

for Ottawa might be attributed to his internship with Frederick Law Olmsted Sr., who is best 

known as the designer of New York City’s Central Park (Gordon 2002). Here, Todd was exposed 

to exemplary landscape architecture. His initial observation of what makes Ottawa unique also 

served as an argument against Laurier’s wishes to make Ottawa the “Washington of the north”. 

Todd presents Ottawa’s “steep terraces and picturesque cliffs” as characteristics that set the city 

apart from the gentle terrain of Washington (Todd 1903, p. 3). It was this attention to the natural 

beauty of Ottawa’s Capital Region that would influence the subsequent plans of Holt and Gréber. 

Although there was nothing inherently controversial about Todd’s plan, that did not stop it from 

getting shelved when Robert Borden defeated Laurier in 1913 and became Prime Minister.  

 When Borden’s government took power, Herbert Holt hired Chicago architect, Edward 

Bennett and Toronto engineer, E. L. Cousins, to devise a new plan for Ottawa (Gordon 2001). 

The Holt Report continued where Todd left off in arguing that the character of Ottawa was 

distinct from Washington. The authors observed that the founding of the two cities was 

drastically different. They wrote:  

From the first, Washington was planned with bold confidence on a scale suited to the 

capital of a great federal state. In the future of Ottawa, on the other hand, there was, from 

the first, no great belief. When Ottawa was fixed upon as the capital and it was decided to 

erect two large buildings for the business of the government, Mr. George Brown thought 

this a stupendous folly, and declared that the buildings would suffice for the needs of the 

capital during two hundred years. There could be no federal district for the Capital, since 
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there was then no federal government. But, within ten years after Mr. Brown’s 

declaration, Canada had become a great federal state, the equal in area of the United 

States. Yet the capital remained unaltered in its status, a city in the Province of Ontario 

governed exactly as any other city in the Province is governed (Holt 1916, p. 22). 

This excerpt paints a picture of a capital city that came together in a haphazard manner, a fact 

that Gréber and even contemporary planners would have to wrestle with as they proposed their 

own plans for the city. As noted by Vale (2008), The Holt Report goes beyond merely offering a 

place for government buildings and with Bennett’s advice, advances a vision for the city inspired 

by the City Beautiful style. Immediately prior to the plan’s completion, the Centre Block of 

Parliament burned to the ground. Unfortunately, this plan would never see the light of day and 

was shelved due to Canada’s involvement in World War One (Gordon 2001). Despite its 

shelving, the plan became influential for the Gréber plan.  

 At the completion of World War Two, yet another Prime Minister sought to see a master 

plan come together for the city. The strong diplomatic ties between France and Canada enabled 

Mackenzie King to request Jacques Gréber be released from his duties rebuilding France after 

the war to help Canada in its decades-long search for some architectural definition in the nation’s 

capital (Gordon 2001). In fact, Gréber’s work began prior to the war when he was requested to 

survey the city in 1937 (Gréber 1950). His plan offers sweeping recommendations for a modest 

nation. Canada’s Minister of Public Works, Alphonse Fournier, offered that the plan should serve 

in lieu of a national war memorial  (Gréber 1950). Indeed, Gréber conceptualized his work 1

 Gréber (1950) viewed Ottawa’s plan as a material and living expression of commemoration to those “who gave 1

their lives to the nation in the second world war” (p. 158). He rejected allegoric cultural composition, that he 
believed to be controversial, in favor of a “living panorama” embodied by the capital through the “material 
expression” of his plan. 
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creating a plan for the city as advancing a city scale commemoration of the sacrifices the nation 

made during World War Two. He believed that the work he was doing was important for defining 

national character and took that responsibility seriously. Gréber (1950) wrote:  

As stated in several addresses and in press interviews, the work entrusted to me is of 

national character, and, to make its success sure and rapid, I should like to act as 

Consultant to a National Capital Planning Committee, working in full co-operation with 

the Federal District Commission (p. 3; emphasis in the original). 

This hands-on approach to planning alludes to the importance that Gréber placed on the job he 

was entrusted with. His plan was not only intended to provide order to the disarray he saw when 

first entering the Capital Region—at the end of the war, Ottawa was crowded with temporary 

office buildings left over from the war effort—it was also intended to shape the nation’s 

character through the use of a master plan that would ensure orderly growth as the city matured 

(Gordon 2001).  

 Over two decades, Gréber’s plan would transform Ottawa into the modern capital that we 

know today. The plan also factored in the fractious character of Canadian government in calling 

for a processional route (Confederation Boulevard) between the provinces of Quebec and 

Ontario that would link Hull (now known as Gatineau) and Ottawa on opposing sides of 

turbulent Ottawa River, a fitting natural symbol of Canadian politics between the two provinces. 

Reflecting on Ottawa, Vale (2008) observes, “The two cultures will be symbolically linked, the 

chief government buildings will look in on themselves, their back to the two vernacular cities of 

Ottawa and Hull.” (p. 81). This blatantly symbolic feature of the plan is only one of many that I 

will explore in more detail below. Incorporating elements from The Holt Report’s 
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recommendations and influences from The Todd Plan, The Gréber Plan offered a vision for the 

city that was uniquely Canadian in character. 

 The implementation of the Gréber’s plan signaled a national effort to gain the support of 

Canadian Citizens. An ethos of democratic participation and pluralism undergirded efforts to 

implement the plan. Notably, despite Mackenzie King’s moves to swiftly implement the plan, he 

appointed a representative from each province to serve on the Federal District Commission that 

oversaw its implementation (Gordon 2001). This gesture towards Canadian-wide representation 

was also accompanied by a public relations campaign where programs were produced to be aired 

on the CBC (Canadian Broadcast Company) and school children were encouraged to write 

essays about their vision for the nation’s capital. Vale (2008) observes that these efforts were 

largely symbolic in nature and the omission of First Nations’ voices from the planning of Ottawa 

are seen even to this day in contestations between the Federal Government and aboriginal 

peoples. For example, the proposed development of the capital region’s Chaudiére Falls and 

surrounding islands has caused a controversy between Algonquin people and the Canadian 

Government (Duffy 2017). First Nations argue that this space should be returned to its natural 

state for use as a site of healing and peace center. The contestation over Ottawa’s space is the 

result of many forces, and, as we will see in the next chapter, these debates reveal the importance 

of how various individuals experience space.  

 Today, the administration of Gréber’s vision and refinements of that vision are handled 

by the National Capital Commission (NCC). Since these three plans were created, numerous 

studies have attempted to make sense of the capital region, govern its space, and oversee its 
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commemorations. The NCC states in an informational brochure detailing its policies on capital 

commemorations:  

The National Capital Commission (NCC) is the organization whose role is to create pride 

and unity through Canada’s Capital Region, as well as to develop and promote the 

Capital as a national symbol. As representations of our national character, identity and 

achievement, commemorative monuments are a powerful means of expressing our 

enduring values, connections to the past and aspirations for the future. Supporting 

commemorative projects is therefore a key component of the NCC’s mandate. 

As a successor to the Federal District Commission, the NCC continues the legacy of many Prime 

Ministers and urban planners who have left an indelible mark on Ottawa’s landscape. Carrying 

out these visions has made the NCC an important arbiter of the nation’s character and placed 

them at the center of many heated discussions in recent years. In subsequent chapters, the NCC’s 

role in these debates will become clearer, and the important position they serve in regulating 

space will be highlighted. In the next section, I will offer what I view as ambient characteristics 

of the Capital Region’s space that contribute to the production of environments that are uniquely 

Canadian.  

 The Mnemonic Function of Canada’s Commemorative Landscape 

 One unifying thread among Ottawa’s plans is an emphasis on the natural wealth that is 

found in Canada’s environment. As a lumber town, Ottawa has benefited from its access to 

natural resources, but its natural beauty lends a particular splendor to the region. Gréber (1950) 

states, “A bird’s-eye view of the city leaves the impression that it is wrapped in green” (p. 122). 
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Noting the limited commercial value of Hull and natural areas north of the Ottawa River, The 

Holt Plan called for the preservation of up to 100,000 acres of land in what is now known as 

Gatineau Park. This emphasis on the preservation of natural beauty has also found its way into 

considerations surrounding future commemorations in the capital region. In Canada’s Capital 

Commemoration Strategic Plan (hereafter referred to as Strategic Plan), planners offer Canada’s 

natural diversity as a point of consideration for future commemorations. The Strategic Plan 

states: 

Although they are not commemorations in the usual sense, the parks mark many of the 

places that represent the mental image of the country for both indigenous peoples and 

more recent immigrants and settlers. Many of these landscapes serve as icons of 

Canadian identity, such as Banff National Park (NCC 2006a, p. 8) 

Here, nature is explicitly presented as a unique marker of Canadian identity. Similarly, Charlotte 

Gray (2016) argues that Canadian painters, specifically Emily Carr, provided an aesthetic that 

has become unique to Canadians. Namely, this was an aesthetic popularized by the Group of 

Seven who sought to advance a uniquely Canadian form of painting that highlighted Canada’s 

natural beauty and depicted the spiritual and psychic connection to the “awesome magnificence 

of Canadian space” (Gray 2016, p. 100). For Gréber (1950) this natural aesthetic was 

instrumental for the composition of a uniquely Canadian Capital. He observes “the rugged charm 

which grips the onlooker and carries him back, in spite of the close proximity of the city, into a 

past seemingly filled with the calls of the early guides and the gleam of the campfires” (Gréber 

1950, p. 122). While Emily Carr and the Group of Seven demonstrated their appreciation for 

nature through fine art, urban planners like Gréber, Todd, and Bennett were determined to help 
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Canadians embody nature through the aid of the built environment. Setting aside his 

romanticized depiction of the itinerant settler on the frontier, Gréber’s vision of Canada’s 

landscape is still one that echoes throughout vernacular and official discourses that articulate this 

land. Here, I use the term landscape strategically. Clark (2004) states, “Landscape is not the same 

as land. Land is material, a particular object, while landscape is conceptual” (p. 9). Indeed, it is 

this conceptual aspect of the Ottawa’s landscapes that enable an entanglement with the ambient 

characteristics of these spaces. In this section, I will detail some of the specific features of this 

space that contribute to the mnemonic function of memorial space in Ottawa.  

Balancing Space  

 The distinction between natural and open space seems like splitting hairs; however, 

Gréber viewed these spaces as having drastically different characteristics. Natural space is wild 

and unkempt, whereas open space is maintained and framed by the built environment. For 

Gréber, natural space or natural beauty was an asset to the capital region and open space was a 

minimal investment. It might be helpful to consider the maintenance required for both types of 

space in order to fully appreciate Gréber’s arguments. Advancing an economic argument for 

these elements of urban design was likely important for a growing industrial city where land 

along the Ottawa River could fetch a premium price from the lumber industry. Below, I will 

detail how the importance of these spaces was articulated and how they have been balanced.  

 In order to understand how Ottawa utilizes its natural beauty, we must first look at how it 

has been defined by this characteristic alone. When Laurier declared his wishes for Ottawa to 

become Washington of the north, it is unlikely he wished to detract from the unique positive 
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characteristics already inherent in the city. The Todd Plan first set out to disabuse its audience of 

this idea by contrasting Ottawa and Washington’s natural landscapes. Todd (1903) argued: 

Considerable has been said recently about Ottawa being made the “Washington of the 

North.” Many of the beauties of Washington are certainly well worthy of imitation, but it 

would be a mistake to copy too closely, even if it were possible, the plans which have 

proved so successful there, for the location of the two cities is so absolutely different, that 

what has made the beauty of one, might mar the beauty of the other. Washington stretches 

over a gently undulating country, Ottawa is broken by steep terraces and picturesque 

cliffs…Thus it is impossible to treat these two cities in the same manner, for a plan which 

would be ideal for Washington would be ill adapted for Ottawa, whose picturesque 

situation must obviously form the foundation and key-note of any proposed plans for the 

future (pp. 2-3). 

For Todd, the natural beauty found in the capital region was instrumental for advancing a plan 

worthy of a great capital city. The natural beauty that set Ottawa apart from the city that it 

aspired to be ultimately placed it within the same league as Washington. Inspired by Todd’s 

initial observations, Gréber (1950) emphasizes in his plan’s conclusion, “Such beauty is a gift 

from nature and not an extravagance of conception on our part” (p. 290; emphasis in the 

original). Here, environmental stewardship is advanced as an essential component of Ottawa’s 

plan. Gréber frames protection of Ottawa’s natural beauty as a profit to the city that does not 

require government expenditures. Through preservation of this natural wealth, Ottawa defined 

itself by emphasizing this characteristic. Vale (2008) observes that Ottawa has remained true to 

this defining picturesque character, and that sets it apart from other capital cities that have opted 
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for an axial approach to capital city planning. Besides merely being a convenient design 

orientation, natural beauty as a defining feature of Ottawa offers some unique opportunities for 

space within the capital region to make contact with and butt up against nature.   

 The point of contact between nature and the public within Ottawa’s landscape has also 

been afforded its own unique considerations. The Holt Report and The Todd Plan treat these 

points of contact between the public and the natural environment with reverence. From the 

beginning, urban planners sought to bring these spaces to the people rather than the other way 

around (Holt 1916). Access was also a concern for Gréber (1950) who believed that the difficult 

to access shoreline, that was made relatively inaccessible by privately owned residential and 

industrial land use, was a problem to be mitigated. These concerns have been addressed by 

various plans issued by the NCC. Documents like Pathway Network for Canada’s Capital 

Region, LeBreton Flats Pedestrian and Cyclist Plan, and Plan for Canada’s Capital Pedestrian 

and Bicycle System and Facilities offer a few examples of how the shores of the Ottawa River 

have been made accessible to the people (NCC 1984, 2002, 2006b). The sanctified relationship 

that planners have sought to foster between the public and the natural environment does not stop 

with recreational pathways. Gréber affords nature its own degree of monumentality. He states, 

“Monumental structures should be excluded from a land which calls for intimacy. Even the river 

shore of the wide Ottawa River is not to be excluded from such considerations” (Gréber 1950, p. 

244). Although one could view this recommendation as a way of depriving monumental 

structures of the majestic symbolic resources found in Canada’s natural beauty, this could also be 

viewed as a way of granting commemorative and monumental spaces their deserved solemnity 

that is sometimes made impossible when contrasted with the ravages of the natural world (e.g., 
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the Ottawa River after a winter melt produces raging rapids with the capacity to drown out one’s 

thoughts). In this instance, I would argue that monumentality is the consideration of structures 

that appropriately complement the atmosphere of the memorial space and as a feature augments 

the capacity of its mnemonic function. For example, placing Canada’s War Memorial on the 

banks of the Ottawa River would render it small when one is standing in awe of spring’s raging 

rapids and in solitude during long Canadian winters. Like the noise we experience on a poor 

phone connection, the natural environment and its often sublime features can become sources of 

noise detracting from the intended commemoration. Burke (1973) conceives of the sublime as 

“Some vastness of magnitude, power, or distance, disproportionate to ourselves” (p. 38). This 

would certainly include the natural features that surround the capital region.  

 The attention that planners have paid to open space should not be understated because of 

the sociological role that it was intended to serve. As far back as The Gréber Plan (1950), even in 

Canada “where space is abundant", urbanization was a force that planners sought to tame (p. 

197-198). (This is noteworthy because in recent decades, Canada has become known for its 

rampant urbanization.) Open space could be considered distinct from natural space in that it must 

be maintained in order to keep it open. Without maintenance, it would become overgrown and 

unwelcoming for the pubic. If natural space represents a profit for the city, open space could be 

considered an investment. Gréber (1950) says of open spaces: 

An essential complement to housing and to the complex activities of modern life is the 

systematic organization of open spaces, in order that they may best fulfill their 

regenerative function. Such open spaces should be predicated upon their functional 

relationship to the classes of population and their activities. They are as necessary to 
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health and welfare as to rest and education, and constitute a capital element in social 

security (p. 163). 

This concept of providing open spaces as an outlet for the masses so that they may “fulfill their 

regenerative function” echoes Horkheimer and Adorno’s (2006) assertion that “Entertainment is 

the prolongation of the work under late capitalism. It is sought by those who want to escape the 

mechanized labor process so that they can cope with it again” (p. 61). Despite affording open 

space for their utilitarian role as technology for managing the productive forces of labor, Todd 

(1903) was one of the first to argue for open spaces in Ottawa because they would provide “rest 

and recreation for the people in their immediate neighborhood, and to make the city as a whole 

more beautiful and attractive” (p. 23). As a student of Olmsted, Todd’s approach to Ottawa’s 

open spaces makes complete sense. Rosenfield (1989), who views Central Park from a rhetorical 

perspective, emphasizes the historical importance of such spaces for cultivating experiences that 

promoted civic virtue. He argues that this is accomplished by joining the physical experience of 

the space with the mental picture of this space in the visitor’s mind. In essence, open space could 

be considered a type of space that invites the public to engage with it. A well maintained and 

centrally located open space is welcoming. Its utility is what enables open space to grant 

importance to the memorials that it houses while encouraging civic virtues.  

 I believe it is a combination of the two aforementioned types of spaces that contribute to 

a memorial space’s individuality. In fact, the Strategic Plan calls for a balance between the 

aforementioned natural and open space when dealing with memorial space (NCC 2006a). This 

balance between natural and open space could be considered one of the central landscaping 

concerns for the capital region in addition to its role in commemoration. I would agree that 
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balance is necessary in order to provide memorial space the commemorative solemnity it 

deserves from natural space and the importance demanded by the commemorative subject 

afforded by open spaces. Beyond the balance between natural and open space, there is also a 

focus on other ambient features that are intended to be experienced broadly through an array of 

senses.  

Sensation  

 While recognizing vision is afforded the greatest primacy in Ottawa’s urban plans and as 

such allows us to understand the aesthetic role of natural beauty, an acknowledgement of 

sensation helps us paint a more complete picture of the ambient character of Ottawa’s public 

spaces. Sound and, more recently, feeling have been singled out as important aspects for future 

planners to consider. In some instances, for example as it pertains to utilizing Canada’s four-

season climate, winds are understood as an element that cannot only offer cooling in the summer 

but also shift around snow in the winter. Multi-sensory perception becomes a consideration of 

Ottawa’s design that takes Canada’s climate extremes into account.  

 From early on, beauty, specifically natural beauty, was a central consideration for the 

Capital Region’s planners. Gréber (1950) views beauty as an ideal worth fighting for and depicts 

his work as a “conflict against ugliness and disfigurement…” (p. 164, emphasis theirs). 

Additionally, The Holt Report believed beauty was one of two factors that made a city attractive, 

the other being its conveniences (e.g., economic, entertainment, and comforts) (Holt 1916). 

However, it was The Todd Report’s influence that served to guide the city towards becoming 

what Gréber would eventually describe as a city “wrapped in green” (NCC 1984). The creation 

of parkways for “pleasure driving”, which was initially advocated for in The Todd Plan, 
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encouraged the preservation of natural beauty along their winding routes (e.g., along the Ottawa 

River and through Gatineau) (p. 16). The importance placed on visual beauty across all three 

plans and the majority of NCC documents that follow should not be understated. It should also 

be noted that the type of beauty that was advanced by the three plans are all culturally 

constructed at the expense of other forms of beauty that we might consider. Regardless, beauty 

prioritizes the visual experience of space in the capital region.  

 To convey the importance placed on natural beauty, it is helpful to understand how 

Gréber argued for beauty’s preservation. Similar to his evaluation of natural space as a profit and 

open space as a good investment, he also makes an economic argument for the preservation of 

beauty. Gréber (1950) states:  

In urban matters, beauty, if well understood, constitutes an economy, even an investment. 

Economy can be realized by the preservation of natural elements or by attainment of 

harmonious expression through the art of composition rather than through 

ornamentation. If, by its aesthetic merits, composition constitutes the centre of attraction, 

it adds to the economic assets of the important industry of tourism, and ensures increased 

values and permanency of character to adjacent lands and developments. Beauty thus 

conserved or utilized is a sound investment (p. 243, emphasis theirs). 

His willingness to persuade his readers of this point through appeals to their economic concerns 

marks beauty as a priority in The Gréber Plan. Interestingly enough, Gréber (1950) did not view 

beauty as something that should be reserved for the privileged few but instead, he considered 

beauty as “vital characteristic of the human mind” (p. 243) This can be seen in his disregard for 

“inconsiderate enterprise” that he depicts as parceling up land making it inaccessible to the 
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public (Gréber 1950, p. 154). Here, experience of beauty is framed as a human right instead of a 

luxury. Most interestingly, Gréber (1950) believed in beauty’s power to “foster the growth of 

civic spirit, and invite the citizens to become more conscious and proud of their 

environment…” (p. 243). His belief in beauty’s ability to foster civic spirit is rooted in the power 

of the built environment to instill a sense of pride and ownership. Because of the primacy of 

vision, it is understandable that the visual sense would take priority in the regime of perception 

coded in Ottawa’s landscape. However, that is not the only sense that has been granted 

consideration. 

 Sound’s influence over our experience of space is undeniable. Architectural theorist 

Malcolm McCullough (2013) believes that silence—as the absence of distracting noise—is a 

human right in the raucous 21st century and cites the historical precedent that views silence as a 

part of the commons in support of this. Ottawa’s urban planners were also concerned with the 

sonic character of the capital region. Gréber frames issues of sound in two ways. First, sound is 

considered to be instrumental for the maintenance of the productive forces of labor. Silence, 

specifically, was considered to be one of the “efficient factors of regeneration for the tired 

townsman, of re-education of the masses, and of healthy and restful recreation” (Gréber 1950, p. 

241). Second, sound is presented as a central consideration for the preservation of spaces for 

future development. Specifically, environments of verdure and quietness were required for 

institutions such as “hospitals, houses of refuge, schools, churches, colleges, recreational, sports 

or cultural centres, cemeteries, etc.” (Gréber 1950, p. 228). This particular aspect of sound is of 

greatest interest for understanding the way sound works to characterize space. Whereas zoning 

restrictions can work to regulate the daily hustle and bustle of the street outside so that every 
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citizen has access to some regular peace and quiet in their own home, some institutions, by their 

very nature, require quietness. Because of the peace afforded to these spaces, institutions that 

work to heal the mind, body, and the spirit (e.g., hospitals and churches) and those that 

encourage the storage and recollection of memories (e.g., schools, cemeteries, etc.) can remain 

centrally located. Earlier, I mentioned how Martinius advised his students to exercise their 

memories with the aid of silence (Yates 1966). This advice is equally important for promoting an 

adequate head space for contemplation. Visitors to memorial spaces require peaceful locations 

where they can properly meditate on the meaning of the commemoration, unless of course 

distraction is part of the effect that the builders were aiming for. I believe that silence as a feature 

of memorial space is becoming increasingly important because of the increasing cacophony of 

city life. As urbanization accelerates, the ambient noise of our cities will also increase. 

 In recent years, Canada’s urban planners have begun to shift their thinking about the year-

round potential of space in the capital region. It would seem that the turn towards sensation has 

not only captivated academia but also professional urban planners. A focus on the year-round 

potential of public space acknowledges that visitors’ sensory experiences are important even 

when the conditions might be less than optimal. The Strategic Plan instructs that all future 

commemorations should take the four seasons into consideration in their designs so that the 

climate may be celebrated (NCC 2006a). The wind and the snow are two features of the four-

season climate that are granted importance in the Ottawa Western Core Area: Pedestrians 

Downtown plan (hereafter referred to as the Western Core Area Plan) and the Sector Plan. These 

features could both rightfully be considered visual components. For example, the wind helps 
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flags show off their maple leaves and fleur-de-lis. However, we might also reflect on the aural 

and kinesthetic aspect of wind and snow. The Western Core Area Plan states:  

There are three primary objectives when considering wind as a determinant of urban 

design. The first is to celebrate and take advantage of the benign aspects of wind—to 

create places where one can feel cooling summer breezes, see the movement of flags, or 

hear the rustle of the wind through leaves. The second is to ameliorate the malign aspects 

of wind, to reduce undue buffeting of pedestrians. The third is to control snow 

accumulations caused by the wind (NCC 1985, p. 114). 

Here, wind works its evaporative wonder as it cools and also rustles the leaves on the trees, 

adding layers on an already lively soundscape of the city. Wind also plays a function in altering 

the winter landscape through the creation of snowdrifts. By shifting the snow accumulation, 

wind has the power to influence the movement of pedestrians on walkways and by extension 

alter their experience of memorial spaces. Ottawa’s Sector Plan urges designers to also factor 

four-season climate into any commemorative proposals. In this plan, the four-season climate is 

presented as a positive in that it offers a dynamic and changing relationship between the 

memorial and its siting courtesy of the ever shifting climate. The Sector Plan provides probably 

one of the most striking comments on seasonal weather stating, “The presence or absence of 

foliage, autumn colours, snow cover and ice are Canadian factors and should be first 

considerations in the design of Canadian memorials” (NCC 2006a, p. 19). This embrace of a 

year-round memorial space is illustrative of the way that Canadians envision themselves. 

Viewing snow and ice as “Canadian factors” that must be incorporated in commemorative 

projects acknowledges the inevitability of the inhospitable Canadian winters. Braving the 
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elements is a kinesthetic experience shared by all Canadians unlike their neighbors to the south 

who have the ability to migrate south with the Canadian Geese for the winter. In this sense, the 

Sector Plan is wise to include this as a first consideration for Ottawa’s commemorative efforts.  

 Another element of the four-season climate is consideration of the low sun during 

Canadian winters. The Sector Plan describes the potential low sun creates for commemoration 

stating, “…The light conditions can produce quite unique results; the silhouette effect, for 

instance, can be very dramatic when freestanding memorials are seen against the low winter sun” 

(NCC 2006a, p. 19). The low winter sun can be thought of as a dramatic change in light that 

makes Canadian memorial space unique. This influences the types of materials sought out for the 

construction of memorials. For example, light toned materials and structures that offer a contrast 

with the ground that the memorial sits on are recommendations for effective four-season 

commemorations. Concerns surrounding the lighting of memorials are no different from those of 

teachers of rhetoric who advocated for well-lit locations to aid in the storage of memories. Proper 

illumination of monuments, whether through artificial or natural methods, becomes important for 

properly honoring the subjects of commemoration and ultimately aiding the public by creating 

striking images for effective storage of the memory.  

 Conclusion 

 Placing memorials in spaces so that they may be engaged with through an entire array of 

senses not only makes them memorable but it also honors their subject. The Sector Plan offers, 

“Most memorials should be designed to permit people to ‘engage’ them—to get close enough to 

be able to read inscriptions, examine sculptural details and take photographs” (NCC 2006a, p. 
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14). Memorials become fixtures in our travels and daily lives. Placing memorials behind ropes 

limits their ability to impress upon us and us upon them. In some instances, the NCC (2006a) has 

deemed it appropriate for children to even play and climb upon memorials. Similarly, memorial 

spaces become host to ceremonies and official gatherings (NCC n.d.). Memorial spaces invite us 

to occupy them and exercise our memories. Oftentimes, it is not enough to merely consider a 

memory settled once it has been inscribed on the landscape, we must also engage with that 

memory and “exercise” our own memories. In part two, I will explore some dimensions of this 

engagement.   

 With Canada’s 150th anniversary of Confederation, a new plan was introduced that 

tweaked some of the ideas already introduced in the plans outlined above. For example, 

preservation of national symbols and natural beauty is still a major concern for planners; 

however, there is a new emphasis on championing Indigenous heritage and framing natural 

beauty within contemporary terms of environmental sustainability as opposed to mere 

stewardship. The 2067 plan also begins articulating the importance of recognizing competing 

identities. It states: 

In 2067, the Capital will reflect the social and cultural diversity of Canada, including its 

regional identities. Through its built form, it will express the rich identity carved over the 

centuries by successive waves of immigrants who chose Canada as a place to live. It will 

embody Canada as a welcoming land, and will foster exchanges and the blending of 

newcomers and long-established settlers who have created a unique flair in the Capital. 

Canadians from diverse backgrounds will recognize themselves in the symbols and the 

democratic, cultural and scientific institutions that define Canada as a land of democracy. 
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The Capital will proudly emphasize the place of the provinces and territories in creating a 

diverse, inclusive and meaningful Canada (NCC 2017).  

Here, we see that a “land of refuge” is but a type of “welcoming land”. The inclusive nation that 

is being envisioned by the NCC attempts to offer physical form to the immaterial concept of 

Canada as a cultural mosaic. The Canadian mosaic is a metaphor advanced in the 1930s that 

views Canada as stronger because of its diversity as opposed to the melting pot metaphor used in 

the United States that emphasizes assimilation (Gibbon 1938). Just like The Todd Plan provided 

vision for the verdant Ottawa we know today and The Gréber Plan helped provide form for that 

vision, recent plans will also leave their impression on the memorial spaces around the capital 

region. In the coming chapters, this verdant nature found in the capital region—a nature that is 

intended to be experienced through a full range of sensations—will play an increasingly 

important role in defining Canadian space and moving closer towards understanding “a Land of 

Refuge.” 

 As I have attempted to demonstrate, commemorative symbolism is not the only element 

worthy of our attention, other factors exist that aid our memories. Space, especially urban space 

including memorial spaces, provides not only ambient characteristics that enable or hinder our 

memories, they can also become subjects of controversy. Through an exploration of Ottawa and 

the ideas of its planners, we have already seen certain values emerge, namely a reverence for 

nature. How this is conveyed through memorial space is significant. The expression of these 

values helps to characterize the current and future commemorations within these spaces. I have 

been referring to these characteristics as peripheral or ambient traits within the built environment 

in an effort to single them out. Hopefully, this has highlighted advice that I believe is often 
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glossed over in the art of memory, especially in the use of mnemonics as a heuristic for reading 

architectural gestures. I believe that paying attention to these ambient traits will enable us to 

explore how Canadians experience memorial space.  
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CHAPTER TWO: DEBATING SPACE 

 The controversy surrounding Ottawa’s Memorial to the Victims of Communism (MVC) 

began in 2007, hundreds of kilometers removed from Ottawa, in the Greater Toronto Area. 

During a visit to the a memorial to the victims of communism at Masaryk Memorial Institute, 

Czech Ambassador, Pavel Vosalik, and Minister of Multiculturalism and Citizenship, Jason 

Kenney, were moved by the sentiment of the memorial and agreed that such a message deserved 

greater prominence in Canada’s Capital (Butler 2015a). In the weeks that followed Kenney and 

Vosalik’s meeting, the Ambassador reached out to a Toronto artist of Czechoslovak heritage, 

Zuzana Hahn, to encourage her to submit a proposal to the NCC. Along with Josef Cermak, 

Hahn would form the Open Book Group that eventually co-sponsored the commemorative effort 

with another group interested in the commemoration, Tribute to Liberty. On June 30, 2009, the 

NCC received a joint proposal from the Open Book Group and Tribute to Liberty. This proposal 

was the result of the NCC’s consultation with both groups that moved the proposal away from a 

singular focus on victims of communism and towards a celebration of Canada as “a land of 

refuge”.  

 Between the initial proposal and November 9, 2009 (the anniversary of the fall of the 

Berlin Wall), both groups worked with the NCC to refine their proposal so that an announcement 

could be made to the Canadian public on a day that symbolized an end to communist tyranny 

(Lyle Dick, Yves Frenette, Margaret Conrad, Thomas H.B. Symons, Mark Mristmanson, 

unpublished data) . Although the “victims of communism” theme remained central to the 2

 These recommendations were provided to the Open Book Group and Tribute to Liberty from a meeting between 2

the External Committee of Experts on Commemoration held on February 16, 2009. In this meeting, Lyle Dick 
(Parks Canada), Yves Frenette (Centre de recherche en civilisation canadienne-française), Margaret Conrad 
(University of New Brunswick), Thomas H.B. Symons (Trent University), and Mark Kristmanson (NCC) provided 
detailed feedback on the proposal to align the commemorative symbolism with the NCC’s Strategic Plan. 
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commemoration, the NCC board wished to create a more inclusive commemoration that would 

signify Canada’s commitment to refugees that included persecuted dissidents and those fleeing 

environmental and economic disasters. In numerous instances, the board expressed concern over 

maligning communist ideology instead of condemning the totalitarian regimes that persecuted 

citizens under the banner of communism. The board rightfully identified that many Canadian 

communities who had fled communist countries were divided on these ideological questions. 

Recognition of this plurality of voices from the memorial’s conception shows the great insight of 

the NCC in foreseeing potential conflicts over the memorial’s themes. Despite this foresight, this 

controversy also reveals a misapprehension by proponents of what Canadians deem worthy of 

prominence which would eventually be illuminated by the arguments that were leveled against 

the project’s symbolism.  

 This chapter examines the controversy over the proposed MVC to identify the competing 

values of Canadians and place these values within the larger Canadian Mosaic. Any 

understanding of the imagined community must ultimately be grounded in a thoughtful reflection 

on the competing interests that vie for prominence within the symbolic fabric of a nation. Indeed, 

prominence is one of the central terms that will come up in this debate. Here, prominence not 

only refers to the prominence of ideas but also the prominence afforded by space.  

 In some instances, the state steps in to mitigate any potential struggle between competing 

interests. The NCC board’s recommendation that the Open Book Group and Tribute to Liberty 

incorporate Canada’s commitment to multiculturalism and refuge was ultimately adopted as a 

major theme that would partially be reflected by the memorial’s title (National Capital 
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Commission, unpublished data) . Eventually, one group’s vision would come to dominate the 3

project. In the case of the MVC, after already having their ideas minimized during the drafting 

phase of the proposal, the Open Book Group was reportedly snubbed by Tribute to Liberty 

following project approval from the NCC (Butler 2015a). This would actually be one of the first 

of many instances of attempts by proponents of the project to dismiss competing visions for the 

project and the prominence it sought.  

 By training our ear to the many voices that compete for recognition by the state, we 

might be better able to draw some conclusions about the values of those most motivated to speak 

up and be remembered. Here, voice is used to denote public opinion. Hauser (1999) notes, 

“during the seventeenth century the voice of the people acquired the more technical meaning of 

public opinion” (p. 24; emphasis in original). The remainder of this chapter will be concerned 

with the voice of the people and their motivations. 

 Below, I will offer an analysis of the controversy over the placement of the MVC. 

Although documentation of the controversy could be found throughout digital media and 

traditional print and broadcast outlets, there was also a considerable amount of public 

commentary that was delivered directly to the NCC, the organization that serves as a steward of 

the lands within the Capital Region. These debates illustrate how 21st century Canadians 

conceptualize their “imagined community” in an era of urbanization, immigration, and, most 

importantly, refugee resettlement efforts. Commemorations serve as a rich site for exploring 

themes such as national identity not only because of the rich symbolism involved but also 

because of the attention they draw due to the massive investment shouldered by taxpayers. 

 November 20-21, 2013, when the NCC sought land use approval, information regarding the development of the 3

proposal was included in the materials prepared to be presented before the NCC board. 
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Despite the stodgy image of monuments and memorials in popular culture, Gillis (1994) argues 

that monuments “remain useful as times and places where groups with very different memories 

of the same events can communicate, appreciate, and negotiate their respective difference.” (p. 

20) Through the debates and negotiations that surround the MVC that we are able to witness 

Canadian citizens sounding off on the issues that are most important to them. These expressions 

reveal what makes the individual unique and illuminate the shared experiences that make the 

farmer in Saskatoon and the rail worker in Schefferville feel unified with one another.  

 Additionally, this chapter will offer insights into the role that the public plays in shaping 

the built environment in a democracy. Whereas the last chapter detailed the role of experts in 

urban planning, here I offer a picture of how everyday citizens contribute to the shaping of urban 

environments. Ben-Joseph (2005) argues that “Order and the regulating of cities are often created 

hierarchically.” (p. 24) Urban planning is a concern not only for the elites but also a subject that 

regular citizens are passionate about. Regardless of the often mundane subject matter of city 

planning agendas and zoning board meetings, the rhetorical dimension of the built environment 

often gets lost in academic discussions of grand architectural gestures.  

 The public is one of the broadest terms that could possibly be applied here. When I use 

the term “public,” I am not excluding the experts from the public because many of those experts, 

politicians and professionals alike view their advocacy in opposition to this memorial as part of 

their civic duty. Rather, the public encompasses all the actors within the controversy. Blair, 

Dickinson, and Ott (2010) explain, “a public is often thought of as an ensemble of stranger 

interactions, predicated upon boundary conditions, normative standards, and/or particular 

instantiations between the individual and the state” (p. 5). In this instance, experts are delineated 
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only to demonstrate how their specialized understanding of the controversy informs the public 

debate. Here, the public is intended to capture the democratic character embodied by this debate 

and recognize as many voices as possible.  

 Although it is tempting to try to locate some common ground within this debate, it would 

be incredibly naive to ignore the extremes that have emerged (e.g., some outright object to 

money being spent on this subject and wish for the memorial to be shelved forever). Haskins 

(2015) observes, “today’s memory culture and the discourse of citizenship it feeds are saturated 

with fractious, feverish expressions of the many by the many that look more like the Hobbesian 

‘war of all against all’ than e pluribus unum” (p. 117). Below, I plan to honor a multiplicity of 

voices and their grievances instead of only recognizing the binary that has been presented by the 

two most vocal sides within the debate. At the same time, it is also important to acknowledge the 

aspirations between these competing visions. Bodnar (1992) recognizes, “The shaping of a past 

worthy of public commemoration in the present is contested and involves a struggle for 

supremacy between advocates of various political ideas and sentiments” (p. 13).    

 Commemoration illuminates the political character of memory. Recognizing this 

character enables us to see how national identity is in a continuous state of negotiation. Young 

(1993) has argued that “Memorial debate becomes a form of memorial activity, never resolved, 

forever in flux” (p. 40). The existence of many sides in the debate surrounding the MVC 

confirms the importance that individual communities place on their respective memories. 

Additionally, it speaks to the multitude of views that the public have regarding space. 

 In this chapter, I first provide a brief sketch of the internal controversy that led to the 

public debates surrounding the MVC. Second, I detail the contribution of experts and how their 
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efforts helped define the public debate. Third, I detail what I believe are the most important 

themes that emerged within the public debate and how these themes worked to define the 

direction of the commemoration. Finally, I illustrate how these debates shaped the current 

iteration of the MVC and what that says about Canadian values exemplified within this debate.  

 Internal Controversy  

“No one really knows how the game is played. The art of the trade. How the sausage gets made. 

We just assume that it happens. But no one else is in the room where it happens.”  

Lin-Manuel Miranda (Hamilton: An American Musical) 

 From the moment the proposal was adopted, a search for a prominent location for the 

MVC within Ottawa had begun. On July 12, 2010, roughly a year after the proposal was 

submitted to the NCC for consideration, Public Works and Government Services Canada 

(PWGSC) had approved the use of land west of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories for 

the MVC . This parcel of land was chosen because it followed the land use guidelines advanced 4

by the Strategic Plan (François Lapointe, unpublished data) . However, that was not the original 5

preferred site for the memorial. The National Post published a letter addressed by Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper to Justin Kenney in which Harper expressed support for placing the MVC in a 

more prominent location in front of the War Museum (Libin, 2009). At this time, plans for a 

National Holocaust Monument were also underway. Then, the Monument was slated to be placed 

at a site southwest of the Supreme Court alongside the National Archives. According to some of 

 Despite PWGSC approval the NCC must ultimately approve of the location because they are the agency that 4

oversees the use of lands as outlined by the numerous plans that have been advanced. 

 On June 3, 2011, the NCC’s Vice President, François Lapointe, signed off on a federal land use approval to reserve 5

a site at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. 
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those on the monument’s development council, this was not considered an ideal site for a 

Holocaust memorial because of the presence of Gatineau’s Scott Paper across the Ottawa River 

and its visible smoke stack (Butler 2015a). This prompted the NCC to move the National 

Holocaust Memorial to its current location in front of the War Museum, leaving the MVC 

without the prominent location desired by Prime Minster Harper and Tribute to Liberty. 

According to NCC documents, even after being offered a site approved by PWGSC, in 2012, 

Tribute to Liberty requested the site originally offered to the Holocaust Monument in front of the 

Supreme Court  (see fig. 1). This appeal prompted PWGSC to request a site approval from NCC 6

on March 4, 2013. Based on internal documents, it appears that this request caught the NCC off 

guard and triggered a series of communications and board meetings that would inevitably lead to 

a site approval.  

 Because the site ultimately needs to be approved by the NCC, PWGSC’s request sparked 

an internal debate surrounding its approval. The major point of contention within the NCC 

revolved around its incompatibility with the Long Term Development Plan (LTVP) (National 

Capital Commission 2006c). In this plan, the Supreme Court site is explicitly reserved for the 

completion of the judicial triad that would consist of the Supreme Court, the Justice Building to 

the east, and would ideally be completed by the construction of the Pierre Elliot Trudeau 

Building on the proposed site of the MVC. Reservations about the use of the site by those within 

the NCC have been well documented since the public controversy; however, as we will see  

 NCC’s “Preliminary Project Timelines” briefly mention a request by Tribute to Liberty for a new site southwest of 6

the Supreme Court.
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 Canadian Heritage. Capital: Discover Canada’s Capital Region. 20177
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below, there were instances when the Harper government ignored concerns raised by the NCC if 

those concerns impeded their timely execution of the MVC commemoration.  

 On August 23, 2013, Ministers Kenney and Chris Alexander joined Tribute to Liberty’s 

chair, Ludwick Klimkowski, to announce the federal support of the MVC on the yet to be 

approved Supreme Court site. A news release from the event pledged a $1.5 million commitment 

to Tribute to Liberty to build the memorial on “land near the Supreme Court of 

Canada” (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, unpublished data) . Despite not having the 8

necessary NCC land use approval, an agency that was headed by an executive appointee of the 

Harper government, Citizenship and Immigration Canada proceeded with the event that was held 

on Black Ribbon Day. This event appears to have been a surprise to the NCC and caused some 

consternation within the agency because it dedicated land prior receiving land use approval 

through the formal channels. In spite of the NCC, Citizenship and Immigration Canada 

proceeded with public recognition of the site. 

 On November 20-21, 2013, under the authority of the National Capital Act, the NCC 

sought approval from its board for the proposed Supreme Court site for the MVC which was 

ultimately granted (F. Lapointe, F. Gaspar, and S. Acheson, unpublished data) . Regardless of the 9

authority of the board, this appears to be an unpopular opinion within the NCC. In the months to 

come, the NCC Advisory Committee on Planning, Design, and Realty (ACPDR) would address 

representatives from the NCC, PWGSC, Canadian Heritage, and those involved with other 

 Information contained in an August 23, 2013 news release from Citizenship and Immigration Canada. 8

 A document titled A Memorial to the Victims of Communism: Federal Land Use Approval authored by François 9

Lapointe (Vice-President, Capital Planning and Environmental Management Branch), Fed Gaspar (Director, Federal 
Approvals and Environmental Management, and Sopie Acheson (Senior Land Use Planner) provides rationale for 
using the Supreme Court site. 
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commemoration projects (e.g., The National Holocaust Monument) regarding the proposed 

location of the MVC. 

 In an effort to construct a thoughtful symbol of the commemorative subject, the NCC 

conducted what it calls a visioning session, a practice that also has been adopted by Canadian 

Heritage, the agency that, during the MVC controversy, was given the responsibility over all 

future commemorative projects in the capital region (Francine Lefebvre, personal 

communication). Participants in the visioning session agreed to specific symbolic elements and 

design features that would inform the design competition guidelines. They included the 

following requirements:  

- It must be a positive experience for the visitor; 

- There must be a reference to Communist oppression; 

- Hope, fear, resistance and solidarity must be reflected by the monument; 

- The monument must reflect the importance and impact of immigration in Canada; 

- The need for ethno-cultural communities to be represented; 

- The monument must reflect the experiences of several ethno-cultural communities; 

- The monument and surrounding site must be able to accommodate gatherings of 500 to 

800 people, while offering more intimate areas; 

- It must be possible to visit the monument both during the day and evening (Claude 

Robert, Peter O’Connor, Claude Potvin, and Yoland Charette, unpublished data) . 10

 These elements were included in a February 20-21, 2014, document titled Monument to the Victims of 10

Communism: Canada a Land of Refuge—Site Analysis that was authored by Claude Robert (Acting Vice-president, 
Real Estate Management, Design and Construction Branch), Peter O’Connor (Acting Director, Design and 
Construction), Claude Potvin (Chief Landscape Architecture and Urban Design, Design and Construction), and 
Yoland Charette (Project Manager, Landscape Architect, Design and Construction). 
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These visioning sessions, attended by representatives from Tribute to Liberty and victims of 

communism from various communities, provided a forum for parties that were already invested 

in the commemorative efforts but they ultimately excluded the larger public which became one 

of the central points of contention during the ensuing controversy.  

 Although the visioning session reflects only the voices of a few, it is important to 

underscore the quantitative impact of those who fled communism and their descendants on 

Canadian society. According to the original MVC design competition guidelines, “Over eight 

million Canadians have roots in countries that were or are still communist. Members of 

immigrant (and refugee) communities and their children have influenced the development of our 

country” (p. 7). This memorial is thus intended to honor the memories of over one fifth of the 

Canadian population (36 million as of 2016). In an effort to make the subject more relevant to 

Canada as a whole, the guidelines state that the MVC is intended to “…honor all Victims of 

Communism by bringing their suffering into the public’s consciousness…with an emphasis on 

those who found refuge in Canada and who were provided with an opportunity to live in a free 

and democratic country and to contribute to Canada’s (and their own) long-term prosperity” (p. 

37). As we will see below, including various ethno-cultural communities within the purview of 

the commemoration made the memorial difficult to argue against because of the potential risk of 

alienating many Canadian communities. 

 Prominence of placement in the judicial precinct is the most crucial symbolic feature 

sought out by the MVC proponents. It was the symbolism of placing a memorial to the victims of 

communism at the heart of Canada’s capital that originally sparked the entire enterprise. The 

Supreme Court site is located on Ottawa’s Confederation Boulevard, and the memorial would 
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have the audience of the Peace Tower on Parliament Hill (the Peace Tower is a tourist attraction 

that draws many visitors to its observation deck that provides sublime views of the Ottawa River 

Valley with its urban and natural features), the Supreme Court Building, and any processional 

traffic that utilized the boulevard as a ceremonial route. The guidelines argue for this prominence 

based on the “hardship endured by so many individuals…” (p. 2). The guidelines explain the 

rationale for the site: 

This site was selected due to its prominence and benefits from close proximity and 

thematic links to the Supreme Court of Canada, the Peace Tower, Parliament Hill and 

Library and Archives Canada. The design of the commemoration will inevitably be 

influenced by the surrounding architecture and heritage materials used in the nearby 

federal buildings (p. 7). 

In addition to the central location, the guidelines also emphasize the wishes of the designers to 

create a place of reflection and contemplation within this prominent area. It is difficult to 

anticipate the impact that this memorial would have on the spatial characteristics of the Supreme 

Court site since the memorial was never actualized; however, it is undeniable that a 

commemoration that capitalized on the scale of the proposed site would markedly alter the 

ambience of the Supreme Court site. Ultimately, I believe it was the proponents’ wish to alter the 

character of the space within the judicial precinct that led to the project’s eventual demise.  

 On December 11, 2014, the winning design was finally announced to the public (see fig. 

2 for timeline of controversy). At the time of the announcement, the budget for the project had 

ballooned from $3 to $5.5 million dollars. As the public became aware of this project, the budget  
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Timeline of the proposed Memorial to the Victims of Communism      

    National Capital Commission (NCC) is informed by Minister  
    Jason Kenney’s office (Citizenship and Immigration Canada) of a  
    desire to support the memorial. 

June 30   NCC receives a joint proposal from Tribute to Liberty and Open  
    Book Group for memorial. 

September 10   The proposal for the memorial receives NCC approval.  

July 12    Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC) grants  
    approval for siting memorial at the Garden of the Provinces and  
    Territories. 

June 3    NCC issues approval for use of the site at the Garden of the  
    Provinces and Territories.  

    Tribute to Liberty requests new site at Supreme Court.  
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March 4    PWGSC requests amendment to use the Supreme Court site. 

August 23   Government announces funding for the project at the Supreme  
    Court site prior to its official approval from the NCC. 

September 10   Honorable Diane Finley confirmed PWGSC’s support for use of  
    the Supreme Court site for the memorial.  

November 20/21  NCC approves land use at the Supreme Court site. 
 

February 20/21  NCC meeting of the Advisory Committee on Planning, Design,  
    and Realty recommend that the site adhere to the Long Term  
    Vision Plan (LTVP).  

May 1/2   NCC meeting of the Advisory Committee on Planning, Design,  
    and Realty recommend that the site adhere to the Long Term  
    Vision Plan (LTVP). 

May 16   Budget increases from 4 to 5.5 million dollars. 

August 20/21   Design competition judges weigh in on the designs and conclude  
    that they cannot select one at this time. 

August 23   Minister Shelley Glover commits the site for the memorial. 

September 1   Barry Padolsky writes open letter to Prime Minister Harper   
    concerning the memorial space. 

December 11   A winning design is announced. 

December 13   Design completion judge, Shirley Blumberg, goes public with her  
    disapproval of the selected design.  
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January 16   NCC released a press statement on the memorial amidst   
    controversy.  

November 4   Justin Trudeau becomes Prime Minister.  

December 17   Minister Mélanie Joly announces plans to relocate controversial  
    memorial back to Garden of the Provinces and Territories and hold  
    a new design competition. 

September 23   Government relaunches design competition. 

March 3   Public is invited to comment on new designs for proposed   
    memorial. 

May 17   New design is announced to the public. 

December   Major elements of memorial to be unveiled at Garden of the  
    Provinces and Territories.  

March    Completion of site work and landscaping. 

Fig. 2: Timeline of the proposed Memorial to the Victims of Communism. 
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would be one of many concerns over the MVC’s design and its prominent placement. Before 

sharing the public’s concerns, I will detail some crucial design shortcomings that were being 

discussed behind the scenes in order to help illuminate some factors that contributed to the 

project’s cancelation by the Liberal government. 

 In order for a commemoration to become a physical reality within Ottawa’s memorial 

landscape, it must progress through a series of phases. The remainder of this chapter primarily 

details the design review and approval process. According to the NCC, a commemoration must 

receive (1) subject approval, (2) site or land use approval, (3) design review and approval, and 

(4) implementation (Sophie Acheson, unpublished data) . The observation must be made that, 11

according to internal communications, the land use approval was granted to PWGSC “on the 

premise that outstanding issues will be addressed” (National Capital Commission, unpublished 

data). These outstanding issues would eventually become an impediment to the timeline that the 

NCC had advanced. As of October 2013, the timeline sought to begin construction in summer 

2015. 

 Experts Weigh In  

 In order to understand how the MVC became a contentious issue in Canadian political 

life, it is important to understand the role of experts in creating issue salience. Emails within the 

NCC reveal that there was communication between urban planning professionals from across 

Canada and the NCC. In one such email, a concerned citizen wrote, “This event marks a major 

turning point for the capital city and for Canada. It also is a serious blow to the professional 

 These steps were revealed in a draft of speaking notes that were delivered during the land use approval appeal to 11

the NCC board. 
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disciplines of planning and architecture” (Larry Beasley, unpublished data). Deference to the 

status quo embodied by Ottawa’s urban plans and respect for the wisdom of past generations is a 

prevailing theme within the arguments made by experts in opposition to the MVC. In this 

section, I argue that expert opponents of the MVC framed the issue for lay audiences who would 

then become advocates for the visions of urban planners, visions that oftentimes remain obscure 

to the general public. 

 It was those within the profession of architecture and urban planning that first raised the 

alarm about the MVC. Ottawa architect, Barry Padolsky, said he was first alerted to the location 

of the memorial during the presentation of the finalist’s design (Barry Padolsky, personal 

communication). Padolsky has been described as an activist and has led charges to thwart plans 

to widen Ottawa’s Metcalfe Street and oppose a controversial “transit mall” during the 1970s 

(Gorham 2016; MacGregor 2015). Padolsky has been credited with shedding light on the 

underhanded developments surrounding the land use approval process associated with the MVC 

through his September 2014 open letter to Prime Minister Harper (Butler 2015a). However, it 

was not until December 2014, when the design was unveiled and the former MVC design 

competition judge, Shirley Blumberg, went public with her opposition to the proposed memorial 

site, that the public truly began weighing in (Butler 2014a). The Royal Architectural Institute of 

Canada (RAIC) was the first major architectural organization to take a stand when they released 

a statement officially condemning the location of the MVC. This is considered a rare move for 

the RAIC because the controversy is considered a local issue (Gilbert 2015). Together, RAIC, 

Padolsky, Blumberg, and the organization that staged the design competition, Heritage Ottawa, 
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would eventually launch a legal challenge to the proposed MVC. However, this was not before 

the issue could become a political football.  

 It is difficult to ignore the political influence that had contributed to the MVC project up 

until this point. When Prime Minister Harper called for an election in the months to come the 

project became significantly more polarized. From the memorial’s inception to the premature 

announcement of its location, politics has been part of the undercurrent that has carried this 

project towards design approval and implementation. In February 2015, MP Paul Dewar and 

Ottawa’s Mayor, Jim Watson, expressed their concerns over the placement of the memorial and 

the lack of public consultation (Butler and Chianello 2015). Soon after, Liberal MPs, Mauril 

Belanger and David McGuinty, and Liberal heritage critic , Stephane Dion, came out to voice 12

their opposition to the location of the proposed MVC (Smith 2015). Even local politicians 

weighed in on the location of the memorial. Ottawa City Council held a vote to formally request 

the relocation of the memorial from the proposed Supreme Court site (CBC News 2015a). As 

public memory scholar Erica Doss (2010) observes, “Memorials are bodies of feeling, cultural 

entities whose social, cultural, and political meanings are determined by the emotional states and 

needs of their audiences” (p. 46). In this instance, the MVC became another issue where political 

opposition could rally their supporters within an increasingly fractious political landscape. For 

those who oppose the Harper Government, the MVC signified the overreach of the ruling party 

into many aspects of Canadian life.  

 Critic is a role within Canadian Parliament’s Shadow Cabinet. The Shadow Cabinet serves to hold to ruling party 12

accountable for the opposition party’s policy positions and disseminating those positions. This position is similar to 
the United States’ minority leader positions within The House and Senate. 
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 The involvement of professionals and politicians inevitably energized everyday advocates 

and activists who would eventually oppose the MVC in their own ways. In the next section, I 

will address the role of the general public and their various forms of advocacy in opposition to 

this project. As this analysis moves forward, it is important to remember that those who are 

motivated enough to publicly oppose the MVC may not necessarily be indicative of the larger 

public’s opposition to the memorial. Senie’s (2002) analysis of the Tilted Arc controversy is 

explicit about this limitation. Counter arguments are included to provide balance in my 

presentation of the controversy. Furthermore, Bodnar (1992) reminds us that those with power 

are invariably more influential in these types of discussions. Although professionals might fall 

outside of the decision-making circles, their access to insiders and specialized language makes 

them more likely to steer the conversation in their favor. However, Bodnar (1992) also notes, 

“The fact that forums are numerous actually insures that a number of interests are articulated. 

The multiplicity of forums, however, does not prevent some interests from distorting the 

discussion to a considerable degree” (p. 19). Based on citizens’ letters addressed to the NCC, we 

know that the publicity generated by this controversy included voices from beyond central 

Canada, stretching from the Atlantic Provinces to the Pacific Northwest.  

 Although experts voiced concerns over the memorial’s symbolism, for the most part, 

evaluations of the merit of the project were rooted in a deference to Ottawa’s plans that reserved 

the Supreme Court site for the completion of a judicial triad. From The Holt Report and The 

Gréber Plan to the more current LTVP, the experts in this debate are explicit about their desire to 

honor the vision of the capital’s planners that was detailed in chapter one. Mainly, arguments 

against the proposed siting of the MVC are based on the fact that it would upset the planned 
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composition of a judiciary triad (CBC News 2015c). A building that complements the justice 

building would be required to frame the Supreme Court and a memorial would never be able to 

achieve the scale required for such composition because of restrictions that have been placed on 

memorials . In anticipation of counter arguments against “yet another federal building”, 13

Padolsky recommended the site be reserved for another national institution “such as a 

museum” (Butler 2015b). It is this view of the judicial precinct as a composition with a preferred 

form comprised of pavilions that drove a great deal of arguments in opposition to the MVC.  

 As experts penned letters to the government and institutions responsible for the MVC’s 

planning, journalists seized this opportunity to demand accountability from their elected officials 

and advocate on behalf of their readers. In March 2015, Joanne Chianello (2015) observed the 

consternation surrounding the proposed MVC from experts and called for an end to the project. 

While professionals were making a case for preserving the compositional integrity of the judicial 

precinct, politicians were carefully walking a fine line between outright objecting to the 

memorial’s symbolism and holding the opposition accountable for misappropriating valuable 

land in the city’s core. As mentioned earlier, rejecting the memorial itself could possibly mean 

alienating large political constituencies. Here, politicians championed a democratic process while 

offering proponents of the MVC alternative locations that would still grant the commemoration 

prominence (CBC News 2015e). Politicians also leaned heavily on the reputations of their 

trusted professionals. In his letter to Minister of Public Works, Diane Finley, MP Paul Dewar 

appealed to the authority of urban planners to offer well-reasoned evidence for his opposition 

(Paul Dewar, unpublished data). As we will see in the next section, this approach is not much 

 The Gréber Plan dictates that no memorials in the Capital Region should be larger than the War Memorial. 13
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different from the arguments of everyday citizens. Over the next year, it would be these many 

letters from experts addressed to key players within the government that would serve as 

exemplars for the public when making their own appeals.   

 Although the organized efforts of experts might have provided the arguments and 

experience necessary to prevent the construction of the memorial, it was certainly the pressure of 

the general public that intensified the debate. The democratic ethos embodied in this contestation 

over space demonstrates the importance of the material manifestations of politics. People are 

passionate about their built environments. Whether that environment is within their community 

or somewhere less frequented, the built environment stirs the public’s emotions. In essence, the 

Supreme Court site is not a debate over whether or not the space should host a memorial; rather, 

the completion of a judicial precinct is itself a commemoration of national significance that 

should not be dismissed. In the next section, comments from the public will help demonstrate 

that preservation of the Supreme Court site is not as simple as honoring the vision of urban 

planners. Rather, the completion of the judicial triad composition is a monumental gesture all its 

own. Proponents who sought prominence for their memorial were doing so at the expense of a 

competing vision. 

 Between Minister Kenney and the Czech Ambassador’s initial meeting and the public 

announcement of the design competition winner, there were many actors who weighed in on the 

MVC and subsequently shaped the debates that would follow. Prior to the design competition, 

the proposed memorial moved from the current site of the Holocaust Memorial to the Garden of 

the Provinces and Territories before eventually gaining land use approval at the Supreme Court 

site. Because proponents at Citizen and Immigration Canada ignored the NCC land use approval 
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processes, the siting itself became a political issue. When urban planning and architecture 

professionals became aware of this, their letters to the NCC began circulating throughout the 

government. It was the arguments within these letters that would eventually reach the public and 

inform a debate that raged for several months.  

 The Public Weighs In  

 The debate over the MVC soon reached outside of expert circles and even the borders of 

Canada. In February 2015, The New York Times picked up on the story (Austen 2015). Andrew 

Cohen (2015) of the Ottawa Citizen observed that the seemingly local issue became “a question 

of how we remember in a country without memory.” A poll of CBC News’ (2015c) readers 

revealed that fewer than 8% of the poll’s respondents saw no issue with the memorial’s 

location —the other 92% either wanted the memorial relocated or redesigned altogether. 14

Although it would be unwise to read too much into these figures, along with those who were 

motivated to sign the petition to relocate the MVC, it does hint at a sizable public concern over 

the placement of this memorial on the Supreme Court site. As the debates between experts and 

government officials raged on, the larger public began weighing in via letters to the NCC, 

traditional media, and social media. In Ottawa, this type of citizen involvement in urban planning 

is not a new phenomenon. All across the city, there are placards that invite citizens to weigh in on 

individual projects (fig. 3). This is different from re-zoning bulletins that we often see in many 

American cities because they seek comment on well-defined projects where the form of the  

 The poll received 580 responses and asked “What should happen to the proposed National Memorial to the 14

Victims of Communism in Ottawa?” 6.38% said “Don’t change anything”, 19.48% said “Move it, but keep as much 
of the design as possible”, 1.38% said “Keep it at its current site but change the design”, and 72.76% said “Move it 
and redesign it” (CBC News 2015c). 
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Fig. 3:  Request for public comment. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb 
Conrad Lauzon (2017).  
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space is already articulated. Furthermore, individual citizens often create their own signage to 

remind their neighbors to share their thoughts on proposed developments (fig. 4).  

 The articulations that this debate has spawned reveal a great deal about what Canadians 

value as individuals and as a collective. Padolsky tapped into this “public storm” and used it as 

evidence to request the project be tabled at an upcoming ACPDR meeting (B. Padolsky, 

unpublished data). The NCC responded that they would not be able to revisit the land use 

approval phase; however, design approval would be the next step where these issues would likely 

be raised (Mark Kristmanson, unpublished data). In the meantime, the public would continue to 

politely ask the government to reconsider this memorial and its placement in front of the 

Supreme Court. 

 In Ottawa, debate over the use of space has left its imprint on many surfaces within the 

city. Padolsky remembers activism around public development and public art in Ottawa as far 

back as the 1970s (B. Padolsky, personal communications). This activism was triggered by 

proposed arterial roads that would slice through established neighborhoods. These plans were 

similar to the highways that carved up decimated communities of color in many American cities 

(e.g., Robert Moses highways in New York City and I-475 in Flint, Michigan). Speaking on the 

association between place and memory, Blair, Dickinson, and Ott (2010) believe that places 

become legible through contestation and these struggles “are laced with issues of memory.” (p. 

24) Because of its location at the ceremonial heart of the nation, the Supreme Court site 

highlights these struggles. It was not until the proposed MVC sought to impose upon this space 

that the public was prompted to speak on the importance of space. 
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Fig. 4:  Citizen activism in the Westboro neighborhood of Ottawa. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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 The legibility of space as a rhetorical object is evident in the debate surrounding the 

proposed MVC. Blair, Dickinson, and Ott (2010) believe that rhetorical legibility is the result of 

discourse that is timely and addressed to “particular audiences in particular circumstances” (p. 

4). In this instance, the Supreme Court site becomes a lightning rod for criticism likely because 

of a controversial government that had exercised its power in a highly polarized fashion. The 

political dimension of this debate is important. However, it is the valid arguments against the 

location of the MVC that are equally fascinating in this analysis. The arguments that are leveled 

against the heavy handed tactics become persuasive through the rhetorical legibility of the space 

in question. Below, I will offer a reading that I believe explains the power of space within this 

debate.  

Counter Arguments  

 Before addressing the arguments of those who oppose the MVC, it is important that I 

present arguments in support of placing the memorial at the Supreme Court site. Proponents have 

long held that the prominence they seek is justified because the victims of communism deserve 

to be commemorated. Other counter arguments include the belief that a monument is better than 

another government building, the contention that opposition is just engaging in politics as usual, 

and accusations of cultural insensitivity. It should be noted that these arguments have been 

largely disseminated by politicians and those who are already involved with the project.  

 The most important counter argument, as it relates to the subject of this analysis, is the 

contention that Ottawa could do without one more federal building signifying government 

bureaucracy. Minister Pierre Poilievre stated: 
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Obviously, municipal politicians want to construct yet another building for government 

lawyers, destroying beautiful green space, then they're going to have to find their own 

land and their own money to pay for it because that's not the priority of this government 

(CBC News 2015a).  

After reading this statement, it is difficult not to wonder what “is the priority” of the government 

considering the government sees this memorial as worthy of federal dollars. In another 

statement, Poilievre offers, “As to the location, the alternative is another government building in 

downtown Ottawa and I'm not getting anybody in my riding telling me that we need another 

government building in downtown Ottawa” (Curry 2015). Furthermore, Klimkowski vividly 

characterizes the federal building as a repository for “a stack of papers and endless corridor of 

filing cabinets” reinforcing the image of federal buildings as symbols of bureaucracy. Like the 

opponents of the memorial, proponents offer alternatives within their argument, albeit for 

entirely different reasons. Here, a less preferable alternative is offered that likely speaks to the 

concerns of their constituents. An undesirable bureaucratic apparatus embodied by the Pierre 

Trudeau Federal Court stands in the imagination as a liberal bogeyman for those already uneasy 

about bloated government and a broken justice system. (At the time this was written, there was a 

national conversation about the backlog of cases in Canadian courts.) This is the only place 

where competing visions for the space are addressed directly in the counter arguments. The 

callous dismissal of the opposition’s vision for the completion of the judicial triad through the 

addition of another pavilion should certainly be noted, even if it is masked in the rhetoric of 

bloated government.  
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 The reaction to these counter arguments, especially given their attempts to malign the 

opposition, shows a Canadian public that values civil debate. Minister Poilievre’s comments that 

those who oppose the MVC are “shameful” were met with much criticism. In one flabbergasted 

response, the writer states, “As a reasonable, educated, and tax-paying citizen of Canada, I do not 

take kindly to being scolded for my opinion.” He or she continues, “The fact that this is the first 

letter I have ever written to a political representative is a sign of how deeply disturbed I am about 

this impending fiasco. I am trusting that you will be the voice of reason to the NCC and to the 

Prime Minister.” Even in the face of incivility, a majority of the letters sent to the NCC and 

government officials are exemplary in their politeness. Another response to Minister Poilievre’s 

remarks observes that, “So far as ‘shame’ is concerned, it is the Conservative government’s 

enabling a competition of suffering and victimhood among diaspora communities in Canada and 

Mr. Klimkowski’s demagoguery that are shameful.” These responses indicate that debates that 

veer towards incivility strike a sore nerve with the Canadian public. The expectation that 

democratic deliberations are civil is just one of many values revealed through this debate.  

Symbolism 

 The symbolism of the proposed MVC gained considerable attention during the 

controversy. Earlier, I provided the official interpretation of the commemoration. Namely, 

planners of the MVC had sought to build a memorial that encourages a positive experience while 

referencing communist oppression, hope, fear, resistance, and solidarity as well as reflecting the 

importance of immigration within Canada. Here, I will relay how the public has interpreted this 

memorial as it has been presented to them. It should be noted that I focus primarily on responses 

to the proposed memorial that reflect on the commemoration’s meaning in relation to Canada. 
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While the debate raged, adjustments to the meaning of the memorial were being negotiated 

between the design team and the NCC. Since the design had been publicly announced, criticism 

that the image depicting a mass grave, specifically the Katyn massacre, was inappropriate, led to 

constructive discussions that proposed changing the image to one that depicted migration to 

Canada (Curry 2015). It seems the public had a hard time accepting the title and meaning of the 

memorial. In one response, the author writes, “the socioeconomic principle of shared ownership 

and elimination of social classes which defines communism is not to blame in and of itself.” 

There are many responses that object to commemoration singling out one economic system 

rather than the type of government that perpetuated the crimes. Some have even pointed out that 

Canada has its own communist party. However, most of the opponents to the memorial are 

careful to avoid weighing in on the theme of communism altogether and opt to address other 

issues regarding the commemoration’s meaning.  

 By and large, the opponents of the memorial are not against recognizing victims of 

communism. Some seek more specificity while others believe that other groups are more 

deserving of memorials, ahead of the victims of communism. Some are opposed based on the 

fact that Canada has not been impacted by communism directly. This is one of the reasons why 

the original proposal sought to reframe the commemoration as a celebration of Canada as “a land 

of refuge.” Proponents have even characterized those who oppose the memorial as relegating the 

victims “to some dark corner of Canadian history.” In response to this, one citizen wrote, “I have 

not read or heard any opponents to the memorial and/or its location deny or diminish the crimes 

of communism.” This is a common theme in many of the responses and is given more emphasis 

in letters from public servants. MP Paul Dewar is explicit that his opposition is not against the 
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recognition of those who were victims under communism, but rather, his contention is with the 

location and the lack of public consultation (Butler and Chianello 2015). In a city that celebrates 

its commitment to the oppressed through the Human Rights Memorial and the Peace Keepers 

Memorial all within the shadow of Ottawa’s most prominent architectural symbol, the Peace 

Tower of Canada’s Parliament Building, there is recognition amongst both sides in the debate 

that the plight of victims of communism is worthy of the public’s reverence.  

 The prominence of the site is by far one of the most important pieces of this debate with 

regards to the MVC’s symbolism. Many believe that the prominence afforded by this site 

requires a more worthy subject. While some believe the subject should be “directly” related to 

Canada, others feel that such a prominent site should be reserved for a subject that touches the 

lives of all Canadians and not just victims of communism. In fact, many responses to the 

memorial worry that such a prominent site would be dedicated to the history of the “minority”. 

In a statement to the Ottawa Citizen, the RAIC has stated that it believes the Supreme Court site 

is an “immensely significant national site” (Ottawa Citizen Editorial Board 2015). Given this 

view of the site, it is understandable that its prominence would become a central question in the 

debate, especially when its prominence was a concern for many of the project’s masterminds. 

Below, we will explore in more depth how prominence was addressed within this debate.  

 Prominence is not an issue because the memorial would be seen and experienced by 

many people. If that were the case, the memorial’s proponents could easily seek a location near 

the Rideau Center shopping mall and likely experience less opposition. Rather, the site is 

contentious because of the significance of the judicial precinct. Toon Dreessen of the Ontario 

Association of Architects argues that the memorial’s narrow meaning does not align with the 
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complexity signified by justice buildings (Hodge 2015). Citizens who have responded to the 

NCC are keenly aware that the site should be utilized for a building that is thematically 

associated with the administration of justice, instead of utilizing this association to convey 

meaning for the purpose of commemoration like the MVC’s proponents have advocated. This 

controversy highlights the importance of memorial space and how space guides the production of 

meaning.  

Politics 

 Understanding the political posturing around the MVC is arguably the only way to 

understand how the controversy gained the level of attention it did. This analysis is rooted in the 

assumption that, “Public memory is produced from a political discussion that involves not so 

much specific economic or moral problems but rather fundamental issues about the entire 

existence of a society…” (Bodnar 1992, p. 14). The issues presented in this debate get to the 

heart of what it means to be Canadian (e.g., the values of justice, democracy, freedom, etc.). On 

top of the larger questions of Canada’s identity, there was a widespread belief that the Harper 

administration was using the memorial to pander to certain Canadian communities. Indeed, 

Padolsky believes that the prominence offered to the memorial at the Supreme Court site was 

advocated for at “the highest levels of the country” (Butler 2014b). In fact, during Harper’s term, 

his government sought to reimagine Canadian political life on a massive scale. One of Harper’s 

infamous quotes was “When I’m through with Canada, you won’t recognize it” (Ibbitson 2015). 

The public memory that proponents of the MVC sought to shape would prioritize a particular 

understanding of history that set up communism as a foe of the Canadian people. Although these 

events were framed as historical events the nation should learn from, this commemoration says 
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much more about the Canadian political climate at the turn of the 21st century. Referring to the 

formation of public memory, Bodnar (1992) states, “The major focus of this communicative and 

cognitive process is not the past, however, but serious matters in the present such as the nature of 

power and the question of loyalty to both official and vernacular cultures” (p. 15). The nature of 

power highlighted through this controversy is the Harper administration’s consolidation of power 

that is exemplified by the unilateral actions that were taken during the development of this 

project.  

 The government’s motives in this controversy are opaque. One might infer from some 

emails that the prominence sought for the memorial indicates ulterior motives; however, we can 

never say for sure. What is certain is the strong and emotionally charged defense of the memorial 

by its proponents. Many believed that the memorial was given in exchange for votes from the 

ethnic communities that had backed its construction. Blumer (2015) argues: 

While public memorials are not generally thought of as election issues, the debate about 

[MVC] has revealed that memorials tell us a lot about a government’s approach to which 

histories matter and how memory is used strategically for gaining votes. 

Doss (2010) supports this assertion: “Gift-giving, of course, is rarely altruistic; memorials, like 

most things in capitalist and commercial economies, are informed by systems of production and 

reception, by expectations of exchange and reciprocity.” (p. 7) In an editorial in the Ottawa 

Citizen, Cohen (2015) also believes the memorial could be a way for Harper to thumb his nose at 

the Supreme Court, an institution he has not always been on the greatest of terms with. Although 

the motivations of the Harper administration could never truly be known, their advocacy of the 

commemoration and their willingness to ignore, and even alter, longstanding processes that all 
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commemorations must go through within the NCC allude to the attitudes within the majority 

government.  

 Under the Harper administration, the change of attitudes towards the role of the NCC as 

custodians of the capital region is worth commenting on. According to Larry Beasley, former 

chair of the NCC’s ACPDR, the Harper government sought to centralize some of the 

responsibilities that the NCC had historically administered, responsibilities that date back to the 

Gréber Plan. (Butler 2016a). This centralization of power is visible through the transfer of power 

over capital commemorations from the NCC to Canadian Heritage, an agency headed by cabinet 

Ministers (Bozikovic 2015). Moves like this changed the process whereby commemorative 

projects receive approval. Until 2013, all commemorations were approved by the NCC. During 

the Harper administration, Canada Heritage was assigned the responsibility of all new 

commemorative projects in the capital region. Senie (2002) observes, “Public policy, whether 

clearly stated or not, is enforced by a process that is often mutable, open to manipulation by 

those who know how the system works” (p. 104). This seems to be the case in the current 

situation. Liberal MP McGuinty has likened the government’s lack of public consultation to 

other controversial Ottawa projects, like the renaming of the Ottawa River Parkway (CBC News 

2015e). Additionally, others have accused Cabinet Ministers of going behind closed doors to 

secure the NCC’s land use approval (Hodge 2015). The perception of the public that the Harper 

administration has no regard for the historical role of the NCC inevitably shades the entire 

proposed MVC as undemocratic.  

 In spite of there being a perception of underhanded dealings leading to the approval of 

the Supreme Court site, proponents of the memorial were not shy about highlighting what they 
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perceived as legitimate land use approval. One supporter, the President of the Latvian National 

Federation in Canada, stated, “We understand that the Tribute to Liberty group of volunteers, 

from diverse ethnic communities, participated in an approved process in applying for a 

monument site. This was done over a long period of time.” Others have conceded that this is out 

of their jurisdiction and best left to the judgement of the NCC (CBC News 2015a). A perception 

by proponents that they have fairly gained approval for their commemoration on the Supreme 

Court site made this controversy much more contentious. Without a well ordered knowledge of 

all the changes made to the commemorative approval process during the time Harper’s 

administration was in power, it would have been difficult to portray the process as dishonest. 

Journalists like Don Butler and activists like Barry Padolsky were instrumental in keeping track 

of these swift unilateral changes through their work. Without their diligence, important 

connections between the MVC process and executive legislative action would have likely fallen 

between the cracks.   

 The public’s response to the MVC was critical of the NCC caving to political pressure 

and also of speculation that the administration was pandering to certain constituencies. Some of 

the responses the NCC received accused them of “being used as a political tool” and becoming 

“a willing agent of the governing party”. Padolsky even appeals to the NCC to revisit their 

decisions in an effort to retain their “status as principled institution”. For a non-partisan agency, 

these accusations likely had some resonance. The responses directed to the administration were 

equally damming. One citizen wrote, “It is the view of many that the Prime Minister has seized 

on this idea, not only to please his political base, but also to make a statement to the court [with] 

which he is in an adversarial relationship.” Still, others saw this as a blatant and “skewed 
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ideological initiative.” In an appeal to Harper, Padolsky wrote, “If the memorial was relocated to 

an appropriate site, you can still claim the political credit for implementing this project in time 

for the 2015 federal election.” Although opponents of the MVC might have seemed hyperbolic to 

those disinterested in the controversy, there was some truthfulness to the conspiratorial sounding 

accusations. There was clearly documented instances of the Harper administration explicitly 

expressing their desire for action from the NCC as well as defenses of the memorial that framed 

opposition as insensitive to the plight of voting blocs.  

Democracy 

 Ottawa is no stranger to citizen activism concerning the use of space within the capital 

region. Around the same time that citizens were protesting the placement of the MVC on the 

Supreme Court site, another controversy at Mooney’s Bay was drawing media attention. Here, 

citizens objected to the construction of a playground without properly consulting the community 

(Willing 2016b). When it comes to major developments in the capital region, Canadians have 

gotten used to being consulted before projects are initiated. Public comment on proposed public 

art has become routine in recent years (B. Padolsky, personal communications). During the 

Harper administration, this was beginning to change and the public seized on the MVC project to 

express their disapproval. Understanding Canadians’ views on democracy and its processes 

enables us to appreciate the controversy surrounding the placement of the MVC at the Supreme 

Court site. The project only became political because of the perception that the systems that 

ensure all commemorations are properly vetted had been ignored. Because of this, public 

consultation became a central concern for those who opposed the MVC. The democratic spirit 
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found in public consultation speaks to the value that Canadians place on the democratic process 

for reaching decisions locally, provincially, and nationally.  

 Requests for public consultation and appeals to the democratic process are significant to 

this controversy because of the perception that this commemoration circumvented traditional 

channels for approval. In one letter to the government, the author writes, “We are most 

concerned that the Wellington Street site selected for this proposed National Memorial has 

proceeded this far without more public input, more advice from professional planners, and more 

consideration of the national capital's structures.” Additionally, another commentator urges, “A 

fair, open, collaborative process is the only reasonable way forward in order to achieve an 

equitable solution to this issue.” Here, the authors believe that greater input could have prevented 

this controversy. In another letter, the Greenspace Alliance of Canada’s Capital appear to have 

been caught off guard by the announcement of the MVC. They write, “For over 50 years, this 

space has been reserved for the Federal Court of Canada building and we see no good reason to 

suddenly, and without any public consultation, insert a very large monument in its place.” Still, 

others believe that this was not an innocent side stepping of the public consultation process, 

rather, the omission was deliberate and part of an ideological agenda. In one letter, references to 

the rogue design competition judge, Blumberg, and NCC staff that have gone public about their 

disapproval of the process indicate a belief that something nefarious and partisan was going on 

behind the scenes during the approval process. One author vituperates:  

The site is totally inappropriate for such a garish and provocative commemorative 

structure and I, for one, am unimpressed with the federal government walking roughshod 

over the citizens of Ottawa. I am not against any memorials placed in our fair city- it is 
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the nation's capital after all - but at a bare minimum, they should be done with some 

appropriate system of consultation in place. 

What an appropriate public consultation looks like is debatable and outside of the goals of this 

project; however, those who feel left out of the process have certainly identified a valid argument 

against the proposed MVC. Internal documents reveal that the NCC has taken these allegations 

seriously. The perceived lack of democratic deliberation surrounding this project will become 

important background information for understanding the political implications of this project. 

 The Public and Their Memorial  

 In October 2015, Liberals took control of Parliament and Justin Trudeau became 

Canada’s Prime Minster. Unfortunately for proponents of the memorial, this was before the 

MVC could receive design approval which was scheduled for November. A legal action taken by 

Padolosky and other opponents of the memorial had successfully delayed the approval process as 

they had hoped (Butler 2015c). After a legal appeal that was intended to halt environmental 

decontamination on the site was successful, the MVC was unable to officially break ground 

before PM Harper left office . Padolsky believed the legal challenge was necessary because 15

Minister Kenney and others in the Harper administration had invested so much political capital 

in the site (B. Padolsky, personal communications). The legal challenge was focused on the 

 An environmental assessment of the site revealed that the soil contains “Petroleum Hydrocarbons (PHC’s), Metals 15

and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH’s)…PAH’s are semi-volatile to volatile, some of which have been 
directly linked to cancer, reproductive issues, etc” (Michel Pellerin, unpublished data). Although environmental 
concerns were peripheral in the public debate, these concerns attracted a great deal of attention within the NCC. 
After the public debate had begun, there was minimal coverage of the contamination. One notable mention of the 
environmental impact of the MVC project raises concerns about the effect that decontamination could have on the 
children of government employees who have been temporarily located outside of the Supreme Court (Butler 2015e). 
Along with delays to the project caused by design factors, the organization of environmental decontamination efforts 
also slowed the project down considerably. 
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location of the site rather than the content and theme of the memorial itself. Furthermore, the 

challenge was only intended to delay because the plaintiffs were unconvinced they would be able 

to convince the NCC to reverse their initial decision. This delay would prove to be fatal for the 

project as it was originally conceived.  

 After the election, the project was denied design approval and was eventually sent back 

to square one. According to Russell Mills, the government and Tribute to Liberty failed to 

address the 10 recommendations offered by the NCC’s ACPDR which led to the NCC severing 

design approval (Butler 2016d). On December 17, 2015, Liberal MP Catherine McKenna 

announced that the memorial would be downsized, redesigned, and moved back to the Garden of 

the Provinces and Territories (Butler 2015d). She explained, “there was great concern about the 

process that was followed (and) the lack of transparency around the decision to move the 

memorial.”  

 One of the major arguments against the original MVC centered on the lack of public 

comment surrounding the project, and the Liberal government wanted to correct that perceived 

shortcoming. The Liberal government saw this as an opportunity to honor the proposal while 

seeking public consensus. Heritage Minister Mélanie Joly said, "The process of  

this monument was too political, too divisive, and ultimately far from its goal of remembering 

the horror of victims of communism" (CBC News 2015d). Even the MVC’s most outspoken 

proponent, Klimkowski, expressed a desire to find “consensus” despite his earlier comments that 

largely ignored concerns that challenged the prominence Tribute to Liberty sought for their 

memorial at the Supreme Court site (Willing 2016a). The Conservative Heritage Critic, Peter Van 

Loan, was dismayed by the fact that the memorial would take so long to be completed but 
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ultimately acknowledged that the commemoration should “transcend partisanship” (Butler 

2015d). Opponents of the original MVC design and location were pleased by this news, with 

Padolsky remarking that it was “a happy day for the national capital.” Allan Teramura, president 

of RAIC, urged the NCC and Canadian Heritage to “work together to arrive at a better solution.” 

Cooperation between various agencies and the public appears to be the prevailing theme that 

emerged from the memorial’s relocation.  

 The first order of business for the new MVC was launching a survey to hear from the 

Canadian people. In February 2016, the public was asked to comment on the new memorial’s 

scale, “desired emotional reaction”, and “visitor experience” (CBC News 2016b). When 

introducing the survey, Minister Joly announced:  

Commemorative monuments play a key role in reflecting the character, identity, history 

and values of Canadians. I call on all Canadians to share their vision for this new national 

memorial, and for how we honour the millions of people who fled communist regimes to 

find refuge in Canada (CBC News 2016b).  

This attempt to understand what Canadians want from their memorials was much more inclusive 

than the original MVC that omitted the public from this phase in the memorial’s development. 

Senior Manager of Commemorations and Public Art at Canadian Heritage, Francine Lefebvre, 

believes that the tremendous response to the survey speaks to the importance of the memorial 

itself (Francine Lefebvre, personal communications). However, she admits that Canadian 

Heritage is unsure what Canadians value when it comes to commemorations because that is not 
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question their agency has ever asked the public. Regardless, the survey provides at least a 

snapshot of the wishes of the Canadian people.  16

 On April 21, 2016, the NCC’s board voted to relocate the memorial back to the originally 

intended site at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. According to the Ottawa Sun, there 

was little debate surrounding the location of the memorial this time around. Padolsky believes 

that the new site “works fine” because it is modest and lacking the controversial prominence of 

the Supreme Court site (B. Padolsky, personal communications). The one foreseeable issue is the 

relocation of a piece of public art titled Twelves Points in a Classical Balance by Vancouver artist 

Alan Chung Hung (fig. 5). The statue represents the 12 provinces and territories that existed 

when it was constructed in 1981; there are now 13.  

 After the Garden of the Provinces site was approved, Canadian Heritage took information 

from the survey and drafted new guidelines for the design competition. In the most recent  

 The survey reveals that responses from the public were, for the most part, constructive and provided Canadian 16

Heritage with a direction for their design competition. However, the survey was not without problems. One article 
notes that some Canadians had a hard time finding the survey on the website and others encountered forms with 
answers that were preselected for them (“Victims of Communism Survey Hard to Find”). Despite the problems, the 
survey revealed that a slim majority (53%) of respondents preferred an intimate and human scaled memorial. This is 
actually in line with The Gréber Plan that argued for an intimate experience in the capital region and has been 
echoed by many of the plans that followed. Intimate and human scaled was one of three alternatives provided by the 
government survey which asked “Please indicate your preferred approach for the Memorial, given the proposed 
location and theme.” The other two alternatives being “An impressive monument set in an open space that reflects 
the scope of the millions affected by communism worldwide” and “An ensemble of individual components that 
encourages interaction with the monument as visitors explore the site.” These other two alternatives garnered 15.7% 
and 31.8% of the vote respectively. According to the respondents, they also thought the memorial should provide “a 
place for reflection and contemplation” and serve “as a catalyst that prompts discussion and inspires visitors of all 
ages to learn more about the past.” Interestingly enough, in a sample of 504 responses taken from the survey’s open-
ended question, 27% of respondents requested the memorial project be canceled. This is in contrast with the less 
than 4% of that same sample who explicitly expressed their support of the memorial project.  
 There are some limitations to this survey that should be noted. First, 68.2% of the survey’s respondents are 
from Ontario and 47.1% of all respondents identified as living in the National Capital Region. The Territories and 
the Atlantic Provinces were the most underrepresented of them all in this survey. Although the more populous 
provinces were over represented numerically, there was a greater ratio of the public weighing in from the less 
populated areas indicating that this was indeed an issue of national interest. Second, the closed ended questions that 
serve as the basis for guiding the memorial’s approach merely provide the illusion of choice. The three alternatives 
provided still indicate a certain paternalism in the process, regardless of the semblance of democracy that the survey 
provided. 
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Fig. 5:  Twelve Points in a Classical Balance by Alan Chung Hung, the Garden of the 
Provinces and Territories. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon 
(2017).  
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competition, the guidelines contain a similar justification to the ones presented three years 

earlier. They state:  

The Department of Canadian Heritage is therefore seeking design teams to create a 

moving and thought-provoking monument that will serve as a lasting testament to the 

courage and resistance of all victims of communism and the freedom that Canada brought 

them (p. 2). 

This is nearly identical to the vision advanced by the previous competition. In addition to the 

similar justification, there is also a similar desire for the experience that this memorial will 

provide for visitors. The guidelines highlight that the memorial should invite “visitors to recall 

and commemorate the tragedies that others—including, for many, their own ancestors—endured 

under communist regimes worldwide” (p. 4). As with the former design competition, the new 

memorial is framed as a place for retrospection. This theme of reflection on the tragedies 

inflicted by communism will become more important in part two of this dissertation. 

 Where the guidelines differ is in their call for prominence. Prominence as one of the 

major symbolic elements of this memorial runs counter to the public’s expressed interest in an 

intimate memorial. As we saw in the debate, this thematic link to these major institutions was 

unacceptable to those who opposed the memorial. Siting the memorial back at the Garden of the 

Provinces and Territories helps the project meet many of the aims set forth by the Trudeau 

government. First, the size of the site, 500 square meters, can only comfortably accommodate a 

smaller memorial. This reduces the scale considerably and necessitates a new competition. 

Second, because the memorial was designed for the Supreme Court site, a new design 
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competition must be held in order to consider the context of the memorial space. Finally, 

relocating the memorial to its originally intended site eliminates any concerns raised over its 

prominence within the downtown core. The guidelines state: 

The Garden of the Provinces and Territories symbolizes Canada as a unified and 

democratic nation and is intended as a place that represents all Canadians. As welcoming 

immigrants is a distinct element of our country’s nation-building experience, it is fitting 

that a memorial that celebrates Canada as a land of refuge be situated within this larger 

commemorative context (p. 7). 

Here, instead of prominence gained solely through “thematic links” to major government 

institutions, the site is also offered as meaningful in and of itself. As a memorial space, the 

production of meaning within Garden of the Provinces and Territories is presented as largely 

self-contained and achieves its goal of aiding recollection within the space itself.  

 References within and without the Garden of the Provinces and Territories are 

highlighted in the design competition guidelines. Like the original competition for the memorial, 

the guidelines seek to draw meaning from the local built environment. For example, they point to 

the “surrounding built environment” as representative of “Canadian ideals of freedom, 

democracy, human rights and the rule of law.” The Library and Archives is presented as 

“Canada’s vessel of memory”, the Supreme Court as “a democratic institution antithetical to 

oppressive regimes”, and its proximity to the National Holocaust Memorial as a reminder of 

“inhumanity and the repression of human rights”. Unlike original design guidelines, the 

memorial benefits from drawing on meaning from its proposed location within an established 

park. To aid recollection, “The landscaped areas of the Garden serve as a leafy retreat from its 
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dense urban setting.” Furthermore, in what seems like a response to opponents who claimed the 

original memorial would be a “blight” on the surroundings, the guidelines elaborated:  

The Memorial site, situated within the west part of the Garden, will maintain an 

appropriate visual separation with the terraced area in order to respect the visual integrity 

of its modernist architecture. Open views from Confederation Boulevard toward the 

Garden’s mid-century terraces and the surrounding urban fabric of heritage significance 

will also be preserved. 

In highlighting preservation of the existing built environment, the renewed commemorative 

efforts appear to make a gesture of goodwill towards a sentiment that favors preservation of 

Ottawa’s 20th century character.  

 The current guidelines demonstrate that within Canadian democracy, citizen concerns 

regarding the form of the built environment are taken seriously. Not only did the opponents 

succeed in getting the memorial moved, they were also successful in convincing the government 

to conduct a more democratic and transparent process. Minister Joly stated, "On our side, at 

Canadian Heritage, it will be up to us to include all the comments and prepare the design call for 

tenders” (Foote 2016). We should avoid viewing the new government’s public consultation as a 

matter of ideological difference. It is difficult to ignore the debate that raged for a year before the 

old MVC was cancelled and a new design competition was initiated. Indeed, MP Catherine 

McKenna had campaigned on this issue and was the one who announced that the project would 

be moved from the Supreme Court site (Butler 2015b). The relocation of the memorial is not 

only a victory for the opponents, but it also shifted the meaning of the memorial. Instead of 

deriving meaning from its symbolic prominence, the new memorial will now have to draw 
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meaning from a “leafy retreat” in a “dense urban setting”. As we will see in the chapters to come, 

the ways that individuals come to experience these spaces demonstrates just how perceptive the 

public can be regarding memorial space.  

 Conclusion 

 From its inception, the MVC project adapted to its political circumstances. Beginning 

with Tribute to Liberty edging out and eventually omitting the Open Book Group from the entire 

project, the commemoration attracted partisan supporters. As it sought a prominent location, the 

conservative government stepped in to ensure these aspirations became reality. When the 

controversy broke out, the NCC intervened to address some of the concerns over the proposed 

memorial’s scale and graphic imagery. Finally, when the Liberals took control of the 

government, the commemoration entered a phase of uncertainty and went all the way back to the 

drawing board. However, it did find thousands who were willing to help it get back on its feet.  

 At the height of this controversy, it might have been tempting to attribute ownership of 

this project to one interest group; now, however, we can safely say it has since been adopted by 

the Canadian people. The public has a vested interest in this project whether they agree with the 

nominal subject or not. This project illuminates the role that space plays in Canadian urban life. 

It would be easy to write this controversy off as a partisan squabble, but that is only a fraction of 

the story. In reality, this controversy indicates an attachment to, and investment in, our urban 

environments. These are the same attachments that Jane Jacobs addresses so eloquently in her 

work. In the 21st century, the Canadian experience is largely an urban experience, regardless of 

the image that we may have of Canada’s vast and scenic northern landscapes.  
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 This controversy also illustrates one way in which the public participates in shaping 

public spaces of the built environment. Beyond public comment and zoning meetings, the public 

is actively engaged in debates that articulate and mold the spaces they inhabit on a regular basis. 

Although my approach has primarily considered memorials, I believe this can also shed light on 

other public spaces. Haskins (2015) writes, “The value of commemorations is not only in what or 

whom they commemorate but also how they engender encounters among strangers.” (p. 128). 

The MVC provided an example of a politically charged subject that forced individuals to 

carefully consider and articulate their values. For instance, most respondents were unable to deny 

the suffering inflicted by tyrannical regimes even if they opposed the memorial at a symbolic 

level. Instead, many were forced to fully articulate why they thought the memorial was 

inappropriate. Many identified that locating such a memorial in front of the Supreme Court 

would detract from the meaning that this institution conveys: Canadian justice. Weighing these 

values and priorities is a necessary element in a democracy. Finding ways to discuss a difficult 

subject candidly yet respectfully is indispensable for a pluralistic society. As the public was 

forced to engage with the material character of the built environment within the debate, the 

debate in turn shaped the built environment. The outcome is a process and a set of guidelines that 

embodies the values of the public: public consultation, transparency, and preservation of the 

existing built environment. 

 Along with the civility demonstrated during this debate, this controversy highlights 

democracy as key element of Canadian identity. The Harper administration’s unilateral actions 

left many in the Canadian public feeling uneasy. When the opposition began criticizing the lack 

of transparency by the NCC, government officials recognized they had overstepped their 
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authority. If anything, this controversy illustrates the value that Canadians place on the 

democratic process. Canadians do not just expect democracy as a function of Parliament, but 

rather they expect democracy to imbue their entire public life. From the bike racks with 

advertisements that remind citizens to contact their MP for help with the most mundane issues, to 

voting for your favorite donut at Tim Horton’s, democracy is not just a political system; it is a 

way of life.  
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Part II 
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CHAPTER THREE: EXPERIENCING SPACE 

 In part one, I detailed how Ottawa’s experts and citizens contributed to the shaping of the 

built environment and its meanings. In the second half of this project, I will provide theoretical 

considerations for studying the reception of space, outline a method for such a study, and present 

my findings. I would like the reader to consider some theoretical positions that might strike the 

modern audience as peculiar. However, I am convinced that my ideas would be unremarkable for 

students of ancient rhetoric. Even as recently as the 19th century, the memory was thought of as 

a mental space to be filled and organized. For example, in A Study in Scarlet, Sherlock Holmes 

relays to Watson, “I consider that a man’s brain originally is like a little empty attic, and you 

have to stock it with such furniture as you choose.” (Doyle 1887, p. 9) I believe that these same 

spaces still exist in our subconscious despite our lack of understanding of their construction and 

operation. In her study of memory, Carruthers (1990) observes the traces of the techniques that 

our ancestors employed to stock their memories. The Bible is one of the most readily available 

examples of these traces in that it illustrates the art of memory’s influence on the formatting of 

scripture. It is possible that cultural practices like mnemonic devices have become so intertwined 

with our educational apparatus that their effects are still felt even at an unconscious level. Below, 

I propose the metaphor of constructed memory to help us understand how space is experienced 

and how those experiences contribute to the construction of internal spaces within the psyche.  

 In this chapter, I theorize a process through which individuals are constituted by the 

material structures of the built environment. The term “material” is used here to refer to the 

physicality of a text. Blair (1999) observes, “It is not unusual to hear the language of activity or 

of physicality used to describe rhetoric.” (p. 16) Blair (1999) believes that materiality offers a 
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heuristic for deepening our understanding of rhetoric. I agree with this and also believe that 

rhetoricians lack a robust approach to investigating materiality. In the next chapter, I propose 

some avenues that lead us in that direction. Ouspensky (1982) says, “Materiality means the 

conditions of existence in time and space, i.e. conditions of existence under which ‘two identical 

phenomena cannot take place at the same time and in the same place.’ This is an exhaustive 

definition of materiality.” (p. 199) This definition of materiality acknowledges its concrete 

nature. Indeed, a materialist approach to rhetoric acknowledges that persuasion begins prior to 

symbolicity (Blair 1999). Davis (2010) argues, “For there to be any sharing of symbolic 

meaning…a more original rhetoricity must already be operating, a constitutive persuadability 

and responsibility that testifies, first of all, to a fundamental structure of exposure.” (p. 3) I 

believe this original rhetoricity can be seen functioning within the art of memory, in the memory 

storehouses of our mind, where our grammars are constructed and provide scaffolding for the 

work of symbolic action. Our entry into these structures is made accessible by an attunement to 

our sensations: specifically, experiences, which are comprised of an interplay of sensory inputs. 

This original rhetoricity might be accessed by a focus on the education of the senses that make 

our apprehension of symbols possible to begin with.  

 In order to understand space as it is embodied as opposed to space as a text that can be 

read as a book, we need to address the conceptual baggage that often accompanies discourse 

around space. Connerton (2009) offers an understanding of space that is specific to memorials. In 

distinguishing between memorial and locus, he presents memorial as “a more or less demanding 

message, explicitly addressed to us, something that asks of us a focused interest, a degree of 

concentration, even absorption.” (p. 34) The locus, on the other hand, is something “to live in, to 
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move about in, even while we in a sense ignore it. We just accept it as a fact of life, a regular 

aspect of how things are.” (p. 34) Connerton (2009) argues that memorial is comprised of the 

symbolic actions that are made possible through space (e.g., place names, pilgrimages, rituals, 

etc.) whereas locus is the space itself (e.g., house, street, etc.). In the ancient art of memory, the 

term locus was used to denote “a place easily grasped by the memory, such as a house, an 

intercolumnar space, a corner, an arch, or the like” (Yates 1966, p. 6). Similar to the art of 

memory, Connerton’s (2009) locus is conceptualized as “a medium of representation, and, as 

such can be read effectively as a mnemonic system.” (p. 19) He explains, “We experience a locus 

inattentively, in a state of distraction.” (Connerton 2009, p. 34) It is this aspect of space that I am 

most interested in. Part two of this project is concerned with aspects of space that get taken for 

granted. For residents of Ottawa, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is just an everyday 

space, a locus. Unlike the Supreme Court site prominently located within the judicial precinct, 

the space I am exploring is not yet a destination for many visitors and residents. 

 In this chapter, I propose shifting gears from rhetorical ethnography to a rhetorical 

phenomenology in the field. My aim is explore the reception of rhetorical space through the lens 

of lived experience. By directing my attention to the phenomenological character of qualitative 

data, I should be able to locate what Bachelard (1964) calls “the germ of the essential” within the 

space of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. It is this germ of the essential where we 

might be able to speak more authoritatively to original rhetoricity.  

 Below, I review the literature that helps us make sense of the role space in the experience 

of memory. First, I provide a theoretical understanding of how memories serve as an instructive 

force for our perceptions. Second, I detail the importance of space for our investigation into 
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memory. Third, experience, specifically sensation, is presented as a productive starting point for 

exploring materiality’s role in memory. Finally, emplacement is a concept advanced as an 

important methodological consideration for apprehending these important interactions between 

audiences and the material world.  

 Experiencing Memory 

 Memory is inherently material and requires a trace to properly store the sensory 

impression. Bergson (1991) believes that memory “is just the intersection of mind and 

matter” (p. 13). This matter is the stimulus for our sensations and the education of those senses is 

what I would like to explore in the second half of the project. If our memories are dependent on 

the trace, then surely those traces must exist in our psyche. Bergson (1991) distinguishes 

between habit memory that is stored in the body and recollection that is enabled through the 

storage and retrieval of images. This study is exclusively concerned with recollection; however,   

the cultivation of habit memory and recollection are made possible by the same mental faculties. 

Seres (1993) offers a metaphor for memory as something to be switched on rather than a vessel 

to be filled. He believes that memories found in the archive lie dormant until they are retrieved 

and are then “awakened and brought to life when the power is switched on; imagination lights 

up, goes out or fades on our television screens.” (Seres 1993, p. 48) Here, we can begin to 

imagine memory as an instrument that can be played by different impressions. In our physical 

environment, our imaginations bring our memories to life as we interact with spaces around us. 

In our instance, the experiences found within the memorial space provide the touch necessary to 
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pluck the string that is composed out of groups of our sensations wound into a chord to form a 

representation. 

 Landscapes and spaces also require our memories to fuel our imaginations, imaginations 

that bring our experiences of these scenes to life. Imagination is not only necessary for a well-

stocked memory but even the most basic memories of sensation are required for the cultivation 

of an imagination. In his book Mountains of the Mind, Macfarlane (2003) observes that when we 

“read landscapes…we interpret their forms in the light of our own experience and memory, and 

that of our shared cultural memory” (p. 18; emphasis in the original). In this book, he spends a 

great deal of time tracing the historical evolution of European attitudes towards mountains from 

an object to be feared to one that is to be conquered and respected. Surely other spaces are the 

product of the same cultural and personal forces. Geographer, Yi-Fu Tuan (1993) observes that 

three-dimensional spaces are merely a composition of other three-dimensional objects. He 

clarifies that composition is a type of pattern that humans identify within the natural world and 

argues, “For humans…the pattern mode of seeing is not dictated merely by the physiology of 

their eyes; rather, it often appears as superior exercises in abstraction.” (Tuan 1993, p. 98) Tuan 

reminds his readers that abstraction is required for the observation of landscape as a composition 

(patterns). How we develop these abstract ways of thinking is the foundation for architectural 

mnemonics. 

 We need scaffolding of basic knowledge of the properties of mathematics to complete 

more advanced equations; similarly, our ability to perceive the world and make sense of 

unknown stimuli requires similar education. Bergson (1991) believes that comparison and 

induction between sensations is required to begin training perception and “coordinate one 
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impression with another” (p. 48). This process begins from the moment we are born and remains 

with us throughout our lives. Bergson (1991) argues, “The aim of this education is to harmonize 

my senses with each other, to restore between their data a continuity which has been broken by 

the discontinuity of the needs of my body.” (p. 49) To make sense of the material world, our 

senses must undergo an enculturation. This education lays the framework for our consciousness. 

This is the datum that drives recollection. Bergson (1991) argues that the survival of “past 

images” serves as the substance from which perception is possible in the first place. The 

commingling of these “past images” with our current perception of sensory impressions enables 

an individual to “make sense” of phenomena. It is during this explanation of perception where 

Bergson (1991) makes the distinction between habit memory and recollections and says, “The 

past survives under two distinct forms: first, in motor mechanisms; secondly, in independent 

recollections.” (p. 78) These “past images”, or what I have been referring to as the education of 

the senses, that will inform my analysis below. It is a framework that aids us in constructing 

memories of ever more abstract concepts and enables both habit memory and recollection. 

  As I have alluded to already, memory is more than just a recollection of scenes from our 

lived experiences. It is also necessary for the most basic apprehension of our perceptions. In 

detailing the function of habit memory, Bergson (1991) believes that our immediate perceptions 

are, in most cases, merely memories of past perceptions “mingling” with our present experience. 

To Bergson, the survival of memory images is a testament to the utility of these images in both 

augmenting our present experience and making sense of it. With the aid of these collections of 

mundane experiences, the mind digs through the memory to help us perceive immediate lived 

experience. I remember the first time I experienced the refraction of light from a prism and my 
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inability to make sense of the magical coloring on my wall. It was not until later that I learned 

how this phenomenon was created that it ceased to cause wonderment. In most cases, we have 

long forgotten the first time we experienced many of our mundane perceptions; they have 

become second nature. In this second nature, the mind searches for memories of a perception that 

resembles the present. This process is thought to be largely unconscious and is more complex 

than a single image or class of image serving as memory for the present perception. Bergson 

(1991) explains, “Memory thus creates anew the present perception, or rather it doubles this 

perception by reflecting upon it either its own image or some other memory-image of the same 

kind.” (p. 101) The mind’s ability to seek many memory images and assemble them for the 

present task of perception speaks to the technical way that our memory operates. It is the mental 

manipulation of these sensory impressions that is most relevant to understanding memory’s role 

in perception. I believe that the mind’s search for images that are used to make sense of space 

functions in a similar fashion.  

 I argue that the body, or the centering of our body in sensation, is where our focus 

belongs if we are to understand the power of memories to shape and guide our perception of the 

lived world. An emphasis on embodiment is meaningless without an attention to the ways that 

we store that which has been considered embodied. Bergson (1991) believes that the memory-

image is “powerless” and is only activated by perception. He continues, “it borrows life and 

strength from the present sensation in which it is materialized” (Bergson 1991, p. 127). He 

elaborates on this idea further and proposes that at the moment of perception, memory ceases to 

exist as something retrieved and becomes “something that is actually lived” (Bergson 1991, p. 

139). This would indicate that all memories that are stored might be better understood by the 
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sensations that aid us in their retrieval. Similar to how the smell of chlorine in the pool water 

brings me back to the YMCA where I spent many afternoons as a child, an understanding of the 

sensations that make up our memories might enable us to better understand how concepts 

become embodied and shape who we are.  

 It is not a new belief that the basic function of memories lies in their impressions of 

sensation and recollection. This concept dates back to Plato’s depiction of a dialogue between 

Socrates and Theaetetus, in which Socrates likens memory to an imprint on a block of wax. 

Bergson (1991) believes that these sensations enter the cerebral centers and give birth to 

elementary sensations. He conceives of this organ as being constructed from sensory input that 

“distribute themselves” within “an organ of sense…” (Bergeson 1991, p. 128) He refers to it as 

“an immense keyboard, on which the external object executes at once its harmony of a thousand 

notes, thus calling forth in a definite order, and at a single moment, a great multitude of 

elementary sensations corresponding to all the points of the sensory center that are 

concerned.” (p. 128) Bergson flips the metaphor from one of imprinting, as with the block of 

wax, to one that is built and constructed. Here, the impressions are instrumental in guiding the 

creation of this keyboard—a keyboard in which the keys have been printed like a 3D printer; 

delivering one layer of sensory impressions at a time in their own categories. Each sensation is 

located on a different part of the surface of the three-dimensional landscape of our mind.  

 Continuing with the metaphor of a constructed memory, the character of this memory 

becomes embodied and shapes our attitudes. Bergson’s keyboard is where we compose the 

experiences of our lives. Our memory channels our sensations according to how they are 

conceptually divided (e.g., in Western cultures, typically five senses are ranked highest to lowest, 
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sight through touch respectively). The constructed memory becomes an instrument that informs 

our present experiences. Bergson (1991) believes that habit memory, through its storage, takes on 

a mechanistic character that can be “set in motion” (p. 80). This motion impinges on the present 

lived experience. Connerton (1989), who also cites Bergson, uses this understanding of habit 

memory to develop the concept of incorporation. He says that an incorporating practice is “A 

smile or a handshake or words spoken in the presence of someone we address.” (Connerton 

1989, p. 72). I would also include our experiences of space, especially since many scholars of 

design are explicit about the built environment’s capacity to transmit meaning between the 

environment and inhabitants. Our attitudes that we develop within spaces illuminate what 

Connerton (1989) calls a “mnemonics of the body.” I believe that a mnemonics of the body can 

be seen in how we act out our various comportments within specific spaces (e.g., expressions of 

solemnity within the 9/11 Memorial). Through incorporation, all of the senses come bearing 

down on our experience of space, especially memorial space. These moments encourage 

recollection while also calling forth habits that we have learned within other spaces.  

 Connerton’s “mnemonics of the body” serves as a useful way for understanding how 

memorial space is experienced. For example, anyone who has visited a friend’s house of worship 

can attest that our experience in these spaces transcends denominational and even religious 

distinctions. I believe that in memorial space, these incorporating practices are governed by the 

built environment itself. If our habit memory is cultivated by a reputation of social practices 

between people, then the structures that seek to influence behavior through their material forms 

also work to develop incorporating practices. Connerton (1989) believes that certain technologies 

enable incorporating practices. For example, he offers cinema spectatorship as enabling the 
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inscriptional practices of medium. He believes that through an education of our senses, the 

spectator allows the camera to view the scene through the movement of the camera operator thus 

enabling inscription through the moving image. Similarly, I believe that memorial spaces 

engender a certain performance. Below, I will demonstrate how such spaces facilitate 

incorporating practices. 

 Because these memories influence our lived experiences, they might also be considered 

embodied. This becomes important for this project because of the close association between 

individual memories and collective memories. Although both types of memories might operate at 

different levels of abstraction, they are composed of the same memory matter. If we accept the 

role of sensation in constructed memories, collective memories of national heroes and the Great 

War are also perceived using the same mnemonic equipment that we use to remember the most 

mundane things such as how we shoot a basketball. All of our sensations that provide mnemonic 

traces for the retention of memories, whether they are raw “sensations” (e.g., heat, cold, light, 

dark) or abstractions comprised of innumerable sensations brought together (e.g., despair, 

victory, sorrow), require enculturation. Connerton’s (1989) notion of incorporation provides a 

useful understanding of role of mnemonics in the transmission of ideas through the body. We 

store our memories according to the memory equipment that we have been developing our entire 

lives. Lived experience shapes the landscape of the mind offering an internal architectural 

mnemonics. In essence, the advice from ancient teachers of rhetoric to place images on 

architectural features for storage has been internalized and relegated to our unconscious. These 

mental landscapes have been culturally constructed by a lifetime of experiences. Identifying 

experiences specific to the inhabited space at the center of this research should offer insights into 
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the characteristics of these psychic architectural mnemonics. These psychic architectural 

mnemonics are the mental structures that are produced by our lived experiences that enable the 

placement and storage of memory images. These images consist of our individual and collective 

memories. 

 Space  

 In recent decades, space has been proposed as a cultural artifact that can be read similarly 

to how we read a book. Most notably, de Certeau (1984) has argued that a city can be viewed as 

a speech act where walking is the enunciation of the text. The urge to conceive of space as a 

symbolic vessel has become standard practice. In fact, the entire debate over the original MVC 

placement in front of the Supreme Court site demonstrates this. Spaces often become 

representational in that they are “technically and conceptually constructed; they operate as both 

contexts for discourse, and signs within discourses” (Ackerman 2003, p. 86). Tuan (1993) 

clarifies, “Symbolic space is a mental artifact, necessary to the ordering of life, and so in this 

sense it is a practical venture; and yet it is also infused throughout with the aesthetic values of 

balance, rhythm, and affect.” (p. 172) The ability for physical space to occupy our consciousness 

at the symbolic level hints at the possibility that space impinges on the unconscious realms of our 

mind. 

 Space is not a new object of investigation for rhetorical critics, and it has an even longer 

history in rhetorical theory, especially in the art of memory. As an object of inquiry, space is 

much more than a three-dimensional surface. Blair, Dickinson, and Ott (2010) believe that the 

“rhetorical consequentiality of memory is best understood through the analysis of particular 
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memory places.” (p. 32) Memory places are differentiated from space because they are defined. 

In this project, I use memorial space to highlight the generic character of space as distinct from 

the monumental structures placed in memory places; however, like Blair, Dickinson, and Ott 

(2010), I view this space as “bordered, specified, and locatable” (p. 23) I choose the term space 

because of its material connotations. 

 The public’s concern with space, as I have detailed earlier, has traditionally stemmed 

from contestations over public space and the competing image of that space in the public 

consciousness. Jean-François Augoyard (2007), a French urban sociologist who theorized 

walking as analogous to figurative speech, observes that social friction is not just between people 

but also the “spatiality handed over for use and the rhetorical deconstruction of this space, which 

is done in favor of the expression of styles of inhabiting.” (p. 110) In other words, because space 

acquires the character of those who design and construct it, tensions over space are an inevitable 

feature of civic life. Although this type of criticism is productive for understanding the 

sociohistorical values of individuals involved in these contests, I believe there is another layer of 

analysis hiding within our grasp. At this level, it is not merely the symbols affixed to these 

spaces that are important, rather, the space’s physical characteristics become the star of the show. 

 If the space that we are seeking is experienced, as Connerton (1989) believes, “in a state 

of distraction”, then how do we focus? Earlier, I characterized my own foray into fieldwork as 

aimless. I believe a lot of this stemmed from not asking the right questions. For example, in the 

previous chapter, prominence was considered from a perspective that asked what the memorial 

meant in relation to other buildings in the vicinity. This is not wrong, but it does not address 

original rhetoricity; rather, it merely considers the abstract and symbolic meaning of the space. 
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Instead, I should have been asking how prominence is experienced if I truly wanted to 

understand the materiality of the Supreme Court site. I was reading the space as I would any 

other object of rhetorical criticism. Instead, my inquiry should have begun with the body as the 

center of the analysis. Even though I placed myself at the site, I ultimately failed to place myself 

within the space. One approach is not necessarily better than another; rather, both approaches are 

complementary and provide insights to different ways of knowing. For example, an approach 

that centers the body is clearly better suited to engage with issues concerning space that are 

unobtainable at the abstract level presented in part one of this project.  

 A materialist rhetorical analysis of space could never be accomplished from my armchair. 

I have to physically traverse the landscape in order to speak to the experience offered by such a 

space. This is different from symbolic space. I could pull up any map and offer my analysis of a 

location based on the buildings that surround it. For example, the original MVC gained its 

prominence from being located in the vicinity of the Supreme Court. Simple as that. However, if 

I want to speak to the liveliness of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories at lunchtime 

during the milder months, I have to be there. If I want to address the feeling of being cloistered 

off from the downtown core by garden walls, I have to walk there. And if I want to see how 

cheap plastic chain link barriers are broken by park users after the city closes the garden in the 

winter, I have to spend a considerable amount of time there. I have to experience the space. 

 Experience  

 Experience, as I am using it here, is meant to capture the full array of our sensory 

perceptions and how we, in turn, articulate our experiences of those sensations. Sensation has 
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become a prominent area of inquiry in recent years. One might speculate that this is because our 

oversaturated media landscape has contributed to a dulling of our senses through overstimulation 

(McCullough 2013). Seres (1993) argues, “once words come to dominate and occupy flesh and 

matter, which were previously innocent, all we have left is to dream of the paradisiacal times in 

which the body was free, and could run and enjoy sensations at leisure.” (p. 71) Often, it feels 

like I can never just enjoy a cool summertime breeze or participate in an impromptu snowball 

fight. Instead, I am drawn to my phone, craning my neck at a television in a restaurant, or 

squinting my eyes at a LED billboard. Couple this with an increasing competitiveness that keeps 

many working longer hours, and it becomes difficult to recall moments where I am truly able to 

enjoy my sensations without interruption. A renewed interest in sensation will enable us to 

understand the expressible moments of experience.  Moments of meditation on the senses is 

crucial for exploring experience. In this section, I will focus on proximate senses, time, and 

rhythm because of their relation to my inquiry. 

 In this section, I do not detail the senses as they are typically discussed (e.g., vision, 

hearing, smell, taste, touch). Instead, I discuss the proximate senses, listening, and rhythm as 

central to the method I will propose in the next chapter. The significance of these subjects will 

become more apparent below.  

Proximate Senses 

 The senses that are mentally visualized as immediate comprise their own category as the 

proximate senses. According to Tuan (1993), “The proximate senses yield the world closest to 

us, including our own bodies.” (p. 35). All sensory perception that is the result of us coming into 

direct contact with the outside world, and, at times, even exerting force on that world, falls under 
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the proximate senses. These are the senses more popularly known as touch. Tuan (1993) argues 

that through touch, we are able to actualize our role as agents in the world. Touch is the only 

sense with which we are able to prod and poke at experience and see if it pokes back at us. 

 Placing oneself within an experience is crucial. This is not just physical placement—we 

also must be present mentally. As we explore the senses in greater detail, it will become clearer 

why this presence is so important. Centering ourselves within our experience is the beginning of 

attuning ourselves to the mundane sensations of our everyday space. Because Ottawa is not an 

everyday space for me, it was important to seek research participants who could speak to this 

space with such authority. Connerton (2009) says that to “live” urban space is “to appropriate it, 

to make it one’s own” (p. 32). In essence, we must make ourselves at home in spaces to fully 

“live” the experiences that exist therein. 

 Beyond merely placing oneself within space, we also need to engage with that space, 

especially since the types of spaces we are interested in might otherwise be easily ignored. 

Engaging is the active participation in an experience. The work I am proposing is not for those 

who would prefer to be a fly on a wall in the research process. Some have identified this type of 

detachment from the object of one’s research as a common practice amongst anthropologists 

(Wright 2010). Lingis (1998) reminds us that, “Sensing is not a passive recording of impressions 

which would then be mentally organized; the sensibility in our organism is inseparable from its 

motility” (p. 30). It is the difference between seeing versus visualizing, hearing versus listening, 

and tasting versus savoring. To engage space is to handle it with your body and grasp it with your 

mind. 
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 Proximate senses are the most easily articulated senses because of their role in our day to 

day lives. Participants can convey their feelings of hot and cold as they move from the sunlit city 

streets into the shade of the park. Additionally, we convey a great deal of our interactions with 

others through our visual and auditory senses. We hear and see others and convey those 

sensations over the course of our daily interactions. At this level, the proximate senses are the 

easiest to identify through observation and interview methods. 

Listening  

 An attentive engagement with noise is the difference between listening and merely 

hearing something. Similar only in name to deep time, this concept has sparked an entire 

compositional and meditative practice called deep listening. Here, instead of the practitioner 

providing the spark of imagination needed to conceptualize your aural environment, you let your 

perceptions wash over the storehouse of your mind. “I differentiate ‘to hear’ and ‘to listen,’” 

explains Pauline Oliveros (2005). “To hear is the physical means that enables perception. To 

listen is to give attention to what is perceived both acoustically and psychologically” (p. xxii). 

This attention is the mental equivalent of engagement. Oliveros (2005) states, “Deep coupled 

with Listening or Deep Listening for me is learning to expand the perception of sounds to 

include the whole space/time continuum of sound—encountering the vastness and complexities 

as much as possible” (p. xxiii). A deep listening practice encourages approaching sound from a 

spatial perspective that aims to appreciate sound in all its dynamism. 

 Additionally, listening is a cultural activity that is shaded by our relationship with noise. 

Our experience of “noise” and being able to isolate and assign meaning to particular noises are 

two distinct experiences. I am concerned with the latter. Noise is a characteristic of the urban 
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experience. These spaces are rich with sounds from our neighbors interacting with their own 

environments. For now, it is important to keep in mind that listening is central not only to sifting 

through the ambient noises within an environment, it also is an indispensable skill for anyone 

conducting ethnographic interviews, especially interviews that seek to unveil the essence of lived 

experience. The methodological implications of listening in this study will be presented in 

greater detail, below. 

Rhythm  

 Another sensory dimension of in situ experience is rhythm. Rhythm is distinct from the 

proximate senses and listening. Although you might move your body while listening to the 

rhythm, you also experience it in an entirely different way. Ultimately, it is the pattern that we 

react to when we are confronted with a rhythmic experience. Like time, rhythm is a characteristic 

of our senses. Rhythm is an aspect of duration which is ultimately bound to our perception of 

time. Sounds, lights, and objects are repetitive and form patterns. Unlike most senses, rhythm 

provides an outline for our movement through time. These rhythms are natural and 

manufactured. Most importantly, a sense of rhythm serves to orient us to our surroundings and to 

others. Lefebvre (2004) identifies rhythms as cyclical and linear. He attributes the cyclical to 

nature (e.g., tides, season, day and night) and linear to human activity (e.g., music, drawing, 

architecture). He observes, “rhythm is slow or lively only in relation to other rhythms (often our 

own: those of our walking, our breathing, our heart). This is the case even though each rhythm 

has its own and specific measure: speed, frequency, consistency.” (Lefebvre 2004, p. 10)  

Our internal rhythms help us to perceive the character of external rhythms. In a sense, 

discussions of rhythm are the most humanistic discussions about energy. An attunement to the 
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rhythms around us is actually an effortless task. However, snapping out of the rhythm is what is 

required for us to observe it at work. 

 One of the most efficacious ways to observe the rhythm of the modern city is to abandon 

vehicles and transportation infrastructure and experience the city on foot. Through contrast, a 

walking rhythm offers a comparison with the frantic patterns found in a 21st century urban 

environment. As Rebecca Solnit (2000) observes, “The rhythm of walking generates a kind of 

rhythm of thinking, and the passage through a landscape echoes or stimulates the passage 

through a series of thoughts.” (p. 6) In her book Wanderlust, Solnit demonstrates how the 

landscape of the mind has evolved through walking and how it is relevant to our society. Beyond 

what it might say about our civilization, I believe that walking is a productive tool for this 

research. The rhythm we experience as we walk will become an important consideration for the 

method I propose in the next chapter. In an effort to access the rich datum derived from the 

senses I would next like to propose emplacement as a mode of inquiry.  

 Emplacement 

 Emplacement is an emerging concept that offers critics a way of making sense of lived 

experience. I propose that emplacement is a mode of capturing experiences the way you might 

capture a firefly in a jar. In other words, you might be able to observe the ways of the firefly for a 

moment but to keep it confined in your jar would extinguish its way of life. Emplacement 

involves the situating of oneself within space not only physically but also mentally. I use 

emplacement to refer to the act of enculturating the researcher to the cultural, sociohistorical, and 

sensorial environments in the field. The rhetorical ethnographer must be able to observe the site 
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without excessively influencing what is going on there. We deal with the physical world when 

we do emplaced ethnography, and we should be mindful of our place in that lived world. Vannini 

(2015) states, “Emplaced ethnographers pay attention to how embodied experiences of the field 

are colored by the many properties—the sights, sounds, extras, smells, tastes, temperatures, 

movements—of place” (p. 124). This is precisely why it was important to speak with individuals 

who are most familiar with these experiences of the space at the center of this analysis. Macauley 

(2000) suggests, “the key to being emplaced is a relative slowness that elicits attention to detail 

in the surroundings and a sense of relatedness of events, objects and moments” (p. 10). Indeed, 

fieldwork in political spaces requires attunement to the various streams of ideas and objects. A 

painstaking slowness is required, one that scrutinizes the sensory world. As symbolic loci, spaces 

in Ottawa, because of their connection to idea of “Canadian Government” in our daily political 

media digest, are trapped under the weight of political expectations and historical baggage. It is 

impossible to know a space without doing the intellectual work of situating oneself in the 

historical milieu of a community. Centering oneself in the space is a physical act, as I had 

mentioned above, and also a psychic endeavor that requires one to piece together one’s 

experiences. 

 If the firefly metaphor explains the rhetorical ethnographer’s emplacement, space as a 

subject of intellectual curiosity might best be thought of as a jellyfish. Physically, space is 

amorphous and passable, and psychically, it is best thought of as an object. Space’s perceived 

objectivity inhibits us from easily grasping its ambience. In chapters one and two, I described the 

rhetorical situation that views space as a psychic object of criticism. However, if we are ever to 

understand the physical lived experiences that shape our mental storehouses, we must shift gears. 
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Here, I propose a rhetorical phenomenology in the field. Bachelard (1964) writes that “the 

phenomenologist makes the effort needed to seize upon the germ of the essential, sure, 

immediate well-being it encloses. In every dwelling, even the richest, the first task of the 

phenomenologist is to find the original shell.” (p. 4) I believe this essence exists in the space that 

we pass through. This essence lacks objective characteristics that are typically at the center of 

analysis of space. Objects like spaces are the sum of the sensory experiences that animate them. 

Through emplacement, the rhetorician can become aware of the physical stimuli that create an 

experience of space. 

 Conclusion  

 We enter the conversation around sensation through the lens of memory and how those 

memories are stored and retrieved through sensory impressions. I believe that memory is 

indispensable for exploring space because of the mental work required for perceiving space. This 

mental work is dependent on the enculturation of the senses that enables us to fill in our 

perceptual shortcomings when conceptualizing space. I view space at its most sensual level, prior 

to signification, in an effort to explore the experiences made possible by the affordances within 

an environment. These affordances are perceived through many sensations and I have chosen to 

focus on particular senses that are most relevant to this study (e.g., proximate senses, rhythm, 

and listening). In an effort to attune ourselves to these sensations I offer emplacement as a mode 

of placing the researcher physically and mentally within the sensual environment. From these 

theoretical considerations we can being advancing some strategies for collecting data. 
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 The construction of memory through the education of the senses is central to 

understanding the chapters that lie ahead. My aim here has been to offer some theoretical 

background that explains my thought process as I assembled a method for inquiry and during the 

analysis of the data I collected. A constructed memory rejects the idea that the mind is merely a 

vessel to be filled with bits of information as we might fill a hard drive. Rather, it enables us to 

envision a space that requires organization of sensory input and how those sensory deposits 

inform our perceptions. By viewing space not only as a surface for inscription but as a site of 

experience, we are better able to understand the interaction between our memory and sensory 

inputs. Without this phenomenological understanding of the role of the imagination when 

interpreting space, we risk confining our analysis of memory to the perspective of the critic. 

Through emplacement, the critic is able to naturally make connections that would likely be lost 

through mediated readings of our object. Accordingly, the next chapter outlines my experimental 

approach to rhetoric in the field. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MATERIAL LITERACY 

 In spring 2015, I drove up to Gatineau, a city that until 2002 was named Hull, on the 

Quebec side of Canada’s National Capital Region. I came to visit my cousin, a bilingual French 

Canadian who works for the Canadian government. This was my first trip to Ottawa, and upon 

my entrance into the downtown core, I ran into road closures due to heavy construction. The 

detour had directed me away from the Ottawa River Parkway and steered me west towards the 

judicial precinct before eventually sending me down Pont du Portage (Portage Bridge) and into 

Gatineau. The next morning, I was greeted with a hearty French Canadian breakfast—eggs, toast, 

meat, cheese, and fresh-cut fruit—before my cousin dropped me off in front of the Supreme 

Court. On this day, I watched the government workers, on their way to work, navigating around 

the contested site of the proposed Memorial to the Victims of Communism. I roamed around the 

city center, particularly Sparks Street until, finally, returning to the west part of Wellington where 

I observed people enjoying lunch in the shade of the federal buildings that surround the chosen 

site of the original MVC. It was this short visit that had initially prompted my methodological 

concerns—concerns that stem from my reading of Carole Blair (1999) who calls for rhetoricians 

to “rethink rhetoric as itself material, just as substantial and consequential as any element of its 

setting.” (p. 16) At the end of my visit, I concluded that I had absolutely no idea what a rhetorical 

critic was doing in this ethnographic encounter. 

 This chapter is an attempt to make sense of rhetoric in the field from a materialist’s point 

of view. Because my study concerns a commemoration that is currently in progress, I have a 

unique opportunity to explore how its meaning is actively produced and is never quite complete. 

My field site and object of criticism, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories, becomes a 
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rhetorical space because of articulations of this space in urban planning documents and its recent 

appropriation by proponents of the MVC. However, I am especially interested in the audience’s 

embodied reception of memorial space. In the previous chapter, I addressed the literature on 

space, perception, phenomenology, and memory. This scholarship informs my approach to an 

audience-centric analysis of this space. Below, the methods that I devised to achieve 

emplacement are outlined. I have titled this approach to rhetorical phenomenology in the field 

“material literacy.” 

 Recently, rhetorical critics have been turning towards field research for answers to 

questions that elude text-based criticism. McGee (1982) originally spoke to the importance and 

need of “grounded theories of rhetoric.” (p. 45) He argued for rhetorical theory that was 

informed by a “body of data” instead of beginning with “philosophical speculations.” (p. 44) For 

my own research, I am interested in data on the experiences of audiences within memorial sites. 

Understanding the experiences of my research participants is my primary objective in this part of 

the project. The methods I propose ask questions about the memorial space and the 

commemoration in all its forms. These methods have been uniquely tailored towards the 

sociohistorical details of the commemorative symbolism of the MVC. In other words, questions 

that I posed to interviewees are geared not only towards understanding their experiences but also 

their opinions on the subject of the memorial. Rhetorical field researchers, like other field 

researchers with their own disciplinary questions, must ultimately make choices about the texts 

they intend to study (Senda-Cook 2016). This chapter details those choices and explains how I 

reached my decisions.  
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 Below, I outline my procedure for obtaining interviews and conducting participant 

observation. First, I provide a general overview of my attempt to emplace myself at the Garden 

of the Provinces and Territories and within the capital region. Second, I detail my approach to 

interviewing and highlight some background information on the limitations I encountered. Third, 

walking is offered as a technique for emplacement that contributes to participant observation. 

Finally, I present my approach to the practice of soundwalking—an experimental research 

method that I utilized for identifying additional research participants.  

 Participant Observation 

 As I mention above, when I first headed to Ottawa, I was wholly ignorant of 

ethnographic field methods. As I developed a theoretical foundation for my research and learned 

more about ethnographic methods, I realized that the most important thing I could do was 

actively work to engage my surroundings so I could at least try to gain a sense of what residents 

of the capital region might be experiencing. It might be best to view participant observation in 

sensory ethnography as a sort of enculturation of the researcher. Engagement is the best way I 

can describe my attitude towards my fieldwork. It was through this engagement that I was able to 

overcome my status as observer and actually participate in the lived environment. One way that I 

defeated the urge to sit back and watch was to find activities to participate in while I spent time 

within the space. For example, instead of jotting words down on my observations of the space, I 

used a sketch book to practice drawing the Twelve Points in a Classical Balance sculpture from 

my vantage on a park bench. This enabled me to not just see the memorial space, but to also 

visualize the space in my imagination. Whether it meant bringing my lunch to the space, passing 
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through it on a run, or documenting it with a camera, engagement became a strategy for 

collecting rich sensory data. I was determined to make myself at home in Ottawa and document 

that experience. 

 Observations of my own interactions within Ottawa became crucial for reevaluating my 

approach to research. For instance, it was through my observation of the sounds around me that 

would inevitably shape the details I recorded in my notes. My observations of the Garden of the 

Provinces and Territories’ distinct aural character was the direct result of comparisons between 

various sound textures that I encountered throughout many different neighborhoods and 

environments across the capital region. During my time in Canada, I sought to engage with my 

surroundings by living life similarly to how I would if I were at home. My participant 

observation included attending numerous worship services, visiting a hip-hop festival, 

volunteering with community tutoring, participating in hip-hop karaoke, riding public transit, 

walking all over, living with my rapper friends, attending an Arcade Fire concert with my cousin, 

witnessing the tulip festival, spending too much time in Fido trying to get minutes on my prepaid 

mobile card, training for half marathon races along the Ottawa River, watching my childhood 

hockey team beat the Ottawa Senators at the Canadian Tire Centre, running two half marathons 

(Toronto and St. Johns, New Brunswick), participating in a protest against street harassment, 

recording music with numerous local rappers, and even catching a French Canadian comedy at a 

local theater. These experiences would ultimately enable me to relate to the city much like a 

local, despite my endless struggle with remembering to spend my loonies and twonies before 

reaching for paper currency. Engaging with the city was a central piece of my research that 

allowed me to collect rich multi-sensory data about Ottawa and the capital region. However, 
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even my best efforts in replicating the experiences of locals were ultimately useless without all of 

the sociocultural baggage that typically accompanies an experience of urban space as an 

inhabitant. If I wanted to know how Ottawans felt and what they experienced, I would have to 

ask them.  

 Participant observation became important because it made me consider the entire 

environment of the capital region within my analysis. Without an emplaced understanding of the 

capital region and its cultural geography, it would be difficult to make any informed observations 

about the education of the senses. As I experienced the city on foot and via public transit, I was 

introduced to a way of life. This enabled me to understand the relationships between places and 

people. This project is as much about the Garden of the Provinces and Territories as it is about 

the neighborhoods, buses, pathways, sidewalks, light rail, and parks that supported me as I 

studied the garden. My understanding of these relationships have guided my refinement of 

methods and interview questions.  

 Interviewing 

 In order to construct interviews that would elicit responses on individual experiences, I 

turned towards education researcher, Max van Manen (1990). He proposes a hermeneutic 

interview style that turns “interviewees into participants or collaborators of the research project.” 

(van Manen 1990, p. 63) Phenomenological literature such as this informed the development of 

the methods outlined below. Ethnography offers an entire canon of literature on conducting 

responsible and efficacious interviews. This research follows in that tradition. Understandably, 

the rhetorical field researcher is interested in rhetoric and the cultural activities surrounding 
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rhetoric. Senda-Cook, Middleton, and Endres (2016) argue, “The field is a co-participant in 

rhetorical dynamics because of its own rhetoricity and its function in constraining and enabling 

the other rhetorical messages circulating in the field.” (p. 37) Because of this, I sought to 

interview many of my participants in and near the Garden of the Provinces and Territories to 

encourage engagement with the features of the memorial space. In this section, I will detail the 

components of my interviewing methods.  

 In this study, I interviewed people for either their ability to speak to their experience of 

memorial space or their expertise on the subject of the MVC. In total, I spoke with 18 

participants. Seven of those participants were able to speak directly to their experience of the 

Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Three participants were interviewed for their specific 

knowledge on topics related to this project. For example, architect Barry Padolsky offers his 

unique insights into the controversy as one of the opponents of the memorial. The remaining 

participants did not have enough knowledge of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories to 

speak about the memorial; however, their testimony serves as valuable background information 

about Canadian identity. I was able to conduct a few interviews with six out of the seven 

interviewees. These seven interviews serve as primary data for my analysis in the next chapter. 

 I would like to first provide some detailed demographic information on the research 

participants that were instrumental for my analysis of the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories. Then, I will offer a summary of the remaining participants. My first participant 

identifies with his European heritage and as an Anglo-Canadian. He spoke openly about his 

experience moving to Quebec as a teenager and commuting to Ottawa to attend English-

Language secondary school. I spoke with him on the record on two occasions. My second 
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interviewee did not racially or ethnically self-identify; however, he did volunteer that he recently 

learned the identity of his father who lived on a First Nation’s reservation outside of Sarnia, 

Ontario. He was only able to attend one of two scheduled interviews. My third participant 

identified with his European heritage. I was able to speak with him on three occasions, twice on 

record and once off record. My fourth interviewee serves as the Deacon of Christ Church 

Cathedral. She self-identified as the daughter of German immigrants. I attended one of her 

sermons and spoke with her on three occasions, twice on record and once off record. My fifth 

participant serves as the Dean of Christ Church Cathedral and is one of the central figures in the 

church’s resettlement efforts through his administration of agreements between Ottawa’s 

religious communities and the Canadian Government. He self-identified as the son of Irish 

immigrants. I spoke with him on the record on two occasions. My sixth participant identified 

with his European heritage and reported that his mother is an Irish immigrant. I spoke with him 

on three occasions, twice on record and once off record. My final participant did not racially or 

ethnically self-identify; however, she did speak of herself as part of a larger group of people who 

have emigrated to Canada.  

 My remaining participants contributed to this project because of their expertise and their 

lived experiences in the capital region. They were not sought for follow-up interviews because of 

their lack of familiarity with the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. One participant, an 

expert on the controversy, did not self-identify; however, he did remark that he believes himself 

to be the beneficiary of a larger North American project that welcomed immigrants and created 

wealth and prosperity. Another participant, a public servant and expert on Canada’s role in 

refugee resettlement efforts, self-identified as the descendant of German immigrants. Two 
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participants, an expert on memorials from Canadian Heritage and a former government 

employee, and both women self-identified as French Canadian. A group of six women who 

participated, all of whom I met for coffee in the Westboro neighborhood of Ottawa, most of them 

did not explicitly self-identify; however, one of the women said that the British cultural history 

that she was taught in school resonated with her. Additionally, there were clear ideological 

disagreements among the group of friends who met weekly for coffee. My final participant, an 

intern with one of the Liberal MPs from Toronto, self-identified as the son of Muslim immigrants 

from Guyana. He reported that he grew up in a town of mostly immigrants in the Greater Toronto 

Area. 

 A hermeneutic interview style, as I have interpreted it, requires patience because of the 

level of engagement you are expecting of your research participants. My study prominently 

features the voices of seven individuals who were identified because of their relationship to the 

Garden of the Provinces and Territories. These relationships include those who spend their 

leisure time in the garden, those who work in the vicinity, and others whom I had to lead to 

engage with the garden. In my fieldwork, I made an effort to speak with participants on more 

than one occasion, and most of the individuals I interviewed I was able to speak with twice. In 

some instances, I spoke with participants as many as three times. With the exception of one 

individual, who was unable to attend our second scheduled interview, all of my research 

participants made a significant investment of time in my research. 

 My interview questions were concerned with biographical information; opinions about 

the proposed MVC, the controversy, the memorial’s symbolism, and Canadian national identity; 

and questions about how individuals experience space in the capital region and beyond. To 
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demonstrate the types of questions that I asked, I will provide a sample set of questions from one 

interview.  

Interview One: 

- How long have you been in Ottawa? How long have you been at Christ Church 

Cathedral? 

- What memorials in the nation’s capital do you find compelling? 

- What are your feelings about Canada’s commemoration of victims of communism?  

- When did you first hear about Canada’s efforts to commemorate the victims of 

communism? How engaged have you been in learning about this commemoration? 

- What does it mean to be Canadian?  

- How do you feel about Canada’s efforts to brand itself as a land of refuge through 

this memorial?  

- What are your feelings on Canada’s efforts to resettle Syrian refugees?  

- How do you experience the memorial space at the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories? Are there any examples of experiences that you have had in the space 

that you believe are profound?  

- How do you believe the Church and the garden interact?  

- How do you think other people experience this same space?  

- How do you experience other memorial spaces in the city? 

I will now provide the second set of questions that were asked of the same interviewee three 

months later. These questions were formulated by listening to the first interview to find points for 

clarification and by presenting the same question again in an effort to gain deeper insights. Van 
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Manen (1990) believes that conducting multiple interviews enables participants to offer deeper 

reflections on their experiences.  

 Interview Two: 

- Can you describe your experience of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories? 

- Does the space seem fitting for a commemoration of “a Land of Refuge”? 

- Do you enjoy the space in the Garden of the Provinces and Territories? Why or why 

not?  

- Does the Garden of the Provinces and Territories capture any elements of nature 

particularly well?  

- What is your relationship with the natural spaces in the capital region?  

- Now that we are in the winter months, does the Garden take on any additional 

meaning than it would in the more hospitable months?  

- What does it mean to be Canadian? 

Answers to these questions were recorded and used as a text for the analysis I present in the next 

chapter.  

 Recruiting interviewees involved spending a great deal of time at the site. As I mentioned 

above, I found creative ways to maintain daily engagement with the memorial space so that I was 

able to increase my chances of making acquaintances within the park. The biggest hurdle was 

approaching complete strangers and asking them to invest time in my research. My most 

successful interactions were often chance encounters. I was able to improve my connections by 

engaging with the religious institutions that overlooked the garden. However, these encounters 

within the Garden of the Provinces and Territories were incredibly limited due to time 
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constraints. The nature of the garden was not conducive to socialization. Many of the garden’s 

users came seeking a solitary experience (e.g., artists drawing, government workers reading 

books on their lunch break, etc.). Additionally, “run and gun” interview methods were 

inappropriate for my chosen hermeneutic interview technique. I had to not only find participants 

who were willing to be interviewed, they also had to be motivated to be interviewed again. After 

spending nearly three weeks at my field site, I had only been able to speak with five motivated 

individuals. I needed to find a way to bring motivated participants to the site. This led me to 

devise a method for brining participants that I met elsewhere in Ottawa to the garden. Below, I 

present an experimental method that I employed that enabled me to recruit another two 

participants.  

 Walking Through Rhetoric  

“I like walking because it is slow, and I suspect that the mind, like the feet, works at about three 

miles an hour. If this is so, then modern life is moving faster than the speed of thought, or 

thoughtfulness.” - Rebecca Solnit 

 Walking is said to have held a privileged place in Aristotle’s peripatetic school. It is in 

this spirit that I intended to use walking: as a mode of thinking about and experiencing space. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in walking and many books published on the 

subject. Jane Jacobs is a well-known advocate of urbanism and walking in the city. Following 

Jacobs’ lead, many of the recent books and articles on the subject advocate for walking for 

social, political, health, and environmental reasons. While Canada copes with its urban growing 

pains, Ottawa-based author, Dan Rubinstein (2015) also argues that walking is fundamental for a 
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vibrant urban experience. Some have argued that walking is central to the democratic life of the 

city, and I would not disagree with this (Solnit 2000). Still others have extolled the potential of 

walking to challenge us to literally step outside of our comfort zone (Elkin 2016). Walking is all 

these things and more. In this section, I would like to focus specifically on how walking helps us 

to experience space. 

 If space can be as legible as a book, some have compared walking to reading, writing, 

and even speech itself. Augoyard (2007) states, “walking resembles a reading-writing. 

Sometimes rather more following an existing path, sometimes rather more hewing a new one, 

one moves within a space that never tolerates the absolute exclusion of the one or the other” (p. 

25). In other words, Augoyard believes that whether or not we follow the grammar of the 

environment’s officially sanctioned walkways, we are inevitably interdicted by these forms 

within the landscape. De Certeau (1984) has most famously conceived of walking as “a spatial 

acting-out of the place” (p. 98). This assertion has inspired a generation of rhetoricians to analyze 

their own walking rhetorics. Although I believe all of this is useful and hints at some important 

issues written into the fabric of urban life, especially as we see the erosion of walking space 

within modern environments dominated by motorized traffic, I am primarily concerned with the 

utility of walking. I would like to use walking as an instrument of experience. 

 One of the biggest criticisms of walking in scholarly literature and walking as practice is 

the underrepresentation of women in both. My research reveals this to be true. Women are less 

likely to utilize the Garden of the Provinces and Territories outside of their lunch break, while 

escaping from government office buildings along Sparks or Wellington Street. Even then, they 

are seldom utilizing the space alone. According to Solnit (2000), both literature on walking and 
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the act itself are dominated by men. She continues, “Yet access to public space, urban and rural, 

for social, political, practical, and cultural purposes is an important part of everyday life, one 

limited for women by their fear of violence and harassment” (Solnit 2000, p. 240). This is 

certainly a real concern in most North American cities, especially Ottawa (e.g., the Hollaback 

Chalk Walk protest defends the right of women to utilize the street free from fear of harassment). 

Partly from my own concerns for making women uncomfortable during an unsolicited 

conversation and partly because fewer women use the park consistently, this study is unable to 

offer a balanced view. Only one out of the five research participants who were identified because 

of their everyday use of the park would identify as a woman. It is important to keep this disparity 

in mind as we move forward with the analysis. 

 Literary critics have offered valuable insights into the role of walking and experience. 

Langan’s (1995) argument that in Romantic literature abstractions of walking operate as a 

simulation of freedom is instructive. A reader’s ability to even tacitly interpret walking as 

representative of freedom alludes to the possibility that these bodily experiences shape our 

interpretations of the action, even at the unconscious level. Wallace (1993) believes that in 

literature “walking vanishes because it is too common to notice” (p. 3). I would argue that 

walking similarly vanishes from our accounts of lived experience. I believe that because of this, 

we possess a schema in our unconscious that shades our understanding of walking. Although we 

are not in the Romantic era and most of us are not afforded the same leisure as the Flâneur, 

understanding how individuals experience walking might help us understand their relationship to 

experiences associated with walking. Most memorials and public spaces invite us to experience 

them on foot. During my interviews with participants, walking habits are noted to help me paint 
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a clearer picture of an individual’s experience. However, this will only work for those who 

primarily experience these environments on foot. There is still an important question about the 

rest of the population who rely on motorized transportation for the majority of their experience in 

the city. 

 Since The Todd Plan (1903), the motorized vehicle has been a central planning 

consideration for Ottawa. Even though walking is central to this investigation, it would be naive 

to ignore the impact of the automobile on Canada’s Capital Region. Beyond these practical 

considerations, the vehicle has been said to change the way we experience our surroundings. 

With the rise of techniques such as view shed analysis—a practice in urban design that considers 

the perspective of vehicle occupants and their view of the city through their car windows—city 

planners are able to build cities that are appealing for the passenger (Thrift 2008). Thrift (2008) 

believes that “the experience of driving is sinking in to our ‘technological unconscious’ and 

producing a phenomenology which we increasingly take for granted but which in fact is 

historically novel.” (p. 75) Because the automobile was such an important dimension of the City 

Beautiful philosophy in general, and Todd and Gréber’s plans in particular, I believe it is 

important to acknowledge the experiences of those who have also engaged with the space in 

passing. Passing is a significant characteristic of our lived experience on roadways, trains, and 

airplanes. Our vehicle window frames the landscape and turns it into a sort of cyclorama. These 

fleeting encounters with landscapes are not an insignificant consideration when exploring space 

as it is experienced by the masses within the channel of public communication and 

transportation. 
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 Considering most modern cities are partially meant to be viewed from the inside of a 

moving vehicle, walking enables us to establish one’s pace in time. The ability for us to step 

outside of the rhythm of the motorway provides the pedestrian a sense of agency over their 

experience. Regardless of the fact that the pedestrian is still physically vulnerable to the threat of 

thousands of pounds of metal barreling down the street powered by combustion engines, the 

walker has an agility and control unique to our species. Unlike the heavily regulated movement 

of city streets and highways, the pedestrian possesses bodily integrity over their rhythm and 

direction. On a whim, the walker can deviate from the pathway and act on curiosity and emotion. 

We derive a different type of freedom from walking that is not in the ability to get away far 

outside the city like the automobile; rather, it is the freedom to abandon transportation 

infrastructure and forge our own way.  

 Walking enables us to engage with the spaces that we are studying. On a deeper level, 

some have argued that walking involves us in an environment. It enables the researcher to share a 

sense of time and rhythm with their participants. This is important for any sort of ethnography. 

For instance, Macauley (2000) compares the rhythm of walking to knitting needles where we are 

“stitching ourselves into the local fabric of the environs.” (p. 7) The metaphor of stitching is 

actually more faithful to the way our memories engage with the environment in the art of 

memory than “reading.” The “reading” metaphor is not wrong, because there certainly is an 

argument that could be made for reading as recollection that is enabled by walking; however, 

stitching evokes an image of being attached to the structures found in our daily walks that 

impress their patterns on our psyche. When I imagine how we might stitch ourselves into the 

environment, I imagine Wendy Darling sewing Peter Pan’s shadow back on. Besides stitching 
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ourselves to these environments, social life also works to stitch disparate locations to one 

another. As I take my evening stroll through the local college campus and the post-industrial 

neighborhood at my doorstep, my footsteps tether these two distinct geographies to one another. 

As Elkin (2016) puts it, “Walking is mapping with your feet. It helps you piece a city together, 

connecting up neighbourhoods that might otherwise have remained discrete entities, different 

planets bound to each other, sustained yet remote” (p. 21). It is this act of stitching that will 

inevitably enable us to incorporate these environments, rather than merely to read them. 

 As we walk, we experience the world. As simple as this may sound, it is difficult to 

imagine any other way that we might fully immerse ourselves in an environment without 

walking into it. Augoyard’s (2007) ethnographic research on walking revealed that within 

inhabitant narratives on walking, “there exists a sort of excess of sensory experience” (p. 122). 

These excesses, found within the narratives of the participants that Augoyard interviewed in 

French housing projects, could prove useful indicators for accessing the lived experience of 

research participants especially when these experiences are aimed at understanding an 

environment that often goes unremarked upon. I believe that accounts of excess of sensory 

experience in participant interviews mark the location of rich expository accounts of experience 

ripe with phenomenologically charged poetic expression. Macauley (2000) believes that “urban 

strolls are generally the most basic and direct mode of apprehending our surrounding, of attuning 

ourselves to the ambient environment” (p. 4). He continues, “walking loosens, unties and 

releases the mnemonic knots in the body, triggering an active engagement with and archival 

recollection of the places through which we walk” (Macauley 2000, p. 8). It is my hope that 

through an inquiry that is attuned to the sensory experiences of Ottawans, we will be able to 
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identify the architectural mnemonics that resonate with their experiences. Sitting on a dewy park 

bench after walking from the bus or stepping and stumbling over an uneven walkway would be 

impossible to experience without the aid of walking. As we string together these experiences 

through walking, we are able to recall our past experiences. Walking exposes us to the elements 

which is a prerequisite for sensation. 

 What I am getting at here is using walking as a way of jogging the memory. Ancient 

practitioners of memory were known to “… strike their heads and agitate their bodies…” (Yates 

1966, p. 72). Yates (1966) interprets this as revealing the ancient art of memory’s corporeality. 

Besides just striking our heads and perhaps through striking the environment, we also jumpstart 

experience. I remember a fickle motor inside of a lemonade machine at a former job. If you 

struck it just right, it would give the motor the perfect amount of encouragement it needed to 

sputter on. Elkin (2016) believes, “We flail. We hit up against [the city’s] limitations, against our 

own limitations. The city surrounds us and seeps in. Are we touching it or is it touching us? (p. 

84) This excerpt serves as inspiration for the type of engaged fieldwork I am proposing. Without 

some amount of “flailing,” I would have been unlikely to make the connections and locate the 

experiences I was fortunate to have made. Two of my research participants were identified while 

I was lost on my way to Carleton University. Other similar experiences were the result of flailing 

about. Next, I would like to detail an experimental method that I employed that utilizes walking 

and listening in order to elicit responses to my questions concerning lived experience. I propose 

sound walking as a method to focus the attention of motivated research participants.  
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 Soundwalking 

 After beginning my fieldwork, I soon realized that locating willing research participants 

that used the site was going to be a difficult task. There are many reasons for this. Above, I 

mentioned gender constraints of which I became aware during my fieldwork. However, the site 

also encouraged standoffish behavior which made it difficult to strike up conversations with 

strangers. Many of the potential participants were intent on eating their lunch in peace. Because 

of this, I was determined to devise a method for eliciting commentary on the Garden of the 

Provinces and Territories from those who might be more open to helping me with my research. I 

wanted to use a method that would focus my participants’ attention on the aspects of the 

environment that are often neglected and overlooked. I was inspired by McCormack (2015) who 

used a balloon on a string to experience sensations that were beyond his perceptual reach. This 

balloon enabled McCormack to fasten attention to the atmosphere above his head rather than the 

one environing his body. My goal was to focus my participants’ attention to the sounds around 

them. Building on Marshall McLuhan’s observation that fish are oblivious to water, John 

Durham Peters (2015) has remarked, “fish probably know a lot about water’s temperature, 

clarity, currents, weather, prey, and so on, but the point was that they did not recognize it as 

water” (p. 55). This idea guides my methods that seek articulations of space from inhabitants 

who are oblivious to their daily environments. To do this, I conducted a soundwalk that 

heightened the subjects’ awareness of specific sounds within an environment.  

 A soundwalk is a method that aims to attune participants to the sonic characteristics in 

their surroundings. Traditionally, soundwalks have been conceived of as guided tours or pre-

planned routes with the intention of encouraging active listening (Paquette and McCarney 2012). 
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Sound artist and designer of the soundwalk method, Hildegard Westerkamp (1974), defines 

soundwalks as “any excursion whose main purpose is listening to the environment” (p. 18). The 

idea to use a soundwalk in my own research came to me as I was walking from Ottawa’s Boat 

People Memorial in Chinatown to the memorial space at the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories. As I walked, I was arrested by the voice of a beggar who called out, “spare a loonie, 

50 cents, twonie. Can you buy me a pop?” The Canadian-ness of this captivated me as I 

continued my walk, eventually turning onto Bay Street. As the buildings grew taller, the passing 

voices on the street became less frequent. Finally, I descended the stairs into the garden and a 

flood of tranquility washed over me. When I looked back through my notes that evening, I 

realized that this aural experience was notable and I should find a way to capture and articulate 

this experience. 

 Some practitioners of soundwalking believe that longer walks can generate more 

profound insights into the experience (Paquette and McCarney 2012). This walk not only aims to 

focus sound, but it also stitches together Ottawa’s Chinatown neighborhood to Centretown and 

the Western Core. According to Macauley (2000), “Walking methodically constitutes and yokes 

physical locations together in the action of the circumambulating body and surveying mind, 

stretching out and connecting a trail of sounds, sites, smells and sighting—opening up and 

revealing a series of land-markings.” (p. 25) The richness of sensory input along the soundwalk 

path makes for an immersive experience. 

 Using a Roland binaural microphone and the same Olympus field recorder that I used to 

record my interviews, I walked a simple route from Ottawa’s Boat People Memorial to the 

Garden of the Provinces and Territories. This route is approximately a thirty-minute walk or 
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roughly one mile. For my first recording, I got off the bus at the Somerset and Preston Street at 

the location of the Boat People Memorial. From here, I walked to Sparks and Bay Street, the 

location of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. This route requires one left turn onto Bay 

Street off Somerset. Prior to this recording, I had already begun using my binaural microphone to 

capture the sounds of atmospheres around Ottawa; however, it had not occurred to me to leave 

the recorder on during my walk. After examining the audio that evening, I concluded that 

layering audio recordings from the same route at different times of day would allow me to fully 

capture the character that I experienced over the past several weeks I had spent in Ottawa. I 

believe this layered audio would enable me to collapse time into an economical audio file that I 

could play for my research participants. 

 In order to ensure a similar aural experience to the one that I had been attuned to, I 

prepared a soundtrack for my participants. Over the course of many days, I recorded my own 

soundwalks at different times of the day. Using audio editing software, I layered seven tracks on 

top of one another. To avoid creating a cacophonous effect, I faded the tracks in and out based on 

the presence of noises of interest within the recordings. Noises of interest include unique vehicle 

noises, animal noises, conversations, recorded audio from businesses, footsteps, and other sounds 

with unique characteristics. These recordings were synchronized with landmarks in the 

environment so that participants could walk at a comfortable pace and still experience the same 

soundscape. For example, for each audio recording, I took separate notations that correspond to 

the physical spaces in which they were recorded. This helped me when editing the recordings 

and also for helping to guide participants. After these recordings were made, participants were 

invited to partake in a soundwalk using on-ear headphones so that outside noises could still be 
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picked up. “Headphones,” Oliveros (2005) observes, “tend to focus attention on sounds that 

ordinarily are not in your awareness” (p. 28). I also believed that it was important to give 

participants the ability to also hear noises in their immediate environment because of the danger 

involved with walking in urban environments wearing headphones. 

 At the end of the soundwalk, I conducted interviews with two additional participants. 

These conversations proved to be incredibly insightful and enabled me to gain a greater diversity 

of voices than were available at the site alone (fig. 6). Paquette and McCarney (2012) believe 

that soundwalks provide “people with a convivial forum for discussions about bodily experiences 

of places.” (p. 143) My experience with soundwalks supports this. In the next chapter, I will 

share the results of this experimental method. 

 Additionally, the creation of this soundwalk enabled me to meditate on the character of 

the environments that I was studying. The practice of producing this audio component for my 

research participants helped me achieve a more nuanced understanding of the urban spaces 

surrounding the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Without this extra attention to the aural 

character of these environments, I might have overlooked important commentary from my 

research participants regarding the role of the garden in their daily lives as a space of solitude 

and peace away from the cacophony of urban life. The walks I took while creating this audio 

component, testing the audio, and the subsequent walks along with my research participants 

enabled me to become habituated to these environments and stitch myself into the field site. As  

useful as this soundwalk was for eliciting feedback from participants, I believe it was equally 

useful for helping me attune my senses to the alien environments I had set out to study. 
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 Shane Watt. Soundwalk Ottawa, 2018. Drawing, Personal Collection. 17
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 Conclusion 

  The information above offers a snapshot of the journey that I have been on for the past 

three years, in search of rhetorical field methods that would help me to refine my research 

questions. Scholarly literature on walking has inspired an approach to participant observation 

that considers the experiential character of space. Hermeneutic interviewing techniques 

borrowed from phenomenology enabled me to capitalize on the intellectual investment of my 

research participants. Because of this investment and the nature of the Garden of the Provinces 

and Territories, identifying motivated interviewees became a potential obstacle. In the 

experimental tradition of the arts, I proposed soundwalking as a way of focusing my participants’ 

attention on the field site and enabling them to participate in a thoughtful reflection within the 

space. The next chapter will interpret my own emplaced experiences and these interviews in 

greater detail.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: “OVERWHELMING” SPACE AND THE CANADIAN 

IMAGINATION   

 Every spring, Ottawa comes to life with one million tulips planted in beds across the city. 

Municipal work crews spread about the city planting ready-to-blossom tulips in parks and above 

ground planters. Tulip beds are dug up every year so that the harsh Canadian winters don’t 

damage the plants that constitute one of the city’s biggest tourist attractions. This tradition began 

with the donation of 100,000 tulips from Princess Juliana of the Netherlands, and an additional 

20,000 bulbs have been donated every year after that. All of this was a thank you gift from the 

Dutch in honor of Canada’s role in offering refuge to the royal family during World War II. Most 

notably, during the royal family’s asylum in Ottawa, a hospital room was declared extraterritorial 

so that Princess Margriet could be born on Dutch soil (Canada Gazette 1942). In 1953, Malak 

Karsh, an Armenian refugee from Turkey and an Ottawa photographer famous for his pictures of 

tulips, advocated for the creation of this festival that now dominates the city every May (fig. 7). 

Symbolically, this festival represents the social dividends enjoyed by Canadians every spring for 

their hospitality. In contrast, efforts by Ottawa to bring nature to the people despite harsh winters 

highlight the inhospitable climate of the Canadian wilderness. 

 This chapter is an analysis of the data collected during my fieldwork experience. It 

explores the tension between the anxieties of urbanism and the “overwhelming” nature of the 

Canadian Outdoors and how the experience of this tension offers a mnemonic technology for the 

lived attitudes of Canadians. The ability of these spaces to inspire articulations of freedom, 

solitude, and welcoming, to only name a few, hints at the existence of a mental landscape 

amenable to complex abstractions such as multiculturalism and inclusivity. By exploring the  
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Fig. 7: 2017 Tulip Festival on Dow’s Lake, Ottawa, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad 
Lauzon (2017). 
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experiences of Canadians we are able to appreciate the memories that inform their articulations 

of these spaces. Personal observations and testimony from Canadians who were motivated to 

speak with me inform my analysis of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. This material 

serves as the primary data for this chapter. I begin by illustrating the importance of the education 

of the senses. Specifically, I am concerned with the tension between vast Canadian space and 

Canada’s urban environments. Second, I detail how my participants’ experiences of open space 

are informed by this tension. Finally, I identify the major themes that emerge within articulations 

of these experiences and what these articulations say about the experiences of Canadian space.  

 Getting Outside  

“Labeled a misfit a bandit cucump cucump 

His neighbors couldn't stand it 

So he was banished to the park started in the morning 

Wouldn't stop till after dark 

Yea when they said it’s getting late in here so I'm sorry young man there's no skating here”  

-Lupe Fiasco 

 After returning to Ottawa in August 2017 with IRB approval, I was ready to begin 

speaking with people who used the park. As mentioned in the last chapter, this was much more 

difficult than I had originally anticipated. In the built portion of the park, you are likely to hear 

rustling leaves, flags ripping in the wind, a bubbling fountain, and skateboarders at any time of 

the day and into the evening hours. Unlike other spaces utilized by skateboarders, here they seem 
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to go about their business uninterrupted by local and federal law enforcement. (Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police, Ontario Provincial Police, and Ottawa Police all share jurisdiction over separate 

areas within Ottawa.) However, the garden hosts plenty of examples of hostile architecture 

installed to prevent them from doing big tricks over stairs and from grinding down the concrete 

ledges of flower planters. “Hostile architecture” is a term that has gained prominence in recent 

years through social media with examples of cities installing spikes in places where the homeless 

are known to sleep. As you walk through the poles at the top of the stairs, poles that only leave 

enough space for pedestrians to walk through but not enough for a skateboarder to fly through, 

you descend into the unbuilt portion of the park. Here, you notice a woman in a hijab taking 

pictures of her daughters in front of the Twelves Points in Classical Balance statue, a young 

woman slipping inside of the statue to snap a memorable photograph for her Snapchat, and a 

middle-aged man doing exercise in the shadow of the statue (fig. 8). During Ottawa’s summers, 

people get out and about and they are also likely to leave the confines of their urban spaces and 

take advantage of the seemingly boundless space of the Ottawa Valley (fig. 9). The yearly forays 

of Canadians into the vast wilderness of North America is an informative experience where an 

education of the senses enables perceptions of nature as it is interwoven in Ottawa’s urban fabric.  

On Nature 

 Canadians possess a sense of the sublime and recognize the awe-inspiring character of 

nature. The sublime deserves special consideration because of its influence over us. Kenneth 

Burke (1973) states, “We recognize it with awe. We find it dangerous in its fascination.” (p. 61) 

This characterization captures the experiences that my research participants relayed to me 

regarding their perception of the Canadian wilderness. On separate occasions, my research  
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Fig. 8:  Twelve Points in Classical Balance statue at night. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo 
Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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Fig. 9: Ottawa Valley from Gatineau Park. Gatineau, Quebec, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb 
Conrad Lauzon (2017).  
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participants offered an articulation of the vastness of Canadian space. When asked specifically 

about the characteristics of Canadian space, one of my participants reflected:  

Is there really Canadian space? Probably not, but if we mean North American space, even 

that’s hard. Because it feels like anytime I’m thinking of Canadian space I’m thinking of 

these vast areas of untouched Canada where it’s all green and mountains… No one 

actually lives there. It’s something you visit every five years. So I guess Canadian space 

would be that vast openness: trees and mountains that Canadians never actually visit 

(Jonathan Booth, personal communications). 

Despite this informant’s avowed proclivity towards urban spaces, for him the Canadian 

wilderness takes on a definitive form within his imagination: a vast, open, and unsettled space. 

(It should be noted that this untouched space is in fact inhabited by thousands of Aboriginal 

Canadians.) This perception of vast space is illustrated well by another participant who is a self-

described outdoor enthusiast. He stated: 

Getting away to nature is an escape from [the comforts of home] but I don’t want it to last 

forever. It’s sort of a tenuous relationship because I don’t always want to be out in nature. 

I want the creature comforts that society has developed. It’s a tough one. I enjoy going 

out. I enjoy doing things like biking and camping and taking photographs in the wild and 

kayaking and being out with my dogs. At the same time, that’s all sort of overwhelming. 

It’s so much, you know? (Jacob Earl, personal communications).   
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Here, the poles of home and the wild create a dichotomy between the comfort of inhabited space 

and the “overwhelming” character of the natural environment. This perceived overwhelming 

quality also shades other natural features that were remarked upon in my interviews. 

 Scale is a spatial characteristic of Ottawa that has been part of the conversation during 

planning and throughout the debate over the MVC. It is also a characteristic looming in any 

discussion weighing in on the nature of and within the city. Additionally, scale is relative and 

reflects the relationship that man has with nature. Although scale in the capital region is typically 

gauged in relation to the War Memorial, trees also serve an important function in conveying the 

vastness of nature, even within the urban core. The Gréber Plan observes their ability to “create 

an atmosphere of quietness and privacy.” Indeed, this sense of enclosure produced by mature 

trees was a common theme amongst research participants. When asked what natural 

characteristics they found appealing, one participant remarked, “I like the older neighborhoods 

where there are trees there, 100 year old trees that touch the sky” (J. Booth, personal 

communications). One of the effects of limiting the size of memorials to less than 21 meters (the 

height of the War Memorial) is that tree growth is granted its own prominence. The maple tree, 

Canada’s most iconic national symbol, when mature, stands around 15 meters. With the 

exception of memorial buildings, few memorials in the capital region exceed this height, the 

exception being the Canadian Firefighters Memorial and the National War Memorial. The impact 

of this on the perception of tree-filled spaces is significant for some. One participant stated: 

The garden part, the Garden of the Territory part, that was more like a blanket of trees but 

that felt, it didn’t feel confined, it felt more peaceful because it was confined with nature  
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Fig. 10:  Apartments along Bay Street. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb 
Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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versus confined with concrete or buildings. So I find being surrounded by nature doesn’t 

feel claustrophobic the way a building does. At least for me because I really like the 

outdoors (Jessica Aylsworth, personal communications) (fig. 10).  

This enveloping effect of tree-filled space is notable because of another constraint placed on 

buildings in the Gréber Plan: no building should obstruct the view of Parliament’s Peace Tower.  

Because of the absence of towering skyscrapers downtown, Ottawa has inadvertently enabled 

trees to retain some of their grandeur. This grandeur will become important for understanding the 

ability of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories to simulate nature. 

 Nature not only commingles with the built environment, it also demonstrates its power as 

it runs through Ottawa. Winds and rapids are an indispensable natural feature of the Ottawa 

Valley. One of the observations made by research participants, within the Garden of the 

Provinces and Territories, identifies the wind that passes through the park. One respondent 

described this wind as “big air moving this way” (Bruce Colica, personal communications). 

Additionally, although you cannot see the rapids from the park, the Portage Bridge is visible 

from certain parts of the park and stands as evidence of the Ottawa River below. When I visited 

in spring 2017, I entered a region that had recently experienced historic flooding. This flooding 

was felt from Ottawa to Montreal. When I was returning to the States after visiting my family 

outside of Montreal, the Canadian Forces were busy helping families clean up after the Rivière 

des Prairies, a channel off the Ottawa River had risen to historic levels. The Ottawa River is 

turbulent in the spring, and Canada’s European settlers gained international renown for their 

ability to navigate such rapids. I believe observations regarding the might of the region’s rivers is 

significant, especially in our modern era. Speaking of the walkways along the Ottawa River, one 
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participant observed, “The place gets flooded every year. You know? How long does it really 

take to fix a flood? The whole river gets flooded all the time” (Andy Levitt, personal 

communications). This observation speaks to the cyclical character inherent in Ottawa’s four-

season environment. Most importantly, it demonstrates how the ravages of nature but up against 

Parliament Hill every season. This proximity between the forces of nature and Canada’s 

government reinforce past experiences of an overwhelming nature within Canada’s Capital 

Region.  

 Geology becomes a notable characteristic of the “overwhelming nature” of Canada’s 

wilderness because of the unfathomable periods of time on display within Ottawa’s escarpment 

(fig. 11). References to the escarpment and the Canadian Shield speak to the importance that 

these geological features hold within local imagination. Specifically, the escarpment found 

within the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is a significant feature that provides a natural 

barrier between the park and neighborhoods along Bronson Street. Furthermore, these geological 

formations are commonly referenced along with an appreciation for the deep time that they 

represent. One participant recalls an excursion in Boucher Forest where her family was given a 

tour of fossilized sponges and a 6,000 year old beach (Christine Jaansch, personal 

communications). She remarked that there is a “sense that so much has changed in such a short 

time.” I believe the perception of deep time demonstrated by this statement is quite telling. Most 

would agree that 6,000 years is not a “short time” but in comparison to the Canadian Shield, one 

of the oldest rock formations on Earth, thousands of years is a blink of the eye. The ability to 

imagine Parliament Hill being carved out by the Ottawa River over thousands of years 

contributes to the perception of overwhelming nature in the capital region (fig. 12). It is through  
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Fig. 11: Escarpment in the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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Fig. 12: View west, towards Supreme Court, from Parliament Hill. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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an understanding of the perception of overwhelming nature where we are able to appreciate how 

Ottawa residents experience the capital region and the Garden of the Provinces and Territories.  

Canadian Urbanism  

 Despite being known for its great outdoors and majestic natural features, Canada in the 

21st century has been defined, in part, by its urbanism. In 1938, Louis Wirth introduced a theory  

of urbanism that characterizes the city as “a relatively large, dense, and permanent settlement of 

socially heterogeneous individuals.” (p. 8) Over the past three decades and dozens of trips, I have 

experienced Canada by visiting its urban centers. I have observed that what makes Canadian 

urbanism unique is the expectation of access to all the amenities of the city with the comforts and 

recreation provided by the great outdoors. When I asked one participant to elaborate more on 

their own definition of urbanism, he offered: 

It really is about the city. It’s about, for better and for worse, constant man-made 

stimulation, I guess you could say. I don’t even like the park. Like Central Park that is 

pretty cultured by man…I do really love the city and I like to look out my window and 

see a constant rush of movement and things happening. Even if I don’t want to be in it 

that day, I’m happy in my home. So urbanism is everything. Even the natural parts that 

have been manicured by the human touch (J. Booth, personal communications).  

Even manicured nature is afforded a place in his particular conception of urbanism. As we go 

forward, it will be useful to distinguish between “manicured nature” and places where human 

activity overlaps with nature. For example, the shore of the Ottawa River was reclaimed from 

industry and returned to nature for human use. However, even “returning something to nature” 
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could be considered manicured nature. I distinguish between manicured nature and nature only in 

the way these aspects are perceived and articulated by research participants.  

 Some participants expressed a desire for an accessible recreational experience. Regarding 

recreational access, one participant commented, “Where I was living, I could just put my [cross-

country] skis on my shoulder and walk two or three streets and I was in the park” (Michelle 

Hamelin, personal communications). Within the urban sprawl, many access points to recreational 

activities are present that place you in the natural environment. Another participant notes, “When 

you have a government job and two dogs and like hiking on suburban trails and getting your 

shopping done at Costco, then suburban life is for you” (J. Earl, personal communications). 

Within walking distance from the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is a white water rapids 

course, and on the other side of LeBreton Flats is a recreational path that is connected to the 

Trans Canada Trail, one of the longest trail systems in the world (fig. 13). There seems to be an 

expectation among many that I talked to that the outdoors should be easily accessible to their 

urban experience.  

 More fascinating still, some participants expressed a desire for the type of peace and 

serenity typically afforded by the great outdoors in their urban experience without sacrificing the 

conveniences of the city. During my experimental soundwalk research, I asked participants about 

their experience turning off the busy Somerset Street in Chinatown and down Bay Street towards 

the downtown core. One participant said of her experience:  

My friends and I talk about where you would want to live in a place. And I often say, I 

wouldn’t want to live on the main street but one or two blocks inwards. [The walk] 

suddenly got quiet. It’s a quick walk to where all the action is, but I’m not in the action.  
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Fig. 13: Trans Canada Trail along the Ottawa River. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo 
Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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It’s quiet but it’s close to the happening so you still feel in the space. Or in the 

neighborhood proper… If I wanted to relax and chill on my patio, I wouldn’t be 

bombarded (J. Aylsworth, personal communications).  

Indeed, patio socializing is a very prominent activity in the capital region. Another participant 

expressed that, for him, parks were important because his apartment lacked a balcony or yard (J. 

Earl, personal communications). In this sense, parks become public patio space. Many evenings  

when I would return from my fieldwork, the baristas I was staying with would be out on the 

patio enjoying snacks and conversation. This is also a prominent feature of local restaurants 

across the city. As the summer came to an end and temperatures dropped in the evenings, people 

would enjoy their time on patios around propane heaters. In one instance, I witnessed a refugee 

from Vietnam turn his modest corner of Chinatown, which amounted to an area less than the size 

of a parking space, into a beautiful patio with shade, patio furniture, and potted plants where he 

would compose gorgeous water color paintings of his view of the cityscape that included 

depictions of the Beer Store and Tim Hortons. There is a sense that Canadians take advantage of 

mild weather while it lasts. Even though the desire for a peaceful life within the city is hardly 

unique to Canadians, there is a sense that even those who are unable to afford patios at the bars 

and restaurants in the Byward Market or a space of their own, utilize the Garden of the Provinces 

as if it was their own. This was the case for a few individuals that I had come across. Below, I 

will elaborate on how some participants make themselves at home in these parks.  

Use of Parks 

 Although similar views were expressed on the capital region’s urban experience and on 

the sublime quality of Canadian nature, the uses of open space are incredibly varied. Most 
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participants preferred spaces within the vicinity of their homes unless those spaces lacked the 

amenities they required from open space (e.g., well maintained paths). Participants reported that 

they enjoyed open space for rollerblading, cycling, walking, hiking, photography, picnicking, 

and general exploring. As I have already alluded to, there is a sense that these open spaces 

become living spaces for people in their everyday lives. For instance, one participant 

acknowledged his preference for linear parks or parks that he could pass through on his way to 

and from home (B. Padolsky, personal communications). Unlike Gatineau National Park and the 

beaches along the Ottawa River that attract tourists, most open spaces in Ottawa exist to 

complement the communities and districts that house them. 

 The Garden of the Provinces and Territories is depicted as unremarkable by most of the 

people I spoke with. Several people had no idea that the park they had passed and utilized on a 

daily basis had a name (fig. 14). One participant said that the park lacks any draw (B. Padolsky, 

personal communication). However, another recalled how she used to seek out the park and its 

sunshine on her lunch break when she worked across the street, inside of the Library and 

Archives (J. Aylsworth, personal communications). Although the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories, like most open spaces in Ottawa, does not attract visitors, it does serve as a space for 

living in an urban setting. At the end of the summer, I ran into one participant who sat on the 

very corner of the built part of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories watching the sunset. 

Then, he relayed to me how he felt as if he was sitting on the edge of the city overlooking 

LeBreton Flats and Portage Bridge (A. Levitt, personal communication). Another participant 

recalls that he visits the park a couple times a week despite its distance from his government  
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Fig. 14: Workers touch up the paint on the bilingual lettering at the Garden of the 
Provinces and Territories. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon 
(2017).  
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subsidized apartment (B. Colica, personal communications). However unremarkable this space 

may seem, some find qualities that draw them to this space for the most mundane reasons.  

 The Garden of the Provinces and Territories serves as a perfect location to explore how 

individuals who are intimately familiar with Canadian space experience natural features within 

their urban environment. Because the garden symbolically references the vastness of Canada’s 

wilderness, we are able to gain a better sense of how an education of the senses in Canadian 

outdoors shapes experiences of these simulations. In fact, in a walking guide published by the  

NCC, the passage describing the Garden of the Provinces and Territories asked “Feeling 

thoughtful?” It went on, “Two fountains representing the Great Lakes and Canada’s vast forests, 

provide moments for quiet introspection. Or contemplate the infinite in the sine wave loop of 

Chung Hung’s Twelves Points in a Classical Balance (1981) on the park’s lower lawn.” (fig. 15) 

Those who promote the park are keenly aware of the representation of Canada’s “vast forests” 

and seemingly “infinite” space of the provinces and territories. The park relies on symbolism to 

represent this aspect of Canadian space; however, how individuals experience this space hints at 

the role that memory plays in shaping each user’s articulations of this everyday open space. 

Despite this everyday open space existing in Ottawa’s downtown core, the presence of natural 

characteristics enables us to explore how meaning is derived from perceptions of this space.  

 Experiencing Open Space 

 The characteristics found in Canada’s overwhelming nature are also brought inside 

mental spaces. These landscapes of the mind, to borrow Solnit’s (2000) terminology, give  
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Fig. 15: Fountain at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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meaning to even the manicured nature that is found in the open spaces of our urban centers. 

Below, I will highlight some of the themes that emerged in my interviews with Canadians. In this 

section, I offer observations made by my research participants on space in general, on people 

within space, and on the space within the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Here, my goal 

is to provide a picture of the garden as seen through the eyes of my participants. I believe these 

observations contain rich insights into how this tension between urbanism and nature shapes 

perceptions of lived experience.  

Physical Affordances of Space 

 Many of my respondents identified characteristics that buffer them from the 

unpleasantness of urban life. Whether that be the intensity of human activity in the city or the 

sound produced by this activity, buffering is a theme that arises on multiple occasions. Two types 

of space that have been assigned the role of buffering: open space and residential space. “Open 

space,” as I have detailed above, has an everyday character that complements living space, but it 

also is used in The Gréber Plan to denote space that is reserved as opposed to natural space that 

has never been developed. Ottawa’s Greenbelt is a prime example of this type of open space. 

One participant describes it as follows: 

I like that about the green space that separates Barrhaven from Ottawa. They just decided 

that this green space is here, and we’ll keep that green space here and work around it. I 

kind of like that organic approach instead of trying to plan it in after the fact (J. Earl, 

personal communications). 

This recognition of green space as something to be deliberated about and protected through 

advocacy is so popular that a group that calls themselves Greenspace Alliance of Canada’s 
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Capital has emerged to counter any threats to the capital region’s green spaces. This group even 

wrote PM Harper to express opposition to the originally proposed MVC. This popular 

recognition of open space as a political concern not only helps explain advocacy against the 

MVC, it also indicates the existence of tension between urban density and natural open space.  

 If open space serves as a buffer because of its absence of development, residential space 

buffers because of the type of development it attracts. Whereas commercial and manufacturing 

space attracts noisy human activity, residential space is typically constrained by the norms of the 

community. One participant notes:  

It definitely turns much more residential suddenly before it gets very concretey [sic] 

again. Before you get to the big buildings of downtown, you go through a little pocket 

where it gets much quieter… It was a little quieter. Because there’s a lot of vibrancy on 

Somerset. There’s always people walking down. And then suddenly there’s not as many 

people on the street anymore (J. Aylsworth, personal communications) (fig. 16).  

The observation of relative quiet within residential space speaks to an attunement to noise even 

within mixed urban environments. An observation of the characteristics in an environment that 

buffer human commotion hint at a sensitivity to the various ambient environments within the 

capital region. This desire for open spaces as relief from the unpleasantness of urban life is 

important for understanding one of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories’ most important 

qualities: sanctuary.  

Social Affordances of Space 

 In order to understand people’s preferences for open space, it is important to hear about 

their perception of their social environment as well. Our social environments play a central role  
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Fig. 16: High density housing along Bay Street, two blocks from the Garden of the 
Provinces and Territories. As the buildings grow vertically the noise from retail and 
residential districts fade. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon 
(2017). 
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in shading the meanings of spaces. By and large, people characterized their observations and 

interactions with strangers favorably. For example, on numerous occasions while riding the 

number 11 bus, a middle-aged man would hold up the bus by insisting on conversing with the 

bus driver before getting off at his stop. On one such occasion, a young man became visibly 

enraged about possibly missing his connecting bus; however, he never vocalized his frustration 

to the driver. In another instance, the bus driver was delayed so long that the idling bus shut 

down. Despite such hold ups, the Ottawans that I observed were far too polite to make a formal 

complaint over these events. However, I do not wish to cast Ottawans in the stereotype of the 

polite Canadian because I did witness street harassment—at an anti-street harassment protest, 

nonetheless—and I, myself, was verbally ridiculed by a stranger during my time in Ottawa. Like 

other societies, Ottawans are a diverse community. My intent in relaying these interactions 

between people is not to provide a characterization of their collective disposition but, rather, to 

present a snapshot of the character of different spaces within Ottawa.  

 Like any densely populated urban environment, Ottawa is not free from social friction. 

For instance, during a walk along the Ottawa River on the Trans Canada Trail, I was verbally 

assaulted by a spandex clad bicyclist because I was not walking on the correct side of the trail. 

This aggressive behavior was identified by one of my participants as one of the primary reasons 

he sought spaces like the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. He described the quality of 

some of his encounters as “abusive”, “aggressive”, and “assaultive” (B. Colica, personal 

communications). He continued, “there’s [sic] lots of bullshitters here. People that try to sell you 

stories and intrude upon your space”. The distressed cries and screams that I heard coming from 

within Dundonald Park on a few evenings certainly support these observations. Parks are not the 
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only places where you might encounter aggressive behavior. During one bus ride, I witnessed a 

white woman reprimanding a Black woman in a hijab for standing in the doorway on an 

overcrowded bus. Although this could be interpreted as Canadian paternalism, it also stands as an 

example of the aggressive and anxiety producing environments of urban life.  

 Despite the abrasive nature of urban social life, there are also many encouraging 

instances. Most notably, one night on my way back to the place I was staying, a woman dropped 

unconscious to the floor of the bus. A man in a black leather suit wearing a bright red leather 

cowboy hat and carrying a sheet cake under his arm—it was his birthday!—took charge of the 

situation and checked to see if she was breathing. Although there was a bus stop a few blocks up, 

most of the passengers stayed with the bus to see if the woman would be okay (fig. 17). I believe 

this speaks to the general social character of the capital region. One participant, an intern for a 

Toronto-area MP on Parliament Hill, noted his enjoyment of seeing tourists’ first reactions to 

Peace Tower and their innocence (Ridhwan Khan, personal communications) (fig. 18). These 

instances indicate that Ottawans are generally empathetic, and at least that was the case for those 

I spoke with and the majority of people I observed. This generosity was also extended to my 

participants’ observations of others within the Garden of the Provinces and Territories.  

 Depending on the hour of the day and day of the week, you are likely to get a different 

reading on the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. One participant noted that, with the 

exception of skateboarders who use the park in groups, most of the users seek out solitude (C. 

Jaansch, personal communications). She elaborated on the difference between more social parks 

and the Garden of the Provinces and Territories, “there’s this sort of dance and there are families 

on the grass and there’s a refugee family. It’s a much more definable pattern. And there’s some  
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Fig. 17: Community concern over unconscious woman. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo 
Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017).  
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Fig. 18: The Peace Tower on Parliament Hill. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: 
Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017).  
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students. Whereas this space is more secretive.” A majority of the people I interviewed and 

observed perceived this park as a place to be alone. Indeed, many people who use the park 

during the week are government workers taking their lunch away from their office building. 

During my time in the park, I witnessed French Canadian men playing Pokémon Go; apparently 

there was an Onyx in the park; a man was doing interpretive dance across the pathways; on the 

weekend, homeless men sleep on the park benches in the lower part of the park; choir boys from 

the Christ Church Cathedral play on the inoperable fountain and hang from the trees; and tourists 

take photos. The Garden of the Provinces and territories is teeming with life; however, it is not 

typically a place of aggressive encounters as in some other parts of the city. Here, the social 

atmosphere is not even encouraging and there are few social obstacles. As we will see below, 

despite the chance encounters in the park, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is a place 

where individuals can go to experience the barrenness of the actual provinces and territories. 

Symbolically and materially, the park embodies this trait of emptiness for its users.  

Characteristics of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories 

 Unlike the Supreme Court site, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is tucked 

away off Wellington Street, across from the Library and Archives. Because the Supreme Court 

site is comprised of a significant portion of undeveloped real estate in the downtown core, its 

development would not have gone unnoticed. The Garden of the Provinces and Territories slips 

off many people’s radars because the site is already accounted for. As a manicured open space, it 

occupies an unremarkable location within the lives of many of the city’s inhabitants. However, 

those who are aware of it treat it like a secret space where they can go to escape the pressures of 

urban living.  
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 Physically, the Garden of the Provinces and Territories is an attractive location for those 

who are seeking livable open space away from their urban institutions or residences. As 

mentioned earlier, this space is a popular lunch-hour destination for government workers. One 

participant shared: 

I used to work at the national archive which is across the street. I worked in the 

microfiche room so that meant that I had no light and no windows, so as soon as lunch 

time came, I was like “Outside! Sunlight I need you!” (J. Aylsworth, personal 

communications).  

The garden’s physical characteristics make it a draw for those who are deprived of sunlight and 

fresh air in the government complexes that crowd the downtown western core. This is a 

sentiment shared by other participants. One participant observed that a balance between sunlight 

and shade is the most important characteristic of any park (A. Levitt, personal communications). 

Beyond the obvious lack of sunlight in offices, it only occurred to me much later that the reason 

why sun was such a notable feature was because of the meager amount of sunshine Ottawa 

receives per year. Although Ottawa is listed as one of the cities with the most sunshine in 

Canada, receiving 2000 hours of sunshine a year, this is still 500 fewer hours than New York 

City’s average . Sunlight and shade are the most basic of characteristics present in this park that 18

attract visitors. Shade paves the way for a much more important characteristic of this park.  

 Sanctuary was a theme mentioned by everybody that I spoke with; however, not everyone 

used those exact words. Sanctuary is often seen as a kind of shelter. As shade provides shelter 

from the sun, the garden offers sanctuary from the anxieties of urban life and the ravages of 

 These numbers were accessed from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and The Government of 18

Canada. 
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nature. Some identified freedom from nosey people as a characteristic of the park they 

appreciated. Regardless, all of the participants perceived the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories as a space of refuge from some external forces. One participant likened the garden to 

Gethsemane in Jerusalem and observed that despite the traffic from Wellington, the space acts as 

a sanctuary for its occupants (Shane Parker, personal communications). Silence was one of the 

most prominent features that evoked this description of the space. In fact, the audio recording 

that I produced for my soundwalk incidentally created an atmosphere of tranquility at the end of 

the recording when participants enter the lower portion of the garden. At the end of the 

soundwalk, one participant remarked, “I feel there is a nice job of sheltering the organized nature 

of the city” (J. Booth, personal communications). I believe this perception of sanctuary offered 

by the Garden of the Provinces and Territories indicates that this lived open space is neither 

natural nor urban. The garden offers protection from the social forces of the city and simulates a 

sense of peace that can be found in the wilderness, albeit it is an imagined wilderness without the 

overwhelming vastness, powerful weather, and treacherous chasms.  

 Whereas sanctuary is an interpretation of a space that offers physical shelter, the garden 

presents some more psychic characteristics that emerge from the imaginations of the visitors 

rather than any concrete features we can pinpoint. Characteristics of space that exist purely in the 

people’s imagination provide insight into the memories that helped construct those abstractions. 

For instance, one participant offers: 

I would say that having an inviting entrance to the space is something that’s not only 

inviting but a change from what’s around it. It is both inviting and sort of draws you in 

through an element of curiosity or an element of “oh that space over there looks so 
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relaxing” or something like “I want to be three more steps in that direction” (J. 

Aylsworth, personal communications).  

This quote was in reference to the park’s magnetic pull on the participant. Other participants 

have described the space as “liminal” (C. Jaansch, personal communications). Although the 

examples provided present differing conceptions of imagined space, each one denotes a space 

that exerts its own force over the individual. 

 The notion of sanctuary extends from physical characteristics to properties that are 

wholly imagined. Most notably, one participant remarks, “I go to parks all the time and none of 

them have hurt me” (A. Levitt, personal communications). At a more abstract level, the garden 

has been described as “bland” (J. Booth, personal communications). This sensory transference is 

interesting because it takes a property from the proximate senses and projects it into the visual 

and presumably aural realms. This same participant also elaborated on how Canada as a whole 

represented a feeling of safety. For him, the blandness of the garden and Canada represent safety 

and security. Memories of open space are likely to acquire differing meanings based on past 

experiences. For the individuals that I spoke to, these open spaces have come to represent the 

safety we attribute to sanctuaries.  

 Canadian Space and the Garden of the Provinces and Territories  

Boredom 

 As mentioned above, observations that characterize the space as bland contribute to 

notions of the garden as a location of sanctuary. The blandness of the space led to a conversation 

that highlights the boredom that one participant felt. He offered: 
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It’s wonderful that we don’t have to worry. I wonder if some of that safety is not always 

great. Great things come to people in not safe spaces. I feel very free and safe in that I 

feel a little bland and a little bored (J. Booth, personal communications).  

In his characterization of the space as boring and bland, he also mentions that there is nothing 

polarizing about the space. In other words, “There’s nothing someone can take a stance against.” 

Unlike the originally proposed location of the MVC on the Supreme Court site, the Garden of the 

Provinces and Territories is not freighted with explicit political meaning. Few would find this 

gesture of provincial and territorial solidarity controversial, especially at the time of its 

construction in the 1960s. In recent years, gestures towards a more inclusive garden that even 

incorporates indigenous plant species can be seen as a nod towards the government’s recognition 

of Aboriginal Canadians despite the absence of significant action to reconcile years of abuse (fig.

19). Additionally, in this excerpt, he is also referring to Canada in general. His perception of 

Canada as a safe and boring place is framed negatively, but I got the sense that he thought this 

was a positive characteristic. In a published interview, Margaret Atwood believes that Canada’s 

cultural nationalism began with the question “Am I really that boring?” (Atwood 1978). This 

perception of boredom, although not pervasive in my interviews, is certainly underpinning some 

of the larger themes that we will explore below.  
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Fig. 19: Gardens filled with indigenous plants. Looking west, towards lower portion of 
Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad Lauzon (2017). 
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Solitude 

 The ability for individuals to find solitude in the Garden of the Provinces and Territories 

makes this space distinct from other types of parks (e.g., beaches and expansive green spaces 

with recreational fields). Two individuals that I spoke with both said that the garden was a nice 

place to read books. Additionally, as I mentioned above, one participant observed that “people 

are not quite so nosey” (B. Colica, personal communications). In the last chapter, I stated that my 

difficulty in finding research participants was due, in part, to the nature of the park. Here, people 

mind their own business and value their solitude. “Relaxation” and “decompression” are some 

activities associated with solitude that came up in my interviews (J. Aylsworth, personal 

communications). The observation that the skateboarders were the only ones who regularly 

participated in group activities within the garden is in line with my observations and comments 

from a majority of the people I spoke with. As I mentioned in the first chapter, finding solitude  

was a recommendation from ancient teachers to their students to help them store their memories. 

However, solitude is also conditioned by our memories. What makes this space a solitary 

experience is less about the absence of park users, because there certainly were people in the 

park whenever I went there, but the state of solitude is more about the ability of the park to 

buffer distractions from the outside and obstruct our view of other visitors. In both the upper and 

the lower areas of the park, planters and trees occupy the center of the park and break up direct 

sight lines between inhabitants. The perception of being alone in uninhabited manicured nature 

engenders associations with the Canadian wilderness. Regardless of the fact that users of the 

garden are not actually alone, our memories of similar spaces produce these feelings of solitude.  
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Peacefulness  

 Just as individuals experience solitude in this space, they also experience it as peaceful, a 

state that should not be confused with the former. Although we can find solitude if we step out of 

the commotion of a busy city and into a quiet alley, peacefulness is much more difficult to 

achieve (fig. 20). Whereas solitude can be achieved through enclosure, peacefulness requires a 

dampening of intense sensation. One participant describes the peacefulness in the garden as 

“some place where you could be at peace in your mind and in your thoughts” (B. Colica, 

personal communications). The ambient character of the garden certainly helps promote these 

peaceful qualities. However, the perception that you will not only be left alone but that you will 

also be left in peace is another factor that makes this space peaceful. For example, another 

participant offered, “It was like in Montreal at the foot of Mount Royal Tam Tam Day and you’re 

not going to worry about anything accosting you” (J. Earl, personal communications). Tam Tam 

Day is a reference to a seasonal drum circle in Mount Royal park. In this instance, not only are  

people not nosey, they are also not going to confront you and disturb your peace. Being left in 

peace is a central feature of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories.  

Freedom  

 In the space of the Garden of the Provinces and Territories, a space that draws upon the 

tension between natural and urban space to evoke feelings of boredom, solitude, and 

peacefulness, there exists a tangible articulation of freedom. One of the most striking realizations 

that emerged from my discussion with Canadians is the way that they articulated freedom that 

was more embodied than the more abstract notions of freedom I have been familiar with as an 

American. This tangible expression of freedom exists in articulations of the garden itself. One  
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Fig. 20: Alley on Albert Street. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Photo Credit: Robb Conrad 
Lauzon (2017).  
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participant articulated that entering the space of the garden as feeling like entering “a hidden 

pocket” and exclaiming “ahh” in relief (J. Aylsworth, personal communications). The space 

serves as a respite from the urban core that surrounds it. When I asked one participant in the park 

what the most important part of Canada was, he replied, “being able to come and go…as we 

please” (B. Colica, personal communications). Certainly, most parks could be characterized as 

spaces where we can come and go freely; however, in the Garden of the Provinces and 

Territories, a sense of safety provided by boredom, a sense of enclosure offered by solitude, and 

a feeling of calm engendered by peacefulness enables an individual to feel freedom as a bodily 

sensation. The garden offers freedom from “nosey people” “accosting you” in a simulated nature 

at the heart of the nation’s capital.  

Inclusivity  

 Along with freedom, there is a strong emphasis on inclusivity, and you are reminded 

about this everywhere you go. For the Canadians that I spoke with, it is not just enough to 

proclaim freedom—to feel free is to experience freedom. As I walked around Ottawa, I observed 

makeshift ramps provided by stopgap.ca that enable individuals in wheelchairs to access 

businesses that are outmoded and inaccessible to all. This was also a concern for the originally 

proposed MVC. In the original winning design, a stairway was listed as the only point of access 

to the bridge where visitors would experience the monument. This design feature had to be 

reconciled by the NCC, one of the reasons which ultimately delayed design approval and led to 

the memorial being shelved. Accessibility is a requirement of all newly proposed memorials in 

the capital region. Additionally, most of the buses contain signage that reminds riders that 

everyone has a right to be respected on public transit. Beyond the tangible aspects of freedom 
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that I mentioned above, it seems that Canadian freedom also operates with a tacit understanding 

of inclusivity.  

 Although we began in the Garden of the Provinces and Territories, my discussions 

eventually revealed some more abstract notions at work beneath the responses I received. The 

idea of freedom that was articulated in many different ways by the individuals I spoke with is 

guided by more abstract representations of Canadian space as they have experienced it 

throughout their lives. For example, the perception of the space in the garden as boring is 

arguably informed by its relation to the urban environment that houses it and the natural 

environment that it signifies. Through each one of these themes, the concept of freedom provided 

a guiding principle for elaborating on the most mundane topics. One participant expressed that 

he felt lucky that he was free from want and during the same conversation shared that the garden 

was a location where he could just be left alone. Just like the everyday experiences of my 

participants informed more complex notions they had of freedom, I believe all Canadians 

comprise their collective memories out of mundane lived experiences to develop more nuanced 

understanding of national identity.  

 The ability to experience inhabited space in an abstract way enables individuals to also 

define spaces of the mind using these same concepts. Solitude, peacefulness, and boredom 

represent notions about space that illuminate the ways some Canadians articulate nationhood. 

For example, because participants can acknowledge the boringness of lived space and experience 

its safety, they can also begin abstracting such experiences within their imaginations to conceive 

of the boredom of a nation. I find solitude to be the most intriguing articulation of space within 

the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. Solitude hints at an entire set of values that 
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accompany this notion. In solitude, individuals connect with a larger historical narrative of the 

Canadian frontier. Regardless of the accuracy of depicting a land that has been inhabited for 

thousands of years as a frontier, this is still a prevailing narrative that was pervasive during 

Canada’s Sesquicentennial in 2017. The Canadian love affair with the canoe is evidence of this 

romantic notion about uncharted wilderness that still informs a national self-concept. It is 

through these experiences that Canadians begin to express their values as a nation.  

 Conclusion  

 In this chapter, I sought to illustrate the process whereby individuals organized lived 

experiences to develop collective memories that comprise their national identity. Here, 

experiences of urban and natural spaces guide our perception through the accumulation of 

similar sensations. For example, the experience of overwhelming space in the Canadian 

wilderness makes tame spaces like the Garden of the Provinces and Territories more appealing to 

their users. These memories of past spaces create a foundation for interpretations of space in the 

moment. Even though the garden existed on a busy road, through its appropriation of natural 

features like trees and green space, it was able to convey a sense of solitude and peacefulness. 

These foundational experiences of space contribute to a more complex understanding of the 

concepts they define. As mentioned earlier, peacefulness is more than just a way of being in 

space, it is also a trait that Canadians strongly identify with because of their national attitude 

towards war. As I illustrated above, the bodily notion of freedom that my participants articulated, 

namely the ability to “come and go as I please”, is strengthened by individual experience. 
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Exploring how individuals experience space enables us to develop a richer understanding how 

these experiences contribute to our collective memories and ultimately our national identity.  

 Despite the emphasis of this research centering on how individuals experience the Garden 

of the Provinces and Territories, the fieldwork I engaged in enabled me to learn more about how 

such experiences in the garden, when coupled with the experiences in the capital region, 

contributed to notions of multiculturalism. The inclusivity inferred by a bodily conception of 

freedom paves the way for an ethos of hospitality. Bound up in the responses to my questions 

regarding the naming of the MVC—specifically its subtitle, “…Canada-a Land of Refuge”—

were complicated expressions of Canada as a “welcoming” land. One participant noted, “If 

Canada decided to stop welcoming people in, I feel that would be unfortunate” (J. Alysworth, 

personal communication). Many participants shared very personal stories of how they have seen 

Canada change over their lifetimes and shared positive experiences with multiculturalism. In 

word and in deed, it would seem, Canadians believe themselves to exist in a multicultural 

society. Although there is a debate over the level of enculturation that should be expected of 

immigrants, the Canadians that I spoke with felt strongly about sharing their freedom with 

newcomers.  

 If our experience of space serves to reinforce our understanding of the concepts that 

comprise the abstractions that motivate the public, then emplacement becomes an important 

consideration for those interested in understanding nationhood. Rifling through the documents 

and media of a nation is only one way to understand what a nation values. I believe that through 

the experiences of a nation’s inhabitants within space we can gain a deeper understanding of the 

material consequences of the nation in its objective form. Additionally, these experiences serve 
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as an original rhetoricity that works to constitute the subject prior to the work of symbolism. 

Because the material form of a nation is the product of intense deliberation, these spaces become 

illustrative of what the state values as embodied in its buildings, monuments, infrastructure, 

programs, cities, and countryside. Ultimately, because we share experiences, beginning with 

perception instead of abstractions of those experiences allows us to add another dimension to the 

complexity that is our subjectivity.  
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CONCLUSION 

 When I set out on my journey to explore the controversy surrounding the Memorial to the 

Victims of Communism—Canada, a Land of Refuge, I assumed that the symbolism implied by 

the proposed memorial’s name would be a major focus of my project. I discovered, however, 

what many before me have already realized: you cannot understand Canada without 

understanding the land, the space, and the people who inhabit Canada. Canadian space is unique 

because of its ambience. Additionally, Canadian space is alive with democracy. Not a single inch 

of this former British colonial outpost in the Americas is immune to politicization. From the 

exploitation of tar sands in Alberta to the proposed site of the MVC in front of the Supreme 

Court, the use of Canadian space is hotly debated. I believe that it is through an understanding of 

the symbolic and experiential aspects of memorial space that we are granted access to the 

ineffable experience of commemoration.   

 In part one of the study, my focus on the symbolism surrounding the proposed memorial 

illuminated how official efforts to define space through commemoration are also subject to the 

same democratic forces found in contestations over memorials themselves. Here, the prominence 

afforded the space in front the Supreme Court serves as an example of how memorial space 

becomes imbued with symbolic meaning. This meaning is the result of political action at the 

highest levels of government (e.g., the many iterations of master plans that were shelved due to 

war and executive decisions) and at street level (e.g., everyday citizens writing their Members of 

Parliament in opposition to the MVC).

 In part two, I turned towards the audience in an effort to learn how experiences of 

memorial spaces are shaped by the habit memories cultivated in other spaces. In order to 
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understand what “a Land of Refuge” entails, I believe we must also understand how individuals 

perceive space, specifically lived space. The MVC and Canada’s Capital Region served as a 

useful entry point into this analysis. As you drive east through New Brunswick and Quebec 

towards Ottawa, you witness hundreds of thousands of acres of Canadian timber—a billion 

dollar industry. At this scale, nature can be perceived only through the use of our memory and 

the imaginations associated with those memories. Because nature is entirely too vast to be 

viewed as we might from atop of skyscraper that overlooks Central Park, a mental picture of 

nature must be employed to begin appreciating its “overwhelming” scale. In order to develop a 

personal connection with the land of Canada, the memory must be educated by experiences 

within this space. Canadian wilderness has become indispensable to the idea of Canadian 

nationhood. This fact is enshrined in the urban plans for Ottawa. The relationship between open 

space and nature is a central aesthetic feature of The Gréber Plan for the capital region and 

should not be glossed over when exploring the subject of national identity. 

 This project articulated several themes that characterize in situ experiences shaped by 

urban planning (e.g., open space and natural space). Ottawa’s urban plans set aside silence as an 

ambient feature indispensable to institutions and individuals alike. However, as we see in the 

second half of the study, these ambient features are embodied and tacitly understood. It is 

through the mnemonics of the body where we are able to explore these ambient characteristics in 

greater detail. 
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 Summary 

 The analysis of Ottawa’s urban planning documents over the past century reveals the 

founding ethos that has been inscribed into the capital landscape. In this landscape, people go 

about their daily lives, and their memories are constructed with the aid of the ambient features 

found within the capital region. Ancient teachers of rhetoric were clear about the efficacy of 

physical locations where students could practice architectural mnemonics: properly lit, quiet, and 

abandoned places were prescribed for the effective storage of memories. This is an aspect often 

ignored when we consider the mnemonic function of the built environment. Just like the 

mnemonic features of architectural form were turned outwards to convey meaning, these ambient 

characteristics found in the art of memory play a similar role in conveying values to Canadian 

residents. In the case of Ottawa, the balance between open space and nature, sound, and the four-

seasons are all considerations impinging upon the meaning of this space. Through a more 

thorough understanding of how space has been defined and shaped by officials, we are better 

able to identify the features granted salience within the built environment for an analysis of “a 

Land of Refuge.”  

 The controversy of the MVC offers us a window into the values and attitudes of those 

who entered into a debate over the placement of the memorial in front of the Supreme Court. 

This controversy demonstrated how deliberation in a democratic society also works to define 

space. Through the advocacy of urban activists, the issue regarding the unilateral actions taken 

by the Harper administration to secure prominent space in front of the Supreme Court was 

brought to national attention. Ultimately, the prominence sought for this memorial was deemed 

out of line with the existing plans for the site. Concerns over the lack of democracy, specifically 
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public consultation, exemplified by the entire commemorative endeavor, highlights the value that 

the public places on the public consultation process. The controversy led the Trudeau 

government to relocate the memorial and hold public consultation for the new design 

competition. This controversy reveals the democratic characteristic of Canadian space, a space 

that exemplifies an inclusivity of perspectives.  

 The second half of this project explores the role of memory in situ. Memory’s place in 

understanding the constitution of individual and collective identity has been the topic of 

scholarship for some time. However, studying this phenomenon in the field, as it relates to our 

experience of memorial space is, to my knowledge, a relatively new enterprise. Space is an 

important aspect of memory where the informant can speak to his or her lived experience and the 

memories that aid that experience. Departing from the scholarship that understands space as a 

text that we might read like a book, I propose space as a product of our memory and distinct 

from the book. To approach spaces as surfaces of inscription can be productive, as we see from 

my analysis in part one; however, space is irreducibly material and as such requires attention to 

visitors’ interactions with it. By exploring research participants’ experiences of space, we are 

afforded access to the education of the senses that enable the production of more complex 

abstractions. Here, I propose walking as a method whereby the researcher and the participant 

place themselves within space. I created “the soundwalk" to focus the senses of informants and 

to elicit their articulations of space.  

 Individuals are constituted within spaces: first, by an education of the senses; second, by 

the construction of interior mnemonic technologies that are used as representational resources of 

the memory for the creation of concepts, images, and mental landscapes; and third, by the usage 
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of these representational resources for the composition of collective memory. In order to explore 

this process, I proposed emplacement within the space to collect sensory rich data for my 

analysis. 

 My conversations with participants revealed a creative tension between the 

“overwhelming nature” found in Canada’s wilderness and Ottawa’s urban environments. An 

education of the senses to overwhelming nature begins both inside and outside of the city where 

it then informs natural elements within the built environment. For example, participants observed 

the power of the Ottawa River that runs through the heart of the capital region. Nature’s scale, 

power, and ineffable periods of time characterize this overwhelming nature. On the opposite end 

of the spectrum, urbanism is a characteristic of contemporary Canada. Because of this, open 

space that simulates nature becomes living space for residents in the capital region. My 

participants’ perceptions of the capital region, observations of people within these spaces, and 

their experiences within the Garden of the Provinces and Territories reveal the attraction of open 

spaces as a sanctuary from the abrasiveness of urban living.  

 The physical features that attracted my informants to the space of the proposed memorial 

are both physical and imagined. My interviews elicited responses that coalesced around themes 

related to the garden’s ambient qualities. “Boredom” is often cited as a Canadian characteristic. 

Here, boredom is projected onto the space because of its lack of “exciting” features. On more 

than one occasion, my participants revealed that they are grateful for this boredom when 

considering the alternatives (e.g., conflict, disaster, and crisis). “Solitude” is an imagined and 

physical characteristic of the space that is aided by the design of the park that draws visitors to 

the park’s perimeters and mediates contact between fellow inhabitants. “Peacefulness” refers to 
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the park’s lack of ambient noise and the freedom from intrusions on one’s solitude. All of these 

themes contribute to the overarching sense of freedom that is held up by my participants as an 

important embodied national trait. Because my informants conceive freedom as an experiential 

characteristic, “inclusiveness” once again becomes a consideration for what it means to exist in 

Canadian space. Inclusiveness or belonging become central to a Canadian identity for my 

participants and these types of embodied abstractions are only possible through the 

representations of space made possible by prior experiences. I argue that individual experiences 

that are elicited by the park (boredom, solitude, peacefulness) reveal how more complex notions 

of Canadian space come to exist (e.g., inclusivity). Through an education of the senses by 

overwhelming nature, features with Ottawa’s open space take on qualities that are driven by 

memories within the user’s imagination. It is these perceptions that aid in the production of a 

constructed memory that guides the development of such rhetorical abstractions as freedom and 

inclusivity.  

 Implications 

 After reflecting on the significance of this project, I concluded that a grounded approach 

to rhetorical criticism is a precarious situation for anyone who has been trained in the traditional 

modes of textual analysis. The more questions I asked in the field, the more I realized that the 

answers I was expecting did not neatly align with my expectations. However, it was only through 

an inquiry into the experiences of Canadians that I was able to recognize the importance of 

Canadian space itself. Canadian space is not generic space whose formal characteristics can be 

transported to different cultural contexts. Canadian space is vast and this vastness inevitably 
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informs a conception of “a Land of Refuge”. In this section, I will reflect on the construction of 

memorial space as “a Land of Refuge” and the implications of this project for rhetorical field 

methods.  

“A Land of Refuge” 

 This project offers a unique view on the study of memorials because of its emphasis on 

memorial space. Along with Young (1993), I have argued that memorial space is important for 

understanding the entire process of commemoration. Whereas monuments and commemorative 

activities have been the focus of so many studies, I believe that an inquiry into memorial space 

provides us with a greater understanding of how meaning is generated through experience. This 

project’s subject enabled this exploration because of the controversy surrounding the space in 

front of the Supreme Court and the commemorative symbolism that celebrates Canada as “a 

Land of Refuge.” Below, I will provide some concluding remarks about how my study of 

memorial space contributed to my inquiry into Canada’s efforts to brand itself as a “a Land of 

Refuge.” 

 Canada’s image as “a Land of Refuge” is pervasive in North America. Many participants 

I spoke with are certain to mention that Aboriginal Canadians were the first ones to offer refuge 

to hungry European settlers who were unfit for the harsh Canadian winters. The theme of Canada 

as an asylum has a long history. After the Revolutionary War, tens of thousands of British 

Loyalists fled to Canada (Nelles 2017). This stream of refugees continued during the era of the 

Underground Railroad. For many North Americans, the history of the Underground Railroad is 

the first introduction to Canada as “a Land of Refuge.” If you ask Canadians directly, most are 

aware of Canada turning away a boatload of Jewish refugees from Europe in the 1930s, the 
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thousands of American draft dodgers who headed north in the 1960s, and the subsequent wave of 

refugees known as the Boat People who fled Vietnam after the war.  

 At present, Justin Trudeau’s government is working to resettle upwards of 30,000 Syrian 

refugees. This was one of the first stated commitments made when his government took power in 

2015. In the Ottawa Chinese Community Service Centre guide, a publication that is released for 

the benefit of newly arrived immigrants and refugees, the first page contains a letter from 

Trudeau that reads:  

I hope the many services for newcomers to Canada—including those offered by the 

Government of Canada—help to ease your transition to your new home. We are, at our 

core, a friendly and inviting people, and I know that I speak for millions when I say 

welcome to Canada. 

Although many that I spoke with are unsatisfied with the perceived material support the 

government is providing to accommodate the influx of refugees, many churches and non-profit 

organizations have stepped up to sponsor families as soon as their government sponsorship ran 

out. One individual I spoke with acknowledged that Canada is doing better than most countries 

in sponsoring refugees, but he believed cultural hurdles exist for immigrants and refugees that 

must be addressed through a concerted dedication of resources (R. Kahn, personal 

communications). Some have described this problem as stemming from difficulties with 

integration, especially in places like Quebec where ethnic French Canadians feel their interests 

are not properly addressed by the Canadian Government (M. Hamelin, personal 

communications). Politically, supporting asylum seekers is a popular move across the Canadian 
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political spectrum, and it is no surprise that “a Land of Refuge” was a subtitle for the MVC when 

it was first proposed by Harper’s Conservative government.   

 Besides the Syrian refugee crisis, reconciliation with Aboriginal Canadians has been an 

issue at the forefront of the news cycle and on the minds of many that I spoke with. Along with 

public testimony from survivors of Canada’s residential school system—a system that took 

indigenous children from their families in an effort to assimilate Aboriginal Canadians—there 

has also been an inquiry into missing and murdered indigenous women. There was a sense that 

any questions about settlers declaring Canada “a Land of Refuge” was ultimately one best left to 

the aboriginal inhabitants of this land. Indeed, the amount of time dedicated to issues 

surrounding reconciliation in my interviews, especially since none of my questions addressed 

reconciliation, outstripped any other theme brought up independently by my research 

participants.  

 In the capital region and beyond, the theme of refuge is visible as a national priority, and 

signs of this priority are present in the many layers of lived experience. When I arrived in August 

2017, a Haitian refugee crisis was developing in Quebec. Because of fears that American 

President Donald Trump would end their protected status, thousands of Haitians who had been 

displaced by the 2010 earthquake in Haiti had crossed the US-Canadian border from New York. 

Everywhere you turn in Canada, you are reminded of efforts to resettle refugees. Posters reading 

“refugees are welcome here” hang in windows of homes; in the Canadian television show, 

Degrassi High, a Vietnamese refugee named Yick Yu is featured throughout multiple seasons; 

my little cousin in Quebec participates in school activities sponsored by Amnesty International 

that support education about refugee communities; along a rural highway between Montreal and 
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Ottawa, crude graffiti on an overpass reads, “refugees are welcome”; on my morning run, I pass 

a restaurant that was founded by a refugee from Bangladesh; marching behind Justin Trudeau in 

the pride parade, volunteers from Amnesty International carry signs ornamented with rainbows 

that read, “my door is open”; and Mo, short for Mohammed, the man who serves my shawarma, 

is a Palestinian refugee via Lebanon. On my brief visits to Ottawa, I encountered hundreds of 

examples like this. Whereas the United States and many European nations are still debating their 

role in refugee crises past, present, and future, Canada’s official and vernacular rhetorics are 

proclaiming the country “a Land of Refuge.”  

 So what constitutes “a Land of Refuge?” I believe that our answer lies in pieces among 

the conclusions of earlier chapters. In the context of open space versus nature, one of the capital 

region design elements presented in chapter one, we might begin to view Canadian cities as 

spaces of refuge from the ravages of nature. As we move into the controversy surrounding the 

MVC, democracy, specifically the value of inclusiveness, becomes a guiding ethos in regards to 

Canadian space. Here, “a Land of Refuge” is inclusive and exemplifies the spirit of democratic 

pluralism. Conversations with participants regarding the Garden of the Provinces and Territories 

reveal my informants’ experience boredom, solitude, and peacefulness in this space. These 

experiences enabled the expression of more abstract notions such as tangible freedom (i.e., 

bodily integrity). Thematizing this tangible freedom, many participants reported using the park 

as a space of sanctuary. From all of this, we might infer that “a Land of Refuge” exists in the 

imaginations of Canadians as well as in its urban landscapes. This is the land that, in its vastness, 

offers the tangible freedoms that have been bestowed upon Canadians through the riches of 

nature. Additionally, through the character of its inhabitants, Canada embodies democratic 
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inclusiveness. In this sense, “a Land of Refuge” becomes more than just the concept of 

“welcoming”—it also implicates an entire host of experiences that contribute to the incorporation 

of this abstraction into daily life.   

 Through textual analysis of the rhetorical characteristics of memorial space and an 

exploration of embodied audience experiences of this space, I have demonstrated how abstract 

notions such as freedom and inclusivity are experienced and subsequently incorporated through 

the interaction with the urban environment. By attuning ourselves broadly to the concept of 

space, we are better able to understand the lived experiences that guides reception of more 

abstract concepts. For example, peacefulness as it exists on the page of a book is brought to life 

through the memories we have that link peacefulness to its lived experience. This is why 

attention to memorial space is important to those interested in the symbolic importance of 

commemorative efforts. Through the analysis of memorial space we can identify the types of 

mnemonic resources available to visitors and begin locating the lineage of those mnemonic 

technologies. In this case, the unique focus on nature in Ottawa’s parks and gardens enables the 

researcher to identify the experiences that would enable visitors to make sense of those 

characteristics. Here, the initial emphasis on a balance between nature and open space from over 

a half century ago leads us to consider current articulations of this nature as overwhelming. I 

believe that only after understanding the types of memories that inform perceptions of this space 

as boring, solitary, and peaceful, can we truly understand how meaning is generated within 

space. It is through a greater understanding of how memory is constructed that the mnemonic 

function of memorial space can be fully appreciated.  
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Rhetorical Fieldwork and Memory 

 I encountered rhetorical field methods and sensory ethnography at the same moment that 

I began this project. I believe that both lend themselves well to the type of project I had stumbled 

upon. Although in situ analyses are not new in rhetorical scholarship, especially in studies of 

memorials, they are in their infancy compared to textual analysis. It is likely because of the 

durability demonstrated by the text of a memorial and its space that some of the earliest 

examples of rhetorical fieldwork emerge in the analysis of memorials. By bringing sensory 

ethnography into the picture, I hope to have contributed to the emergent conversation about lived 

experience and memory.  

 Sensory ethnography enables rhetoricians to consider experience beyond the shallow 

articulations sometimes found in qualitative testimony. By taking sensation seriously, we are 

better able to speak to the phenomenological world that individuals share with one another. After 

all, it is through shared experiences that rhetoric gains much of its power over audiences. When 

we privilege sensation in our research, we gain access to the lived experience of others. By 

contrast, through a dulling of the senses, we risk misrepresenting the rhetorical situation. 

Sensation offers definition to our physical and psychic worlds, and I contend that sensory 

ethnography is crucial for understanding audience receptions of nontraditional rhetorical “texts” 

such as memory places.  

 Embracing the sensory turn in the humanities enables rhetorical critics to begin 

addressing some of the questions within the field in a more methodologically rigorous manner. 

McGee (1982) uses the metaphor of studying a rattlesnake to drive home the value of this type of 

inquiry and its role in rhetorical studies. To study a rattlesnake in a lab would be something 
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completely different from encountering it in the wild. Rhetorical fieldwork is especially useful 

for those who wish to explore space and the physical world. For example, an exploration of the 

material character of rhetoric demands a more formalized approach to reading the physical world 

as a text. Earlier, I called this material literacy. Whereas we have been educated in the grammars 

and rhetorics of verbal texts from the first day we enter a classroom, the physical world lacks 

major formalistic treatment outside of basic geometry and art history in our compulsory 

schooling. I am convinced, and this project reinforced that conviction, that our senses do indeed 

undergo an education that enables us to read the material world, but that education has eluded 

any classification necessary for the development of a nomenclature. For instance, in the last 

chapter, I described the experiences of my participants in their outdoor activities as a site of 

education where they develop memories that enable them to perceive and experience space. Non-

traditional educational environments like this take on many forms, and I believe it is the task of 

those who take up the study of the physical characteristics of the world to discover the germinal 

experiences that comprise an individual’s sensory education. Without the appropriate field 

methods, we are unable to observe the environments that inform reception. 

 I believe that in order to gain a greater understanding of how individuals use memory for 

recollection and experience within the moment, we must ask questions that aim to understand the 

perceptions of individuals and communities. In an effort to gauge the reception of the memorial 

space at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories, I set out to meet Canadians who could shed 

light on their experiences. Without the contact I was afforded through fieldwork, it would have 

been difficult to paint the picture of my participants’ unique worldviews. Specifically, because I 
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was interested in memorial space as a mnemonic aid it would have been almost impossible to 

understand the space’s mnemonic function without “being there.” 

 Most importantly, rhetorical fieldwork enables us to ask audiences what they think about 

their in situ experiences. I believe it is actually more difficult to borrow wholesale from 

traditional ethnography when conducting interviews that seek to understand audience reception. 

My questions required that I winnow down responses in subsequent interviews in an effort to 

gain clarity. Conversation tends to be meandering. This means, if I really want to get to the heart 

of my research question I would often have to mull over the responses of my interviewees and 

re-approach them with questions that acknowledged their particular frame of reference. For 

example, one of my research participants was very clearly just trying to score some bus tickets 

out of our first interview. It was not until after the third time that I met with him that I could ask 

questions that scratched the surface of his lived experience. This method also required that I 

focus my participants on the object of my study. Conducting interview in the park, recording a 

guided audio tour, and verbally walking them through the space helped me direct the 

conversation to the rhetorical text in question. Ultimately, rhetorical field methods are 

indispensable for anyone doing audience analysis in situ.  

 Limitations  

 As with all research, I must acknowledge the limitations of this project. For some, my 

limited number of participants would be a concern; for others, who would include members of 

my own family, the absence of French Canadian voices would give them pause. Below, I would 

like to address some of the shortcomings of this project.  
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 The absence of French Canadian voices in this project is one of the major pitfalls in a 

study that seeks to understand the national imagination. Although I did include the voice of one 

Quebecker in my analysis of Canadian space, her concerns regarding the minimizing of the 

French Canadian perspectives was edged out because of the sheer complexity of the argument I 

was attempting to cover. Admittedly, I could compose another dissertation with the material that 

I had to scrap from this project.  

 Most notably, at the center of the debate surrounding the MVC, a French Canadian artist 

collective staged a counter memorial competition that was dedicated to the victims of capitalism. 

Although this project was fascinating, its footnote could have comprised a chapter in and of 

itself. I was first alerted to the project by Barry Padolsky who was a participant in one of the 

public lectures that were organized by the Gatineau-based artist collective, Entrepreneurs du 

Commun. Padolsky was asked to speak on the controversy surrounding the MVC at the proposed 

location in front of the Supreme Court. In the call for proposals, artists were asked to reflect on 

the “gross historical confusions and ideological simplifications” they believed guided the 

proposed MVC. Ultimately, I decided that this counter memorial competition fell outside of the 

scope of a project that was primarily concerned with issues of symbolic and material 

prominence. Although there was a vocal minority that opposed the ideological implications of a 

commemoration that maligned an economic system instead of totalitarian rule, the majority of 

the opponents to the memorial did not disagree with its subject and instead took issue with the 

memorial’s siting. However, the omission of these voices, like so many other omissions of 

French Canadian perspectives in Canadian politics, has the potential to oversimplify the 

complexities of Canadian political life. 
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 Future research on this subject might incorporate the rise of French Canadian nationalism 

in response to Muslim immigration. In summer 2017, on the heels of racist rallies in 

Charlottesville, Virginia, an anti-immigration rally in Quebec made national headlines in Canada. 

Almost in direct response to Donald Trump who failed to speak out against ethnocentrism in 

Charlottesville, Justin Trudeau delivered a national response that condemned racism in the 

province. Perhaps my relationship to the question of Quebec is far too intimate, but I have to 

acknowledge that these voices are important and require the attention they deserve. Footnoting 

the experiences of French Canadians seemed incredibly disrespectful, not only to the family that 

raised me, but also to the millions of Quebeckers who harbor complex emotions on their relation 

with English Canada.  

 Although I was able to make invaluable connections with research participants during my 

short time in Ottawa, the interviewee pool is not as significant or as diverse as I would have 

liked. Out of the dozen or so individuals I interviewed, only five were intimately familiar with 

the Garden of the Provinces and Territories. The majority of people I reached out to were not 

interested in participating in my research. In order to overcome this disparity, I was able to 

recruit two more participants to reflect on the garden by using experimental methods (e.g., 

soundwalk). The remaining participants enabled me to understand how individuals experienced 

the capital region and to probe broader questions such as Canadian identity. Although these 

interviews were unrelated to the garden, this information became important for extrapolating 

some generalizations about Canadians that enabled me to refine my questions. Although my 

participants were not asked to self-identify, many did reveal that they were primarily of 

European descent. Three of my participants identified as first generation Canadians, and most 
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were able to recall when their ancestors immigrated. Unfortunately, there were no Aboriginal 

Canadians represented in this study. Lastly, if you factor in participants who were unfamiliar 

with the site at the garden, women and men were equally represented in this study. However, as I 

mentioned earlier, recruiting women at the Garden of the Provinces and Territories was a difficult 

task because of the cultural baggage associated with encounters in public spaces such as this. 

Any future study like this would require greater efforts to include more voices.  

 Future Research 

 The most obvious continuation of this project would require an analysis of this memorial 

space after the monument is dedicated in the coming year(s). As the space changes and the 

Garden of the Provinces and Territories receives updated landscaping and a new monumental 

structure, it would be logical to continue this study. As I began my fieldwork, plans for the new 

memorial design were unveiled. This new memorial design takes advantage of the place’s 

ambient characteristics, particularly of the sun’s trajectory in the sky on the winter solstice. 

Designers are orienting the memorial so that on the shortest day of the year, Canadians can 

physically walk through the memorial from the darkness and into the light. Such an experiential 

memorial would certainly augment the contemplative space at the garden.  

 Additionally, there is an opportunity to explore the sociopolitical impact of Canada’s 

efforts to brand itself as “a Land of Refuge.” As we move towards an increasingly unstable future 

for many communities across the world, major events like war and natural disasters will cause 

more migration. Canada’s example on the global political stage, along with countries like 

Tanzania, could hopefully shape the way we view citizenship in the 21st century. During my 
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research, I sat down with Paul Heinbecker, Canada’s former UN Ambassador to the Security 

Council, and he shared his hopes and concerns for national and global resettlement efforts. 

Helping native born citizens acclimate to the influx of migrants is certainly a necessary element 

to consider for efforts that aim to ameliorate the global refugee crises. There is evidence of this 

work happening in Canada already. One of Heinbecker’s more notable lamentations during our 

conversation involved his recollection of Hungarians throwing food over razor wire fences at 

Syrian refugees. He follows this up with a description of Trudeau meeting refugee families at the 

Toronto airport with snowsuits. I say all of that to say this: there is a fruitful connection between 

the rhetorical fieldwork and the work of those who wish to constructively use nation branding to 

advance humanitarian aims. The ideas we are able to convey through our work can offer relevant 

criticism of policies while amplifying the voices of the everyday citizen. As rhetorical studies 

moves out into the streets, we are able to interact with audiences and make scholarship relevant 

to those most greatly impacted by political action.  

 Above, I mention the limitations of this study that attempts to draw conclusions about 

Canada’s national character from interviews with a group that was mostly male and visibly 

European. Future research on the subject of Canada as “a Land of Refuge” should almost 

certainly include the voices of refugees. Somalis, Ugandans, and Syrians comprise sizable 

minority populations in Canada’s urban centers. These voices are crucial for understanding 

Canada’s efforts to resettle asylum seekers. Additionally, the voices of Canada’s First Nations 

and Aboriginal peoples deserve a larger say in these efforts given the Canadian Government’s 

history of ignoring the nation’s original inhabitants. It is only through the incorporation of these 
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voices into our studies that we will be able to offer a more accurate picture of the impact of such 

nation branding efforts. 

 Finally, in the spirt of sensory ethnography, I adopted an experimental approach to 

crafting my research methods. The soundwalk I designed enabled me to focus my research 

participants’ attention and attune them to specific characteristics of the ambient environment. 

During my research I often felt unsure about using such an eccentric approach for gathering data. 

After receiving encouragement from my committee, I felt more confident about making a case 

for such experimentation. I believe that rhetorical studies could benefit from the use of 

experimental methods, especially at a time when rhetorical critics are leaving traditional texts at 

their desks and going out into the field. As I have briefly touched on elsewhere, a method such as 

soundwalking allows us to stitch our research participants into environments of memory. This 

becomes important not only for understanding memorial space but also for exploring the context 

in which rhetoric emerges. Experimental methods offer rhetorical critics an opportunity to 

engage with their research in a way that illuminates their subject and also involves the public in 

this important work—work that is often relegated to the shelves of university libraries. It is my 

hope that one day experimental methods are more commonplace within conservative disciplines 

like rhetorical studies.  
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